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ABSTRACT 
All organizations, both private and public, must improve thejr business practices to 
survive in today's volatik and highly competitive marketplace. nus thesis overviews 
business process reengineering p.rilleiples, and examines four methodologies for its 
accompli~hment. Based Oil exi!«ing approaches, the thesis develops a new reengineering 
procedure, called the Workflow Reengineering Methodology. lbis mcthodologyuses 
workflow automation as an enabler for efficiently and effectively conducting 
reengineering. The proposed methodology consists offive phases and 32 component 
steps with assot."iated ilitta ooUection forms. lbe thcsis also includcs a case study of the 
appjjcation of a portion ofthe methodology using work1low data gathered ITom the .Port 
Huencme Division ofthe Naval Surface Warfare Center. The methodology and its data 
collection fonus significantly streamlined the capture of process data, and fucilitated the 
generation and analysis ofworkflow design alternatives. "Jbc proposed Worldlow 
Reengineering Methodology promises to be a methodology that can be used with 
supporting workflow automation to improve an organization's business processes. 
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This chapter provides introductory information on the purpose for, and coJJtent o~ 
the thesis. It discusses th e background and objectives of the research, the questions 
answered and the methodology used. It delimits the scope of the thesis, and defines 
incorporated abbreviations and key words. Finally, it outlines the content of each of the 
included chapters. 
A. BACKGROUND 
American companies and government agencies alike are striving to improve, 
streamline, and automate their business practices to adjust to the rigorous demands of a 
bighlyvolatilc marketplace, austere financial resources and manpower reductions. To he 
succ-essful in loday's rapidly changing business climate, an enterprise mu~1 ensure that its 
information infrastructure effectively supports and contributes to the efficiency of its 
business processes. A workflow management technology (workflow) is an approach that 
automate~ integrates and manages work. It includes flexib Lt: process modeling and real­
time status monitoring and perfonnance measurement capabilities that can yeatly assist an 
organiz.ation in reengineering its business processes. 
The Port Hueneme Division or the Naval Surface Warfare Center (PIID NSWq 
sponsored research into thc most effective use ofworldlow management technology 
vvithiu their organization. "(be overall goal orthe workflow projc(..'t was to enable PHD 
NSWC to provide the fleet user with more timely logistical support as modifications to a 
particular weapon system or its rupporting documentation unfold. Studies 011 the costs 
and benefits of workflow, the media available to deliver workflow capabilities to the users 
on ships at sea, and tbe required data object formats for electronic customer intera~tions 
were completed by other project team mcmbers in March 1995 
B. OBJECfIVES 
The purpose ofthis research is to conduct a thorough ~tudy into structured 
methodologies available for enabling business proccss reengineering (BPR) through the 
use of workflow management automation. Tbe author was unahle to locate a single 
methodology, described in full detail, that provided step·by-step instruction on bow to use 
workflow management tools to analyze and redesign business processes. Methodologies 
for workflow planning that include BPR exist, but they are proprietary in nature. DoD 
activities cannot afford to hire the costly consultants who possess these trade1llilrked 
procedures, nor can they afford to ignore or haphazardly construct automated workflow 
plans without proper methods or tools. Therefore, il is imperative that a practical 
methodology for incorporating BPR into workflow analysis and design be developed and 
tested. The goal of this thesis, therefore, is 10 develop and test a comprehensive 
methodology for petforroing BPR using a workflow management tool. 
C. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This research was focused on the following questions: 
What b; Business Process Reengineering (BPR) and what methodologies and 
tools exist for its enactment? 
What is workflow management and how is it supported by information 
technology? 
What analysis and design methodologies exi<tt for workflow design? 
Can workflow software enable BPR? 
How can a BPR methodology be incorporated into workflow analysis and 
design? 
Ifno appropriate methodologies exist for BPR and/or workflow, what would 
be a feasible structured methodology for the combination of workflow design 
and BPR? 
D. SCOPE OF THESIS 
This thesis includes an overview ofBPR and workfiow management. 'Inc author 
examines exi~ing BPR methodologies, including a detailed description oftbe 
methodology prescribed hy DoD. A methodology for enabling BPR with workllow 
lllilnagement tools is presented. The proposed workflowlBPR methodology is then 
applied in a case ~tudy that includes the design and analysis of a workflow model for PHD 
NSWC. 
E. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The re~arch techuiq\les u~d tor this thesis inchlded a thorough literature review 
ofthe following topics: Business Process Reengincering, fWlctional Process 
Improvement, Workflow Management Technologies, and Workflow Management Design 
Methodologies. The author also attended a two-day workflow seminar, sponsored by a 
leading workflow consulting finn, and three workflow management product exhibitions. 
Personal and telephone interviews were conducted with subject area experts and PHD 
NSWC i>taf[ 
The proposed Workflow Reellgineering Methodology was synthesized from 
applicable portions ofBPR and workflow design methodologies discovered during the 
literature review. To complete the methodology, the author developed and incorporated 
additional procedures for vague or lacking segments of the workflow design and 
reengim:ering methods. 
F. ABRR£V1AnONS A~'D DEFINITIONS 
I. Abbreviations 

The following abbreviations are used throughout the thesis: 

BPI Business Process Improvement 
HPR Business Process Reengineering 
elM COflJOrate Information Management 
no)) Department of Defense 
FEA Functional Economic Analysis 
FPI Functional Process Improvement 
IT Information Technology 
NPR National PerfoOllance Review 
PfiDNSWC rort Hueneme Division, Naval Surface Warlare Center 
SECDKF Secretary of Defense 
2. DefmitioDS 
Th.e definitions of terms used in the thesis are as follows: 
Busine.~.~ Proces.~ Reengineering:The rudimentary rethinking and 
"... redesign ofbusiness processes to achieve dralllHtic improvements in critical, 
contemporary mea~"Ufes ofperfo:nnance, such as cost, quality, sen:ice, and 
~"peed" (IIammer and Champy, 1993) 
Corporate Information Management: A DoD initiative that requires the 
examination and viabLe restructuring of all business processes throughout the 
department. The premise ofthe program is that the implementation of 
improved proce~ses which: (I) are enabled by technology; (2) substantially 
increase productivity; (3) decrease costs; and (4) do not sacrifice quality. (A 
Plan/or Corporate /riformafion Management. ... , 1993) 
Functional Economic Analysis: An approach used in a Ftmctional Process 
improvement initiative to provide supporting documentation for the costs and 
benefits ofproposed process improvements and the required infonnation 
inirastruclure inveslment. (Functional Economic AnalySiS Guidehook, 1993) 
Functional Process Improvement: DoD's version ofBPR which has five key 
objectives: (1) reduce the cost of doing business by eliminating unproductive 
procedures and regulations; (2) improve productivity, quality and customer 
service; (3) begin fee-for-service operations; (4) create an environment of 
continuous process improvement; and (5) empower command leaders to 
improve their husiness practices and make them directly accountable for the 
success or failure oftheir organizations. (DODlNscI· S020.1-M, 1993) 
National Performance Rel,jew: An intensive study ofthe federal 
government's operating procedures and regulations. The goal ofthe review is 
to create a government that costs less and provides quality services to the 
American tax-payers (Gore, 1993) 
WorkfllllV: An ordered collection of tasks that, when linked together, form a 
business cycle ofan organization . (Marshak, The Workflow Paradigm, 1994) 
Workflow Management Software: A rvoIDputer applirvation that enables the 
electronirv transfer and management ofinfonnation and work throughout an 
organization's business processes using pre-defined rule-based routing and 
client-server technology. (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
G. CHAPTER OUTLINE 
This thesis is organi".cd as foLLows. Chapter II provides an overview ofRPR 
fundamentals and }lrinciples, and examines three available methodologies for its 
arvcomplishment. Chapter ill delineates the FWlctional Process Improvement 
methodology and tools that 000 uses to conduct SPR.. (''hapter IV provides an ovelView 
of workflow managemt. ..nt software technologies and identifies a partial procedure tor 
workflow template design. Chapter V contains a proposed workflow design methodology 
that was created to enable HPR through the lise of automated workflow managemcut 
tool s. Chapter VI includes a case study ofthe application ofa portion ofthe proposed 
worktlowmPR methodology using a workflow ex.1IDple from PHD NSWC. Chapter V11 
includes an analysis ofthe proposed methodology and 1>ugge1>tions for future research. 

TI. nrSINESS PROCESS REENGlNEERlNG 
This chapter provides all. ov.:rview of business process reengineering concepts It 
bcgin~ with a discussion ufthe background of and need for, BPR. Next, it defines the 
categories, ideals and principles ofreengilleering, and identifies the participants ufthe 
Hlengineerillg process. The mbsequent section presents the steps of Llu-ee BPR 
methodolugies presently found.in literanrrc. Finally, it includes an analysis uftbe 
completeness, case ufuse and adequacy ofsupportiug tools for each ofth!.: discussed 
methodologies 
A. BACKGROUND 
In l776, Adam Smith, all, economist aud philosopher, published The IYealth qf 
Natian~. Tn thi~ hook he wrote that , to realize immense improvements in business 
production., an organization should analyze the work being performed within its 
boundaries and break it down into its simplest components. TII.ese tasks 1iliould then be 
divided hetween employees, each ofwhom performs a single funloiion or a sloi of simple 
tasks_ As a reS>Ult ofthis division oflabor, centralized and hierarchical bureaucracies afe 
established to control the flow and manage the eompletioll ofwork steps across all 
organization_ (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
Smith's tent:1:s ofindustrial management revolutioni:.t.ed indusuy_ His management 
methods have been succes~ful1y practiced by American businesses for over 200 years_ A~ 
a result, American companies have led the world in manufal:turing productivity and have 
sucl:eeded in meeting the expanding global customer demand for high-quality products 
and services. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
In .his v.rritings, Smith identified three organizational assets that must be effectively 
managed if a business is to be successful: capital, material and people. The rampant 
SllCl:CSS enjoyed by American companies dming the Industrial Age also demanded the 
1illIllagement of increased amounts of data concerning product lines, resources, customers 
and employees. Consequently, information bec3me a fourtb resource to be managed 
"Just as capital, material, and people need to be managed in order to achieve effectiveness 
and efficiency, so does infonnation" (A Planfor Corporate Information Management" .. , 
1993) 
'The information revolution was SPWTed by the development and usc ofhigh speed 
computing and world-wide communications. Information systems were built to support 
the speciaii7..cd work and requirements of functional entities within an organization. 
Mo:.t U.S. government agencies and corporation~ viewed 
infonnation management as the automation of existing business methods in 
ordcr to reduce co~ts. With this narrow view, little effort was made to 
improve the methods themselves. Results were disappointing: new 
technology applied to old methods did not produce tbe benefits expected. 
(A Planfor Corporate Information Management .... , 1993) 
These information :.)'Slems were onen independently constructed and, as a result, could 
not be integrated. Due to this lack of inter-operability and the automation of obsolete 
procedures, the countl)"S immense investmcnt in computer sy~tem infrastructure did not 
produce the net gains in productivity necessary to recoup its costs. 'The result bas been a 
net productivity gain in tbe white-collar work force of less tban one percent over twenty 
years" (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
TIle Information Age, with its usc of expedient communications, has produced a 
highly competitive and volatile global marketplace in which American busine~ses that once 
dominated the market are now :.tTUggling to compete: 
Advanced technologie~ tbe disappearance ofboundruies between 
national markets, and the altered expectations of cu~tomers who now have 
more choices than ever before have combined to make the goals, methods, 
and bas.ic organizing principles ofthe classical American cOIporation sadly 
obsolete_ Renewing their competitive capabilities if;fl't an issue ofgetting 
the people in these companies to work harder, but of learning to work 
differently. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
To en~UIe their contiuuoo existence withjn this dynamic marketplace, Atueriean 
companies are seeking more innovative and ellicient ways of doing business. Present 
methods of operation, and the information systems that have been built to ~pport them, 
arc being critically analyzed for efficiency, flexibility and their varue to the overaU product 
or service ofthe company. Outdated business processes and systems are being redesigned 
to retlectllew business goals and to improve corporate responsiveness to customer 
demands. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
B. REEN(aNEERING OVERVIEW 
'Ibere are various business process improvemem initiatives discussed in today's 
literature: Business Process Recnginecring, Proccss Innovation, Business Process 
Redesign, and Business Process Tmprovemcnt, to name a few. Some ofthcse methods 
promote radical cbange with no regard for past practices, wIllie others take a more 
incremental approach to impwl.'ing present processes_ They all, bowever, share a common 
goal: the desirc for dramatic improvements in business prodUctivity and customer service. 
Due to their similarities, these initiatives can be grouped under tbe broad categoI)' of 
business process recngineering 
Webster's New World Dictionary defines engineering as ".. . the planning, 
designing, construction, etc. of machinery, roads, bridges, etc. " (Wehster's New World 
Dictionary, 1990). Reenginecring is the rcdesigning or rebuilding ofan item or activity 
A business process is an aggregation of work steps that transfigure organizational inputs 
and resources into business products or services. Business process recngineering (BPR), 
thcrcfore, is the rudimentary rethinking and "...redesign of business processes to achieve 
dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary mcasures ofpcrformance, such as COSI, 
quality, service, and speed...(by) looking afresh at tlle work required to create a 
company's product or selVice and deliver value to the customer" (Hammcr and Champy, 
1993). The desired outcome ofreengineering is a customer focused organization that 
experiences extraordinary gains in prodUCtivity and profitability. 
1. Categories of Reengineering 
The various methods ofprocess improvement can he segregated into three 
categories of reellgineering: cri<ris, goal oriented and life-cycle. Approximately 75% of 
process reengineering projects undcrtakcn by companics are life-cycle or goal oriented in 
nature, and 25% are crisis related (Dclphi Consulting Group, 1993). The method of 
reengineering selected often depends upon the level of senior management sponsorship 
\.,.jthiD an organization and the level of risk that the organization is will.iJJg to incur to while 
improving its business processes. (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
a. Crisis Reengineering 
Crisis rcengineering occurs when internal and/or external pressures 
mandate a change in husiness operations. The company nrust act or perish. This type of 
change effort is unlikely to involve any formal metilOdology since a lack of adequate 
plannin.g probably precipitated the crisis event. Crisis reengiueering does not require a 
sponsor because change is required regardless of the method or solution selected. 
(Koulopoulos, 1995) 
h. Goal Oriented Reengineering 
Tn goal oriented rcengineering, new business objectives are envisioned that 
are substantially different from past or present goals. The strategy for change is to 
radically transform the processes of an organization by starting v.ith a clean slatc and 
devising how the company should conduct husincss in thc future. Ju this method of 
reengincering, present processes and the hi~toric ways of condm..'ting business are 
completcly ignored. Ibis is the form ofrcengincering promotcd by Hammer and Ch!UDpY 
To reinvent their companies, American managers nru~t throw out 
their old notions about how businesses should be organized and JUD. They 
must abandon the organizational and operational principles and procedures 
they are now using and create entirely new ones. (Hammer and Champy, 
1993) 
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Such a !>Ub!ttanliai transformation ofhusiness operations demands an 
cxccutrvc level of organizational ~'Ponsorship due to the risk inherent in the obliterat ion of 
familiar business objectives and tactics, and the implemt:ntatioll of llcoteric operating 
procedures. A detailed methodology and supporting tools arc necessary to properly 
conduct the reengmeering elton. A formal mission and vision statement that describes 
what the company desires to do or accomplish in the future must be devised to guide the 
focus of the reengineering team (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
c. Life-Cycle Reengineering 
Life-cycle rcengineering is strategic and ongoing. Businesses make 
incremental changes to perpetually alter their operational course of actioll. The 
reenginccring eHon includes a baseline assessment of how the company's work is 
presently being accomplished. Managers then use metrics to deternJine the value of each 
task and examine possible changes that will improve tbe process, Radical and/or 
conservative improvements to present processes are made wbere appropriate. Because 
there is [10 cri~s spurring the innovation program, this t)]Je of reenginecring requires a 
high level champion within the organization who can ensure the continuation ofthe 
u:uprovement program, and the provision of adequate and continuous fiJnding. 
(Koulopoulos, 1995) 
Life-cycle reengineering has been referred to in literature as Business 
Process Improvement, Process Innovation and Business Process Redesign. It is the safest 
type of reengineering for organizations that do not possess the resources or the capacity 
necessary to assume the high level ofrisk inherent in obliterating exis1ing business 
processes. It is also the type ofbusiness process rcengineering that is beST. supported by 
the automated workflow management technologies that will he discussed in Cbapter I V 
Therefore, life-cycle reengineering is the category of reengineering that will be examined 
herein and that will hereaUer be referred to as BPR­
II 
2. Reeogineering Ideals 

Business process reengim:ering efforts are based upon a common set ofideals. 

Hammer and Champy li~1 four themes that are preeminent in !illccessful reengincering 




Creative ust: of information tecbnology 
a. Process Orientation 
Tbe focus of managemtmt theory has shifted from work simplification and 
control in tbe Industrial Age, and information and its sharing in the Information Age, 10 
processes and their improvement in tbe era ofreengineering: 
Task-oriented jobs in today' s world of customers, competition, and 
change are obsolete. Instead, companies must organize work around 
process. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
A process is a business asset. It contains tbe corporate knowledge base of 
why, when, and how infonnation, products and control are transferred within an 
organization (Koulopoulos, 1995). "Most companies, even very large and complex ones, 
can he broken down into fewcr than 20 major processes" (Davenport, 1993). Figure 1 
includes a listing of typical processes within a manufacturing business. 
A single process may involve personnel from several different fiUlctional 
specialties within an organization. "Processes are the way work is done in organizations, 
and tbey typically cross many organizational boundaries., both because businesses are not 














Human Resource Management 
Planning and Resource Allocation 
Figure L Typical ~rocesses m Manufactunng flflllS, After Davenport, J 993 
businesses arc orgli1l.U.ed around functional specialties (finance, human resource~, 
production, engineering, ctc.)" (Klein, M., 19(3). 
To achieve significant improvements in productivity and quality, an entire 
process must be analyzed for efficiency, not just individual work step~ contained within 
aparticular functional department of an organization. "Define a reengineering effort in 
terms of an organizational unit, and the effort is doomed" (Hallllller and Champy, 1993) 
Tills is because each department only encompasses a fragment of the overall process 
Cbange in only one component ofa proc!;:ss, ,"vith no consideration for the process as a 
whole, could result in negative ripple effects that decrease the value orthe overall proc!;:ss. 
b. Ambition 
Ambitious reengineering teams seek innovative ways to achieve marked 
improvements to the company's business processes. All business cycles with.in atl 
organization are considered as possible candidates for reengineering. No area of the 
corporaLiol) is considered sacred or protected from possible change illitiativcs. (Uamlne.. 
and Champy. 1993) 
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c. Rule-Breaking 
Business Imes are tile established procedures within a company for 
condul-1ing operations. Reengineering teams must not let existing rules limit their 
consideration of improvement alternatives. They should consider new ways of conducting 
business to significantly improve organizational productivity and market share. Rule­
breaking requires a commitment by management to sever any hi!.toric relationsrups with 
old. well-e!.tablished procedures tbat 110 longer are effective or efficient (Hammer and 
Champy,1993) 
d. Information Technology as Enabler ofBPR 
Today's advanced information technology (IT) plays a significant role in 
BPR. Hammer and Cbampy call IT an "essential enabler" ofTecngineering. "Without 
information technology, me process could not be reengineered" (Hammer and Champy, 
1993). 
IT contributes to process improvement in numerous ways. Thomas H 
Davenport, ofEmst & Young's Center for Information Technology and Strategy, 
specifies nine areas ofwberein IT can assist with BPR (Davenport, 1993) 
Automation: IT can be used to automate tasks and, thereby, improve work 
quality, integrity and speed. 
Information: Electronic transfer ofinfonnation and documents via 
telecommunication systems or networks decreases process completion time 
and facilitates enhanced work coordination 
Sequence: IT, such as databases and groupware, allows parallel work 
accomplishmcut, thereby improving the sequencing of tasks and decreasing the 
overall business cycle time. 
Tracking: IT enables the close monitoring of process objects and their 
completion status. 
A.nalysis: The data manipulation, storage and presentation capabilities ofTT 
allow for the critical analysis of processes and their supporting information. 
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Geography: Telecommunications networks allow the shming and transfer of 
information between geographically di91crscd organjzations 
Integration: Database and groupware technologies allow multiple IJerSollnei 
to work together on a single project. 
Intellect: IT, such as expert systems, ~illow the capture and jlrec:etvation of 
corporate: kllowlcdgc and procedures 
Di~intermediation: Electnmlc data interchange decreases tile requirement for 
person-ta-person interactions and reduces the number of people inVOhiCd in a 
process. 
There are also IT tools that are ~l'ecifi.cally designed to support 
recngineering. "Over recent years, the cOllvergence of several technolugies and 
approaches, such as worktlO'il.', process map1)ing, information modeling, simulation, 
gruupware, imaging, and J"llowkdge IlUlllagelllCnt, has resulted in a broad range of new 
possibilities and an exciting generation of new tools lor RPR" (Rock and Yu, 1994) 
These tools allow a rcenginccring tcam to (Rock and Yu, 1(94): 
Capture, viHUalize, and monitor real-time, end-to-end pro(;esses 
R(:present process rules and exceptions 
Dynamically re-plan and reschedule activities 
Simulate discrete events 
Analyze the tradeoffs in hypothetical scenarios ofprocess redesign 
Proactively JDlInagc and learn from day-to-day events 
3. Reenginccring Principles 
Hammer and Champy ,"pe(;uy several characteristics that are I~pical of successfully 
reengineered processes. These attrihutes are easily transformcd into rccnginccring 
principlcs that can be used as guidelines for a reengineering team (Hammer and Champy, 
1(93)" 
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Combine several jobs into one to involve fewer people in the completion of a 
process. This reduces the en"OfS and delays caused \\hen transferring work to 
other employees. 
I-tlt the workers make decisions. 'lbis reduces the completion time ofthe 
process by cutting out vertical requests and responses within an organization 
J:>erform the steps of a process in a nauu'al ordeI. 
Designate a person who will be responsible for controlling and improving each 
process. 
Create multiple versions of a process. Each version should be dependent upon 
a particular outcome of a decision made by the person perfonning the task 
Perform work where it makes the most sense. 
Reduce checks and controls on work. Only perform tasks that add value to the 
overall proces~ 
Provide a single point of contact to business customers. 
Russ Linden, ofRuss Linden & As~ociates delineates additional principles to be 
followed when conducting BPR (Luden, 1993): 
Substitute parallel for sequential processes to decrease husincss cycle time. 
Capture infonnation once, at the source. 
Bring "downstream" information ''upstream'' so that all required infonnatiou 
for the eutire process is gathered and entered into the system at the stalt. 'lbis 
will decrease data gathering and communication times 
Ensure a continuous flow ofvalue-adding activities. Get rid oftasks that do 
not produce something of value to the customer. 
Organize arowld outcomes, not functions. Lnsure there is an important 
business reason for couducting a process or task 
Redesign the process first, then automate. Do not automate first and simply 
speed up a faulty procedure 
Know why a piece of paper enters the system. Suhstitute technological 
interfao;;t:s where face-to-face interactions are not required 
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As a result of applying these principles wbcn conducting BPR, Hammer and 
Champy envision the development ora new world ofwork wherein llumerous aspects of 
the organization arc transformed (Hammer and Champy, 1993): 
Jobs change from simple tasks to multi-dimensiollal work as workers take all a 
Larger ponioll ortlle overall process. Work that was once segmented into its 
basic components dming the Industrial Age is rejoined when a single perSOIl or 
team becomes responsible for completing the entire process. 
Organizational strucmrcs change from hierarchical to flat as work units change 
from functiollal departments to process teams with greater autonomy and a 
decreased roquin.,'ment for supelVisioll 
Managers change from supervisors \0 coaches as their emphasis shifts from 
oversight and control to becoming a facilitator, enablcr and educator. 
Executives change from scorekeepers to leaders as they move closer to their 
customers and front-line process teams. 
Values change from protcetive to productive as employees begin to work 
together to providc a higher quality of service or product to their customcrs. 
People's roles change from controlled to empowered as they are given the 
responsibility to perform, improve operation~ and make decisions 
Job preparation changes from training to education. Wbere training once 
taugbt workers "bow" to perform a task, education now helps workers discern 
'\vhy" the task is being performt:d. 
Focus ofperformance measures 31ld compensation shifts from activity to 
results. 
Advancement criteria change from performance to ability. 
4. ReengineerilJg Roles 
Although a company might hire a BPR consultant to advise it on how to undertakt: 
a rccngineering project, il is the organization 's pcrsonnd who conduct the rccngineering 
ofbus.iness processes. lbis is because the employees of the organization know best what 
the company doe~ and how business could he better conducted. Personnel fill five key 
roles dllring a rct:nginct:ring proje<..1: lcader, member oftbe reengineCling steering 
committec, reengineering czar, process owner, and member ofthe reengineering team 
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(Hammer and Champy, 1993). "In an ideal world, the relationship among these is as 
follows: The leader appoints the process owner, who convenes a reengineering team to 
reengineer the process, with the assistance from the czar and WIder the auspices ofthe 
steering committee" (Hammer and Champy, 1993), 
The leader is an executive level manager who oversees the reengineering effort 
He/she must have the clout required to persuade reluctant organizational members to 
embrace tbe change program. "Th.at means reengiueering must be led by people with the 
authority to oversee a proccss from end to end or top to bottom" (Stewart, 1993). The 
leader's role is to motivate and create a corporate vision while ensuring tile program has 
continuing financial and managerial support. "A leader articulates a vision and persuades 
people that they want to beoome part of it, so that they willingly, even enthusiastically, 
accept the distress that acoomparues its realization" (Hammer and Champy, \993). He/she 
must create and maintain a sense ofurgency for change. "Reenglneering will break apart 
under political pressure or peter onl after a few easy gains unless the case for doing it is 
compelling, urgent, and constantly refreshed" (Stewart, 1993)_ The leader is also 
responsible for appointing an owner to each process and approving reengineering team 
membership. (HalllIller and Champy, 1993) 
The steering committee is a group of senior managers who define the 
organization 's reengineering strategy. Some ofthese managers may also be process 
owners or the reengioeering C7..ar. The reeugineering leader is often the chairperson oftbis 
committce. The steering co mmittee determines projCt:t priority, controls resource 
allocations and provide assistance to reengineering teams on problem resolution. 
(Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
The reengioeering czar is tbe organizational expert 00 reengineering procedures 
and tools. "The czar has two main funetions: one, enabling and supporting each 
individual process owner and reengineering team; and, two, coordinating all ongoing 
reengineering al-1:ivities" (l-lammer and Champy, 1993). He/she is a technical advisor to 
team members and leadersh.ip officials, alike. This person must be able to oversee all 
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reengineering projects from start to finish. "Tbe ideal rccnginccring czar, therefore, is not 
a department head, staff officer, or information officer but the CEO (ChiefExeclilive 
Officer), COO (ChicfOpcratiolls Officer), or her equivalent at the business-unit level" 
(Stewart, 199]). 
'Inc process owner is a senior leader who is responsible for the dJective and 
efficient functioniug of a particular business process. "Usually the process owner is 
someone Vllh.O is aln:ady responsible for Olle or more ofthe organizations involved ill the 
process" (Klein, M., 1993). He/she manages any change efforts that affect hisJ1ler 
process. Ibc owner provides process information to the rccngineering team during the 
change effort. Once a new design is completed the process owner becomc~ responsible 
for implementation ofthe changes and continued optimizatioll of process performance 
(Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
rhe reengineering team perfonns the actual reengineering process. The team 
normally consists of five \0 ten employees. Included are people from various functional 
specialties, including a member who is well versed in the latest informatioll technologies. 
Team members need not all be workers from the process under study. There should be 
members who are from outside the process because they may be more objective and open 
to possible process innovations. 
The team members should bc assigned to the reClll,rineering effort on a full-time 
basis, ifpossible. Because process analysis and redesign is time consuming and must be 
completed in a limited amount of time, a min.imum of 75% commitment level is required 
for project success. (Hammer and Chaml)Y, 1993) 
C. 	BPR METHODOLOGIES 
t\ pletbora of rnagarine articles aud books have been published in tbe pal>"t five 
years 011 the topic of process il))provemcut. Although the authors of most of these 
v.rritings state that a company should conduct llPR, very few discuss how to actually 
perform BPR. Even Hammer and Champy in their book entitled Reengineering the 
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Corporation, while providing great insight into BPR, do not provide a BPR methodology 
Of those authors who give guidance on how to perform BPR, only a small percentage 
provide detailed steps. They enumerate generic stages and state only what tasks should be 
completed within each phase with no guidance on how to do them. Evl.'Il fewer writings 
specify physical or teclmological tools to be used when performing thc methodology 
Three published BPR methodologies are briefly discussed in the following sections 
as a sampling of existing BPR procedures. Each ofthese methodologies offers a slightly 
different slant to conducting BPR. There arc simllarities, however, in the ovcrallflow of 
the sequential phases. First, a change sponsor, plan and team are assembled. Next, the 
existing husiness processes are documented. The processes are then analyzed for possible 
improvements. Any supporting technological or social changes are identified and put in 
place. Finally, the ncw process is implemented and monitored for future improvements. A 
comparison ofthc phases of each methodology is contained in Table 1. 
The first orthese methodologies is from a magazine article written by Mark Klein 
(Klein, M. , 1993). It is one ofthe few articles fmmd that includes information on how to 
conduct BPR. He, however, delineates only generic stages to follow when reengineering 
1ne two succeeding methodologies are from boob written by Thomas n Davenpot1 
(Davenport, 1993) and H. J. Harrington (Harrington, 1991). Each ofthese authors 
provide detailed steps for accomplishing BPR. 
1. Klein's 'Five Stages ofBPR 
Mark M. Klein, Senior Vicc President and Managing Dircctor ofManagement 
Consulting Services at Gateway, a consulting finn that specializes in BPR training, tools 
and SUppOt1, dclineates a five stage methodology for conducting BPR. These phases are 
Preparation, Identification, Vision, Technical and Social Solutions, and Transformation. 
(Klein, M. , 1993) lGein' s methodology is shown in Figure 2 
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Table 1. Comparison ofBPR Methodology Phases 
During the Preparation ~age, rcengineering teams are mobilized, organized and 
trained. Change plans are generated by the &teering oommitlcc that promote the 
reengineering strategy ofwe company 
The Identification "tage involves developing a customer-oriented proce~s model of 
the business. Each business product is specified and a process map ufthe present state 
oftbe process is prepared. Activities contained within the process map are then analyzed 
to detenninc ifthey add value to the filial business product. 
Once present busiuc~ processes have been identified and analyzed, a new process 
vision i~ developed that states where the business should be in terms of productivity and 
market share. Process improvements arc then identified that meet the pcrfonuaoce 
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PHASE I: PREPARATION 
Step 1: Mobili.ze, Drgani7£ and Energi.ze the People \Vilo Will Perform 
Rccngineering 
Step 2: Prepare and Ch3rtcr a Game Plan 
PHASE 11 IDENTlFICAT10N 
Step 1: Develop and Understand a Customer-Oriented Process Model of 
the Business 
Step 2 Identify Activities that Add Value 
PHASE IT1: VISION 
Step 1: Develop a Process Vision Capable of Achieving Breakthrough 
Performance 

Step 2: Define \Vilat Changes are Required 

Step 3: State the Neo.v Process Vision 

PHASE IV : TECHNICAL AND SOCIAL SOLUTIONS 
Step I: Specify the Tedmical and Social Dimrosioos of the New Process 
Step 2: Describe and Plan for the Technology, Standards and Procedure 
Needs as Well as Staffing, Recruitment, Education and Training Needs 
PHASE V: TRANSFORMATION 
Step I: Realize the Process Vision 
Step 2: Embark OIl a Pilot Program and Employ Continual Change 
Mechanisms 
Figure 2. Klem's Five Stages ofBPR, After Klem, M., 1993 
requirements of the vision stalemf..."Ilt. Supporting changes 10 the organi7.ational structure 
and task arrangement are al~o defined 
In the Technical and Social Solutions phase, the ar..-"tion team dclCIIDine~ what 
technologies, standards and procedures will be required to support the improved process 
Social changes to staffing, recruitment, rewards, and training arc also specified. As Klein 
Applying technology without social reengineering is automation. 
Applying social change without technology is reorganization or quality. 
OnJy the joint design of the technical and social aspects ora process is 
BPR, and it is BPR that is most likely to produce breakthroughs in 
perfonnance. (Klein, M., 1993) 
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In tbe Transformation phase, the new or improved processes are implemented 
Change then becomes a continuous mechanism that is used to kct!'P the reengineered 
processes CUHent and efficient 
2. Havcnport's High-Ltwel Approach to I'rocess Innovation 
Thomas H. Davenport provides a framework for process innovation that consists 
of five phases: Identify Processes for Innovation, IdentifY Change Levers, Develop 
Process Visions, Unden;tand Existing Processes, and Design and Prototype the New 
Process (Davenport, 1993). Figure 3 lists the phases and steps in Davenport's High-Level 
Approach to Process Innovation. 
u. Ph(ue 1: IdentifY Processes for lnnol'ulioH 
In the first phase ofDavenpon's methodology, the key processes of aD 
organu.ation are identified and prioritized for analysis. In the firsl step ofthis phase, tbe 
major processes within the organization are enumerated. This is accomplished by broadJy 
defining thc pwpose oftJJC business into teu to twenty key processes. The boundaries of 
each process are then determined to stipulate where one process ends and another one 
begins. Process interdependencies are also identified. 
Next, the strategic relevance of eacb process to the ovcraU goals of the 
company is asses~d . Each process is then examined and a judgment is made about the 
"health" ofthe process 
Among tbe many symptom-; ofunhealthy processes is the existence 
ofmultiple buffers, reflected in work-in-process queuing up at each 
step ... »rocess health is also suspect if a process crosses many functions 
and involves many narrowly defined jobs or has DO elear owner or 
customers. Good indicators hen: are ifno one gets upset when the process 
product is late or over budget, or no one Lq sure whom to call when 
deficiencies are noted. (Davenpon, 1993) 
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PHASE 1: IDENTIFY PROCESSES FOR INNOVATION 
Step I: Enumerate Major Proce~ses 

Step 2 Determine Process Boundaries 

Step 3: Assess Str.uegic Relevance ofBach Process 

Step 4: RcnderHigh-Level Judgments oflhe ''Health'' of Each Process 

Step 5: Qu.a.lifY the Culture and Politics mEach Process 

PHASE II: IDENTIFY CHANGE LEVERS 
Step 1: Identify Potential Teclmological and Human Opportunities for process Change 
Step 2: IdentifY Potentially Constraining Technological and Human Factors 
Step 3: Research Opportunities in Terms of Application to Specific Processes 
Step 4: Determine Which Constraints will be Accepted 
PHASE III: DEVELOP PROCESS VISIONS 
Step I: Assess Existing Business Strategy for Process Directions 
Step 2: Consult with Process Customers for Performance Objectives 
Step 3: Benclunark for Process Perfonnance Targets and Examples of 1011ovation 
Step 4: Formulate Process Performance ~ectives 
Step 5: Develop Specific Process Attributes 
PHASE IV: UNDERST Al\'D EXiSTTNG PROCESSES 
Step 1: Describe the Current PrOCCIS Flow 

Step 2: Measure the Process in Terms of the New Process Clt>jectives 

Step J: Assess the Process in Terms ofNew Process Attributes 

Step 4: Identify Problems with or Shortcomings of the Process 

Step 5: Idemify Short-Term Improvements in the Process 

Step 6: Assess Current Information Technology and Organization 

PHASE V DESIGN AND PROTOTYPE THE NEW PROCESS 
Step I: Brainstorm Design Alternatives 
Step 2: Assess Feasibility, Risk:, and Benefit ofDesign Alternatives and Select the Preferred 
Process Design 

Step 3: Prototype the New Process Design 

Step 4: Develop a Migration Strategy 

Step 5 Implement New Organi7.ational Structures and Systems 

Figure 3_ Davenport's High-Level Approach to Process Innoval1ou, Davenport. 1993 
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Next, the corporate culmre and poJiticall)re~SUres associated with each 
process are evaluated. "The primary goal of process qualification is to gauge the cultural 
and political climate ofa target process ... (and) ... IO select only processes that have a 
commined sponsor and exhibit a pressing business need for improvement" (Davenport, 
1993) 
FinaUy, in pbase one, processes are prioritized for rcengineermg based 
upon the marks given to each on the factors of strategic relevance, process health and 
level of sponsorship. The proces.~ that is most closely tied to the strategy ofthe 
corporation, that is most problematic and that has the political ~'POIlSOrship required for 
cbangtl is lirst in line for improvement. The other processes will be rccngineered when 
time and resources penni!. 
h. Phase ll: Identify Change Lew!n; 
OuTing the second phase ofDavenport's methodology, available change 
levers are identified_ The tirst step of this phase involves looking at the process and 
determining what potential technological and human fal:tors exi!>i that can help to improve 
it. Possible areas wherein technology may assist in process improvement were previously 
listed on page 14. Next, hwnan factors that can assist in the reengilleering effort are 
identified. Human focused l:hange It!vers include the reorganization of functional work 
units into process oriented teams, the involvemcnt of employees in the change, and 
corporate-wide education on reengineering principles and the need for process 
improvement. 
After opportunities for change are identified, any technological and human 
fal:tors that might constrain process improvements are exatuiued. Technological 
limitations include existing legacy computer sy"tenL~: 
Existing systems are often too expensive, complex, and embedded 
in au organization to simply assume them away. Instead ofpretending to 
have a clean slate, finns should acknowlcdgt: tht: l:onstraints existing 
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systems impose on a new process, lwdentand their implications, and make 
thc best ofthem (Davenport, 1993) 
Human limitations to process improvement include stmctural and cultural constraints 
"Strudural and cultural comtraints to process innovation include "tri("i hierarchical 
structures, cultures unreceptive to innovation, and general organizational rigidity or 
inability to accommodate change" (Davenport, 1993) 
Once changc levcrs and obstaclcs havc becn identified, their affects on the 
process being con!tidered tor rccngineering are ascertained. Th.ere is then a detennination 
made as to which change levers will be utilized to improve the process and which 
constraints will be accepted or challenged. 
Co Phase Ill: Develop Process Visions 
In the third phase of the methodology, a process vision is. created that 
provides measurable process objectives and characteru.ties. lhe company's tlxisting 
bm;iness !il:rategy is first assessed to dctermine the direction tbat the business owner 
desires to take in the future development of the company. TIlis strategy will definethc 
objectr,.·es ofthe process improvement initiative. "A well-defined strategy, in particular, is 
esselltialto provide both a context for process innovation and the motivation to undertake 
it" (Davenport, 1993). 
Next, process customers are consulted and their needs and product desires 
are determined. ' 'The type of inputs that should be solicited from customers are broad. 
encompassing desired process outputs, performance, flow, enablers, and other relevant 
factors" (Davenport, 1993). TIns intonnatioll is used to further refine the pcrfonnance 
objectives of the process. 
The process is then benchmarked against those of similar companies. The 
goal ~f examining the work of other companies in the industry is to find examples of 
possible process innovations and to refine perfbnnance requirements for the business 
' 'Benchmarking can identify reali!rtic perfon;nllncc objectives and target characteristics for 
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companies to IlliItch or swpas~ information that can be used during innovation 
brainstonniug workshops to fuel the redc~ign process" (Davenport, 1993). 
With the information gathered from the business' strategy, clI1>10mers and 
competitors ill the industry, new perfoIlllo1nce objectives are formulated for the process 
being recnginccred. "Process objectives include the overall process goal, specific type of 
improvemcm desired, and numeric target for the iunovation, as well as the time frame in 
which the objectives are to be accomplished" (Davenport, 1993). Specific process 
attributes are then developed to describe how these objectives will be achieved 
d. Phase IV: Understand Existing Processes 
During the fourth phase of the innovation procedure, the current state of 
the process and its workflow are described. Because the existing process will be used as a 
baseline for mearuring the succe~s of proposed improvements, the present process is 
assessed in tenns of the perfonnance objectives and attributes ofthe targct process. The 
inefficiencie~ of the process are then identified and shon-teIlli fixes for these problems are 
~pccified. The analysis ofthe present process includes an evaluation oftlle process' 
supporting infonnation infrastructure and organizational knowledge, skills and employee 
base 
e.. Phase V: Design and Prototype the New Process 
The final phase ofDavenport's methodology involves the design and 
prototype of the new process. The change team fir~t brainstorms several new process 
design alternatives. Each alternative is then assessed for feasibility, risk and benefit to the 
organization. The best process alternative is selected for implementation. Next, a 
protot)1'e oftbe new process is developed and deployed to test the process design and 
shape the supporting infonnation systems. 
Once a final process design is achieved, a migration strategy from the old 
to the new proce~s is developed Finally, the new ~~tem and its supporting organizational 
structures are implemented 
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3. Harrington's Five Phases of Business Process Improvement 
H. 1 Harrington, an Inte:mational Quality Advisor from Ernst & Young, provide!; a 
five-phased approach to conducting process improvement. These stages are Organizing 
for Improvcmcnt, Undcrstanding the Proccss, Streamlining, Measurements and Controls, 
and Continuou!; Improvement. (Hanington, 1991) The phases ofBu!;iness Process 
Improvement (BPI) and their encompassed soteps are listed in Figure 4 
a. Phase I: Organizingfor Improvement 
During the initial phase ofHarrington's methodology, a commitment to 
process improvement is made, an understanding of reengineering principles is built and 
project leadership is identified. During the first step ofthis phase, an executive 
improvement team i!; estahlished which functions as the reengineering steering committee. 
This group is tasked to write process improvement procedures and vision statements, 
authorize process improvement proposals, and approve job descriptions for process 
o'Vmers and reengineering team members 
Next, a champion of change is idcntificd and appointcd by the steering 
committee to be the reengineering czar. This person is responsible tor developing and 
overseeing process improvement efforts within the organization. "He or she should have 
high standards, helieve the company can be better, emllrace change, be a good 
sale~person, know how to lead teams, and want to take a leadership role in an activity that 
"",ill have a long-term impact on the finn'!; business processes" (Harrington, 1991) 
The executive improvement team is then trained on the practice ofprocess 
decomposition, and on reengineering concepts, principles, and tools_ They then develop a 
cotporation model for conducting reengineering. This model represents the methodology, 
tools and resources to be used during the reengineering effort. Any written methodology 
obtained from literature or from consulting £inns is tailored to the organization's culture, 
personnel capabilities and opt'lrating environment by the steering committee. 
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PHASE I: ORGANIZING FOR IMPROVEMENT 
Step I Establish a Ellccutive Improvemcllt Team 
Step 2 Appoint a Business Pr~s.~ Improvement Champion 
Step J Provide Ellecutive Training 
Step 4 Develop an Improvement Model 
Step 5 Communicate Goals to Employees 
Step n Review Business Strategy and Cu~tomer Requirements 
Step 7: Select the Critical Processes 
Step 8 Appoint Process Owners 
Step 9 Select the Process Improvement Team 
PHASE II: UNDERSTANDING THE PROCESS 
Step I Define the Process Scope and Mission 
Step 2 Define Process Boundaries 
Step 3 Provide Team Training 
Step 4 Develop a Process Overview 
Step 5 Define Customer and Business Measurements and Ellpectations 
Step 6 Flow Diagram the Process 
Step 7 Collect COIit, Time. and Value Data 
Step ~ Perform Process Walkthroughs 
Step 9 ResolvcDifferences 
Step 10: Update Process Documentation 
PHASE III: STREM1LJl'.'ING 

Step I Provide Team Training 

Step 2 Identify Improvement Opponunities 

Step) Eliminate Bureaucracy 

Step 4 Elirnillate No-Value-Added Activities 

StepS Simplify the Process 

Step 6 Reduce Process Time 

Step 7 ErrorprooftheProcess 

Step 8 Upgrade Equipment 

Step 9 Standardize 

Step 10: Automate 

Step 11: Document the Process 

Step 12: SelecttheEmployees 

Step 13: T raintheEmployces 

PHASE IV MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL 
Step I : Develop In-Process Measurements and Targets 
Step 2: EstablishaFecdbackSystem 
Step): Audit the Process Pcriodically 
Step 4: Establish a Poor-Quality Cost System 
PHASE V CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
Step l ' Qualify the Process 
Step 2: Perform Periodie Qualification Reviews 
Step J Define and Eliminate Process Problems 
Step 4: Evaluale the Change Impact on Business and Customers 
StepS BenehmarktheProccss 
Step 6 Provide Advanced Team Training 
Figure 4. The FIve Phases of BPI, After Harrmgtoll, 1991 
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Once thc improvemellt model is formulated, it is published and 
communicated to the organization's emp loyees as part ofa process improvement 
diret..1:ive. This directive communicates the purpose and principles ofreengineering, the 
need for process improvement, and the BPR approach to be taken during improvement 
projects. The directive also delineates the responsibilities of each corporate employee 
during a reengincering effort. 
The executive team then identifies the organization's critical bus.iness 
processes. " in sllOrt, it (the executive improvement team) should answer the questions, 
'What do we do as a business?' and 'How do we do it?'" (Harrington, 1991). They do 
this after reviewing the business' operating strategy and the needs ofits customers 
Once the business' processes are identified, they are prioritized, process 
oWllers arc assigned to each and processes are selected for improvement. "lbe processes 
that are selected should be ones where management andlor customers are not happy with 
the status quo" (Harrin.gton, 1991). Selet..1:lon criteria include the impact ofthe process on 
the customer, the ability ofthe organization to cbange the process, the performance status 
ofthe process, the impact of the process on the succcss ofthe business and the availability 
ofresoUJces required to effect the proposed changes. 
FinaJly, in the first phase ofHarrington's methodology, a process 
improvement team is selected and assigned. The members are appointed from 
departments involved in the process under review. Each representative is granted the 
authority by their department bead to make decisions on the department's behalf 
h. Phase 11: Understanding the Process 
The objective ofphase two ofHarrington's methodology is for the 
recngineering team to examine, comprehend and document the present state ofthe process 
to be reeugineered. The scope and mis!>ion ofthe process lroder review are first identified. 
The boundaries of the process arc then defined, Clearly depicting where the process begins 
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and ends. '"rhe selection of these bOlmdaries dctcnnines who ",ill be involved in the 
process and what goes all within it" (llarringtoll, 1991) 
Next, the process improv("''IIIt.1Ilt team is educated on team dynamics, 
process improvement principles and problem-solving techniques_ They are also trained on 
the tools to bt: used in the process improvement project. These tools include the following 
(Harringtou,1991) 
Process improvement conct:pts 
Process modeling 
Interviewing skills 
Performance mea~'uremeJlt methods 
Cost and cycle time analysis 
Ucnchmarking 
Value analysis 
The process to be reengineered is then analyzed and its high- level steps are 
determined, Process customers, both internal and c:\:ternal to the company, are identified, 
as are the process' overall inputs and outputs. All ofthese aspc,,'ts nfthe process are then 
documented hy the process illlProvement team by merul~ of a hlock diagram. 
Next, the Cllstomers of the process are intervie\\'ed to detennine tht:ir needs 
and their expectations about tbt: quality, productivity and adaptability ofthe eOlIlJlany's 
product or service. These requirements are translated into pcrfoIIIlllllce targets and 
measurement criteria for the proce~s Effective measure~ arc extrcmely important to 
process improvemcnt: 
Mcasurements are tbe staning point for improvements because tlley 
enable you to LUlder~1ruld what the goals are. Witbout thcUl, needcd 
change and improvement in the process are severely hindered. 
(Harrington, 1991) 
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In the nt:xt step, the process is broken do\';ll into its component 
subprocesses and tasks. The inputs, outputs and flow of each task are also identified The 
proce:'!~ is then diagrammed using flowcharting techniques. "Flowcharting is defined as a 
method ofgraphically describing an existing process or a proposed nev.· process by using 
simple symbols, lines, and words to display pictorially the activities and sequence in the 
process" (Harrin!,rton, 1991). How diagraIllil make a process easier for team members to 
understand, disciplines thcir way of thinking, and documents the process for future 
analysis 
Once the process has bcen diagrammt:d, additional proccss data is collected 
and recorded. The improvement team gathers data on the cost of each step in terms ofthe 
amount ofresourccs consumed, the \'arne that the task adds to the output of the process, 
and the process' cycle time. Cycle time is the total time required to complete the proces~ 
"It incrndes not only the time taken to perfOiTIl the work abut also the time spent moving 
documents, waiting, storing, reviewing, and reworking" (Hanington, 1991). 
Finany, process walkthrough;; are perfooned by the improvement team 
Tll.e goal of a Walkt:1UOllgh is to ensure that the diagrammed process matches the actual 
process. Seeing how the process is actually performed rewlt:'! in a greater understanding 
ofthe process and its strengths and weaknesses. Any differences between the model and 
the actual process are resolved, and the process model is updated 
c. Phase lIT: Streamlining 
The Streamlining phase ofBPI involves identifYing ways of improving the 
efliciency, eJIectiveness and flexibility ofthe business process. The improvement team is 
first trained on methods that can be u~ed to improve business procedures. Thc 
documented processes are then analy:t.ed and opportunities for redesign are identified 
The first streamlining techniquc i.s to eliminatc any unnccessary 
hureaucracy from the process. Bureaucracy is the unneeded administrative paperwork, 
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controls or approvals that exist within the process. These administrative tasks slow down 
the cycle time ofthe operation and do not add value 10 the final product 
Each oflbe activities that comprise a process is !;;Valuated to dctcnnioc ifit 
adds value to the overall process. "Real-value-added (RVA) activities are those activities 
that, when viewed by the end customer, are required to provide the output thai the 
customer is expecting" (Hruringtou, 1991). Ifan activity is not required to produce the 
company's prodU(...1 or service, and docs not contribute to tb<: satisfaction of customer's 
requirements or an internal business function, it is diroinatcd 
The improvcrnent learn then tries to simplifY the proc<:ss. Complex tasks 
are made less complicated and <:asier to manage. Similar activities are combined, 
duplicated tasks are eliminated, the munber and length ofmeetings are reduced, 
correspondence and reports arc standardi7-ed., and the number ofhand-offs between 
employees is decrcased. 
Next, process completion time is reduced. ''Reducing total cycle time frees 
reSOUIee~ rt:duct:s cost, improves the qualit.y of the output, and can inereasc sales" 
(Harrington, 1991). Cycle time is decreased by completing tasks in parallel instead ofin 
serial order, reducing work interruptions, and setting task priorities 
The proct:ss is then errorproofcd to dt:crcasc the amolUlt of rework 
required and to minimize the wasting of resources. This is done by establishing 
standardized operating proct:dures, using automated error checking tools, and rewariling 
accuracy in work performance. 
The process is also streamlined by upgrading the capital equipment that is 
used to perfonn the work. Office equipment ~ch as duplicating machines, telephones 
and computer systems is installed or enhanced. Thc office environmcnt is also improved 
by adjusting workspace lighting and tcmperature, and controlling noise levels. 
fasks can likewist: be r;treamlined through standardization. 
"Standardization ofwork procedures is iwportant to cnsure that all current and future 
employecs use the best ways to perform activitics related to thc process" (Hanington, 
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1991). Clear and concise operating procedures are e~1ablished for each activity that 
delineate the required method oftask perfonnance 
Tasks that can be improved by automation are automated. Equipment and 
infurmation systems arc installed to perform tedious and routine activities. Workers are 
then free to perform more creative and fu1fi11ing tasks. 
When stream1ining efforts are complete, the new process is documented on 
an updated flowchart. Employees are thcn seie(.1cd to participate in the new process and 
are trained on the new operating procedures. Positions that are no longer required arc 
abolished. 
d. Pha.fe IV: Mea.fllrement and Control 
The goal of the fourth phase ofHarrington's methodology is to implement 
a ~)·stcm of process controls that will help to ensure that the implemented process is 
continuously considered for improvement. In-process measurements and targets arc 
established to provide immediate and accurate feedback on the process' status: 
As important as measurement is, by itself it is worthless. Unless an 
effective feedback system exists, measurement i~ a waste oftime, effort, 
and money. Specific feedback enables an individual to react to the data and 
correct any problems. (Hanington, 1991) 
Each activity is measured against the previously defined performance objectives. 
Immediate penormance information is then provided to the employee carrying out the 
work and is available to th.e process owner. 
Periodical audits are conducted to ensure the proce~s is fimctioning 
effectively and efficiently. These inspections are conducted by an indCJlendent third party 
whn has no direct interest in the outcome of the investigation . A poor-quality cost system 
is also established to quantify the amount of company money spent to fix low quality 
goods or services. 
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e. Pha.w: v.' Continuous ImprOl'emellt 
The final phase orB1'1 entails the implementation of 3 continuous process 
improvement program. Continuous .improvement is important to keep the process 
functioning at the highest possible level. Modifications to the process may be rcquin:d 
over time in response to changes in the business' operating environmcllI, the availability of 
new equipment and procedures, change~ in the needs and expectations of l:u~1omers, and 
cbanges in employee knowledge and skills. 
During this phase, the process' status is qualified: 
Qualification involves evahlaung a complete process, consisting of 
many individually certified activities, to detennine whether the process can 
perfonn at the appropriate level when the activities are linked together. In 
addition, the process 1lll1st demon~rale that it can repeatedly produce 
products and/or services on time, at the appropriate co~, that meet 
customer expectations on an ongoing basis. (Harrington, 1991) 
The process is ranked on a six-level quality scale. The six levels ofprocess qualification 
are described in figure 5. Ibis incremental improvement procedure is used when 
resources are limited and the costs to take a process directly to Level J are prohibitive 
The process' level is recorded and future improvement projects are planned to get the 
process to a Lt.'ve! 1 grade. 
Periodic reviews are penonned on the process to evaluate its performance. 
Au examination oflhe process' ratillg against its perfornmnce mea!illres is conducted and 
th<: process is, again, benchmarked against the be~1 practices in industry. 'The impacts of 
the process improvements on the business and its cu~10mers are also assessed. lbis data 
is used to verifY the accuracy ofthe process' Iluaiification leveL A determination is then 
made abOllt whether or not the company is ready to take the necessary steps to move the 
process to the next qualification level, beginning the process improvement cycle anew 
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Level Status Description 
Unknown Process .<;tatus has not been determined 
Understood Process design is understood and operates according 
to prescribed documentation. 
Effective Proccss is systematically measured, streamlining 
has started, and end-customer cxpectations are met 
Efficient Process is streamlincd and is more cfficient 
Error-Free Process is highly effective (error-free) and efficient. 
World-Class Process is world-class and continues to improve. 
Figure 5. SIX Levels of Process QualdicatlOn, After Hamngton, 1991, p. 206 
D. EVALUATlON OF BPR METHODOLOGIES 
It has been estimated that 50-70 percent ofbusiness process recngineering projects 
fail to meet their objectives. There are many reasons for this poor penonnance such as a 
lack oftop management support and\or adequate project resource~ the failure of the 
change team to consider tbe overall process, and not implementing identified process 
changes (Hammer and Champy, 1993). The lack of a detailed methodology that specifies 
tools to be used in a reengineering eRort is yet another reason for BPR fitilures· 
Unfortunately, it is generally acknowledged that the practice or 
reengineering is still more art than science. and re;,ults are often 
unpredictable. Although some principles and guidelines have been 
proposed, a systematic framework or methodology has yet to be 
dr...-veloped. (Yu and Mylopoulo~ 1994) 
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Klein also !>iates that " . .. IllIICh confusion arises from the fact that most writing about BPR 
(including this article) tells you what it is, hut not how 10 do it" (Klein, M., 1993). 
The Department ofDefense (000), in its manual on business process 
rccnginccnng, states that an effective methodology for change must be (OODINST 
8020.1-M,1993): 
Complete: It must provide steps that directs II business process improvement 
procedure from establishment to implementation. 
Applicable: The methodology ImIst be able to be used on any process ufthe 
business 
Friendly: The procedure mu!>l be easy for all persolllle~ ulclliding non­
technical workers and mallager~ to learn and ullderstand. 
Consistent: It must be the only m,,-iliod used to conduct reengineering within 
the organization. This will allow in-house rccngineering expertise to be 
developed. 
SUPllOrted: The reengineering procedure Dillst include detailed 
documentation, training courses and project management tools. 
Successful: The methodology should have a record of success and these cases 
should be availahle to guide the actions ofthe reengineering team 
Documenting: The procedure must produce process documentation as it is 
used. 
Enabled by Tools: The method Dillst be supported by automated tools that 
help to case the recngineering workload and enable process documentation and 
Each or the three published methodologies detailed in the previous section have 
weaknesses when compared to these eharacteru.tics. This determination is based IIpon a 
thorough examination ortbe materials provided only itl tlle authors' published writiugs. It 
lli not based on any other information provided by the authors. 
Kleiu ' s methodology is commendable because he uses easy to IUlderstand 
temlinoiogy for its phases and steps, and he considers the often overlooked area of the 
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social impact of reengineering. He stresses the need to provide education and training for 
the busiu.ess' employees. 
However, as described in this particular article, Klein's methodology is not 
c01D(llete. He does not provide enough detail in the steps ofhis methodology, and he does 
not pre~eribe how to complete each task. For example, ~tcp one of the Trallstonnation 
phase, Realize the Process Vision, is a vety broad statement that might possibly include 
installing the technical and social solutions delineated in the previous stage of the 
methodology. Klein makes no mention ofthe need to gain top management's support for 
the rccngineering project or of analyzing the project en....;ronment. He docs not delineate 
the process data that must be captured to c01D(llete the process model and give~ no 
concrete guidancc on how to improvc thc business process. Also, there is no reference 
about using simulation tools to test the Tlew process prior to implemcntation. 
Based upon the inforllllltion Klein furnishes, it does appcar that his procedure 
would be applicable to any process and would prove to be a consistent method for 
reengineering projects_ However, Klein providcs no supporting information for, or 
process documentation during, his methodology. Furthermore, he does not specifY any 
tools, automated or not, to bc used in the reengiucering cffort, or any cxamplcs ofthe 
methodology's successful use. 
Davenport provides more detailed steps to be followed when conducting 
reengineering. He gives in-depth guidance on how to analyze the project environment to 
identity change levers and obstacles. He also specifies. in great detail, how to select a 
process lor innovation and provides some information on gathering performance 
objeetivcs for the process under consideration. His method appears applicable to most 
any process and would provide a eonsi~tent liPR procedure. 
Davenport's methodology, however, is not comprehensive. Davenport fails to 
specifY steps for gaining management sponsorship or establishing key leadership roles in 
the reengineering effort. He appears to lbcus most orhis attention on how to gather 
information on what the process should do, and on how to identifY obstacles to change 
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He docs not provide, however, enough detailed direction on how to actually improve the 
business process. Because his procedure lacks direction on how to identifY changes to a 
process, then:: is also no provis.ion of supporting documentation or training dtwices. 
Altbough Davenport delineate~ several areas wherein infonnatioll technology can assi~1 in 
the reengineering effort, he docs not specify any automated tools to be used for 
completing each !>tcp nfhis methodology. 
Harrington' s methodology is the most oomplctc nfllie three methodologies 
evaluated. Harrington furnisncs detailed ~'teps to complete wb(,'U performing BPR. He 
provides guidance on how to organi7.c for improvement and emphasizes additional team 
and employee training throughout the procedure. He specifies wl1at data should be 
collected prior to analyzing a process and provides some guidance on how to make 
process improvements. His methods seem easy to usc, appear consi~"tent, are well 
supported \vitb educational material, and produce process documentation as they are used. 
Harrington also provides examples ofthe successful lIse ofws methods and specifies toob 
that can be used during each step. 
Harrington does not, howtwer, ~"peci.f:Y computerized software tools to be used 
during the BPR effort. He also does not mention the use of simulation tools prior to 
process implementation. 
The next chapter describes a methodology that DoD uses for process improvement 
program This metbodology includes detailed filcpS and provides specific supporting 




ill. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE BPR ~!ETHODObOGY 
This chapter provides an overview of we reengineering methodology used by the 
Department of Defense. It begins by discussing the background ofthe department's 
process improvement program. It then delineates the goals ofthe Functional Process 
Improvement Program Finally, it describes and evaluates the methodology and tools used 
in the rcengineermg effort. 
A. 	BACKGROUND 
During the industrial age, the United States government followed the paradigm of 
industry and built centralized, rneran.:hical bureaucracies by which to conduct the public 's 
business. Each layer ofbureau(.-Tacy performed simple tasks and operated by specific rules 
and regulations. An emphasis au procedures, and ensuring procedures were being 
enforced, ~ole resources away from services that could have been provided to taxpayers. 
As a result OftilC rigid internal controls, the process ofreque.'>1ing and receiving scrvices 
was cumbersome and slow. These legacy bureaucracies, although obsolete, survived on 
into the infonnation age. (Gorc, 1993) 
1. National Performance Review 
The National Perfonnance Review (NPR) was an intensive six month study of the 
fedcra1 govemment by the fcderalgovernment. The NPR began on March 3, 1993, when 
President Clinton tasked Vice President Gorc with leading an effort to streamline federal 
business processes. ·Ibe goals ofthe examination were to move " ... from red tape to 
results to create a government that works better and costs less" (Gore, 1993). All cabinet 
members were asked to create reinvention teams and laboratories within their dcpartmt.'llts 
to assist in the reengineering ofgovernment. The focus of the NPR was on not what 
govcrnment sbould do, but how it should work to provide improved service to its 
customers, the American pllblic. (Gore, 1993) 
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The NPR report of September 1993 encompassed four key principles. TIle first 
was to cut red tape by transfonning systems that are rule based to ones that are results 
based. The second principle was to put the customer first by restructuring the focus of 
government operations to meet the customer's needs. A third tenet was to empower 
federal employees by transforming the organizational culture and strn<."ture ofthe public 
sector to decentralize authority and allow the employees to get results Finally, the NPR 
would bring government agencies back to basics by: 
... reengineering how they do their work and reex3.lllining programs 
and processes. They abandon the obsolete, eliminate duplication, 
and.. . embrace advanced technologies to cut costs. (Gore, 1993) 
The NPR report recommendations included process improvements that would 
result in an overall savings of.1>108 billion over five years. Of that amount, $5.4 billion 
would be saved through the use ofinformation technology to consolidate and modernize 
the government's information infrastructure. Another $40.4 billion would be saved hy 
streamlining the bureaucracy through the reengineering of work. processes. Because many 
of these innovations require supporting legislative action to ordain, the proposed 
transformation may take six to ten years at best to complete. (Gore, 1993) 
In December of 1994, the President initiated Phase n of the NPR that builds upon 
the efforts ofthe initial study. Its goals are to eliminate or privatize progralllS, devolve 
federal authority to state or local governments, and reinvent the regulatory system~ of 
government agencies. Both phases ofthe NPR are targeted to be complete by the ~"mmer 
of 1996. (National Performance Review Phase II Background Paper, 1994) 
2. Corporate Wormation Management 
The Department of Defense (000) is being downsized in direct response to a 
decreased Communist threat and the decline of available budgetary resources. Smaller 

force strengths and new, unpredictable, missions in. diverse global locations mandate the 
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adoption ofmore eHective and efficient operations. 'The Secretary ofDefcnsc (SECDEF), 
as part oftbe overall NPR initiative, challenged DoD to " . .. e;,1ablish programs that will 
reduce cycle times by at least SO percent by the year 2000 tlll'ougb process reengineering 
and technological breakthroughs" (Dalton, 1994). 
In response, DoD launched the Corporate Information Management (CIM) 
program. The initiative requires the examination and viable re;,trncturing of all business 
processes throughout the department. The premise of the program is that DoD can 
readily maintain its mission capability by implementing improved processes wrucb: (1) are 
enabled by technology; (2) substantially increase productivity; (3) decrease costs; and (4) 
do not sacrifice quality. The principles ofCIM direct activity managers to (A Plan for 
Corporate Information }.lanagement .. .. , 1993)' 
Weigh eacb sy;,tems management action against broad DoD objectives. 
Develop and enbance information sy;,1ems in the contcxt of process models. 
Routincly subjCl.1 existing and proposed business methods to CQst~benefit 
analysis and benchmark them against leading public and private sector 
practices 
Simplify processes by elinrinatiou and integration in;,1ead of automation 
Delinc and incorporate measures ofperformance into each process 
Prove and validate new business methods before implementation via simulation 
and prototypes. 
Provide consistent and friendly iuterfaces with tbc user. 
Control and restrict employee access to information systems and the data 
contained therein. 
Make thc computing and eOlIllllWlications infrastructure transparent to the 
information systems tllat it supports 
Enter data into a system only once to rcduce errors and cost, and improve 
currency. 
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B. }'UNCl'lONAL PROCESS IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
In Janual)' 1992, the ClM" lnfonnation Technology Policy Board e~ahli<;hed the 
Functional Process Improvement (FPI) program, DoD' s version ofBPR- The program 
bas five key objeetives. First, DoD v.ill reduce its cost of doing business hy eliminating 
the unnecessary Wa!ite of resources through the reevaluation and rcstmeturing of 
unproductive procedures and regulations. Second, organizations v.ill identifY and quantify 
the cost of its prodUl.:ts and services, and use the principles ofClM to improve 
prodw.:ti.vity, quality and eu~tomer service. As a result of the implementation of unit cost 
management, activities will hegin fee-for-service operations under tbe Defense Business 
Operations Fund (DBOF) wherein they will be required to institute competitive business 
practices to maintain their livelihoods. The fourth objective is to create an environment in 
which DoD activities maintain continuous process improvement to pennit quick and easy 
response to changes in mission, resources, and customer demands. Finally, the fPI will 
empower command leaders to improve their business practices and will make them 
directly accountable for the success or ailure oftheir organizations. (DODINST 8020.1 ­
M,1993) 
C. "·PI. METHODOLOGY AND TOOLS 
To assist DoD managers achieving these goals, the Defense Information Systems 
Agency (DISA) established the Center for Functional Process Jmprovement Expertise 
This center provides process reengineering tools and procedural guidance to defense 
at-tivities. To support these efforts, DISA distributes several FPI publications. One such 
volume is the Funt-tional Process Improvement maIlual that delineates a step-hy-step BPR 
methodolok'Y for DoD activities to follow when implementing process reengineering 
programs. (DODINST 8020.1-M, 1993) 
There are six phases and 14 steps in the FPI methodology, which arc listed in 
figure 6. The manager first defines a function ' ~ (process' s) present environment, and then 
specifies objectives for the nC\\I process and loirategies for tlleU achievement. Processes 
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PHASE l: DEFINE 
Step l: Establish the Functional Architet.1ure 
Step 2: Delineate the Strategic Plan 
Step 3: Ascertain tJle Process Baselines 
Step 4: Define the Information System Baseline 
PHASE 2: ANALYZE 
Step 5: Perform Activity Modding 
Step 6: Perform Data Modeling 
PHASE 3: EVALUATE 
Step 7: Identity, Evaluate and Select Possible Improvements 
PHASE 4: PLAN 
Step 8: Generate a Data Managcment Plan 
Step 9: Produce a Technical Management Plan 
PHASE 5: APPROVE 
Step 10: Prepare the Functional Economic Analysis 
PHASE 6: EXECUTE 
Step 11· Execute Changes 
Step 12: Develop Information Systems 
Step 13: Revise8aseline 
Step 14· hnprove Program Over~gbt 
FIgure 6. flmctlonai Process Improvement Methodolob'Y, After DODlNST 
8020. I-M, 1993 
are analyzed and broken down into activities, and alternative procedures are defined 
Each alternative is evaluated using tools such as al-1iv:ity and data modeling, economic 
analysis and simulation. ·the alternatives arc narrowed down and detailed change plans 
arc submitted for approval. Once sanctioned and implemented, the new process becomes 
the baseline function from '-vhicb the cycle of improvement begins anew. figure 7 revcals 
the recurring nature of the FPJ methodology. A briefdiscussioo ofcach phase and step in 
the FPI methodology cycle follows. (DODlNST 8020.1-M, 1993) 
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llgurC 7. FunctIonal Process lmprovement Cycle, After DODlNST S020, I·M, 1993 
1. Pbase 1: Dcfme 
During the first phase ofthe FPI metbodology, the desired outcomes oflhe 
process improvement initiative are determined. The strategy by which these goals v.ill be 
achieved is also specified. Present processes and their supporting systems are identified 
and documented in an activity diagram (DOnINST S020.1-M, 1993) 
In step one, Establish the Functional Architecture, a description of the overall 
objectives of a particular functional (business) area is determined. This description is 
performed at a high level of abstraction, leaving the details about the process to be defined 
in a laler step. The scope ofthe functionaJ area is first defined and the bowld;uies of the 
area clearly delimited. This is accomplished a8er careful examination oftbe activity's 
prescribed mission statement, assigned responsibilities, and the command's location within 
tlle broader objectives ofthe DoD Enterprise Model. 
lbe DoD Enterprise Model depicts the overall functional structure of the Defense 
Department and tbe relationships among DoD functions and their supporting systems. It 
is a fluid model, maintained at tbe department ' s headquarters, thaI is updated as process 
irnprovements arc adopted. Within the model, the functions (processes) ofOoD arc 
broken down hierarchically into the areas shown in Figure 8 
rhe department has seven major mission areas: Business Operations; Infonnation 







000 functional Enterprise Area~ 

DoD F~ctioo," No" I 

I 000 functional Activities I 
bgurc 8. Hierarchical Structurc for Department ofDefense (DoD) Functions 
and Budgeting System(PPBS), and Support Services; National Security Doctrine and 
Policy; and Joint Warfighting Pians. Each mission area is made up of at least one 
functional enterprise area that is a program area headed hy an Assistant Secretary of 
Defl;ffise (ASD) or equivalent. Each enterprise area includes one or more filnctional areas 
Figure 9 lists each 000 mission and a sample of the corresponding functional enterprise 
areas and functional areas. 
Aftcr tbe goals havc been SIJecified for tbe business arca, the funl."tional activities 
that comprise the functional area are identified and defined. A functional activity is 
equivalent to a process in an activity model. A Functional Activity Program Manager is 
designated for each Ill."tivity. This person is the process owner who will lead tbe 
improvement initiative '.vithin hiSlber assigned activity. 
Ihe first task for the Program Manager is to establish an interdisciplinary change 
team composed ofboth fimctional and technical eXllcrts. Using activity modeling, tb.e 
team identifies and documents tbe overall structure of the fUnctional arca and its high level 
activities onto a context Jevel activity diagram. The Integrated DEFinition Language 
(lDEF) is the standard modeling tool prescrihed by DoD, and is the format in which the 
000 Enterprisc Model is ruanJtaincd. Program Managers may use otller tools, provided 
they can prove that its capability equals or surpasses that ofIDEF 
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Mission Functional Responsible Entity Functional Area 
EDterpri~ Arn 
Busi~ss Fiscal Resources DoD Comptrol!er Civilian P"dY 
Operations Military'P-ay 
Human Resources, ASD Force Mgt, & Manpm.wr 
Personnel Support Personnel Trainillg 
Infonnation Information Mgt ASD C31· InfomlatiollServices 
Management 
Cotllfllllnications ASDC31 Information Net'Mlrks 
Command Command and Control ASDGI Theater Command and 
and Control Control 
Intelligence Intelligence ASDC31 Security 
PPBSand PPBS DoD Comptro!ler Budget Fonnulation 
Support Services 
External Liaison ASD Public Affairs Public COUilllUnications 
National Security l\atinnal Security USDPolicy·· National Security 
Joint Warlighting Planning Chairman, JCS'" Operational Plannillg 
* C3T ~ Command, Cootrul, Communications and Intelligence 
•• USD = Under St:c....ury ofWeIlse 
"·JCS~JointChief,ofStaU' 
Figure 9, DoD MISSIon and Component Areas, ARer DODINST 8020, 10M, 1993 
An IDEFO activity model is built using ICOMs, leOM is the acronym for tbe four 
roles that an item may take in relation to an activity: input, control, output or mechanism 
The input is the material and information resources used by an activity 10 produce output. 
Controls are rules and resource constraints that regulate the process, A mechanism is the 
person, maeb.ine or system that performs the activity, Figure 10 contains the legend for an 
lDEl;O activity model Additional information on IDEF modeling can he fOUlld in 
lDEFO/SADT by David A Marca and Clement L. McGowan (Functional Economic 







Flgwe 10. IDEl'O Model Legend, After f'unctlOnal EconomIc AnalYSIS 
Guidebook, 1993 
In step two, Delineate the Strategic Plan, the change team outJmes the 
managellit:nt approach that will be used to idt:ntuy, evaluate and select process 
improvement alternatives across the functional area in the next ten years. A plan is also 
madc for eacb functional activity that includes actions to be taken wlthm twelve to 1& 
months ofproject initiation. TIle activity plan speci1ies which processes and ~y!>1ems are 
under review, tbe tool~ and methods to be used in the improvement initiative, and 
perfonnance llit:asures by which the successfUl completion of the activity will be 
detennined. "Periormance measures can be dollars, actual or elapsed timc, quality 
measures, and reaction/response capahility" (DODlNST 8010.1-M, 1993). 
In the third step, Ascertain the Process Ba~eline, the present state of each 
functiona l activity is identified. Tf a previous process improvement initiative was 
lUldertaken, the models and figures from its documentation are used as input to this step. 
Ifno previous projects were wldertaken, an initial baseline assessment is conducted 
wherein the changc team detennines how and why each task is conducted. The present 
cost of each activity is recorded. These COStS include the expense of the supporting labor, 
information technology, facilities and materials 
Step four is Define the Information System Baseline. During this step, existing 
(legacy) information syste.ms are analyzed and evaluated for dlectiveness Alterations or 
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additions to exi~~ing information systems are identified and a migration strategy to any 
required technology is dctennined. 
Z. Phase Z: Analyze 
In step five, Perfonn Activity Modeling, activities arc studied in greater detail. 
Eaeh activity is broken down into functional processes, which arc further broken into 
tasks. Ibe inputs, outputs, controls, and mechani!illlS through which lW activity is 
conducted are drawn as IDEFO process models that are illustrated down to the task level 
The result is an "as is" depiction ofthe functional activity and its required information 
Figure 11 is a page ora completed activity model diagram. 
Figure 11. IDEFO Activity Model, From Desig1/ITDEF 2. 0, 1993 
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After the activity model is completed, 3 financial baseline is calculated to dctcnnine 
the present cost of perfonning each task. Using CUITlliit program funding amounts 
gathered in step three and an c!>1imated workload, a cost analysis is performed using a 
procedure called Activity Based Costing 
Activity based costing is a tool used to convert financial accounting 
costs to the costs ofmanaging and performing the tasks tJlat make up an 
activity mudd, as well as the costs ofproducing the outputs from those 
tasks_ Activity based co~ting is valuable because it relates resources to 
tasks and products, not merely to organizations and time periods. 
(DODlNST R020.1-M, 1993) 
An Activity CO,,1 Worksheet is used to rcoord the .historic co"t of an 
activity_ An example worksht:et is shown in figure 12. Column one contains a 
listing of activities. Depending 011 the amount of detail to which a tcam wishes to 
study a fimdioual activity, the worksheet CaD he completed at the task level and co,,1 
amounts then compiled 10 the activity level. Colunms two through seven contain the 
standard cost drivers for DoD activities: civilian and military lahor, information 
technology (info. tech.), facilities, material and other costs. Each activity or task fu.1ed in 
column one is assigned a value in each ofthe cost driver columns. 'these co,,1s are totaled 
by activity and recorded in column eight, activity co,,1. Using the OUtput perfonnance 
measures specified in step two and the time period fOf which the costs have been gathered, 
an estimatc of activity's output volume is 1llllde and recorded in column nine, activity 
output. The activity cost is then divided hy the activity outpUt to ddcnnine the unit cost 
This alllount is included in column ten. Column eleven, Operations (Opns.) contains an 
estimate ofthc percrotage of activity cost that is spent on the primary output of the 
activity. It is used to calculatc the amount oftimc and cost spent on non-operational 
limctions. (Functional Economic Analysis GUidebook, 1993) 
During step six, Perform Data Modeling, the data required as input to each proccss 
is specified and captured in au IDEtX data lllode!. A data model shows an overall picture 
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Figure 12. ABC Worksheet, After FunctIOnal Ecollomu.: 
Analysis GUidebook, 1993 
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of the relational structure ofthe data involved in the process. Figure 13 is an.example ora 
completed data model for a course registration process. Contained inside the levels ofthc 
data model are objects (e.g., a student), and their associated attributes (e.g., smdent 
name), relationships (e.g., matriculates in), and integrity oonstraints (e.g., enrollment type 





Figure 13. IDEFX Data Model, From DesignlJDEP 2.0, 
1992 
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3. Phase 3: Evaluate 
In the third phase and its single step, IdentifY, Evaluate and Selcct Possible 
Improvements, opportunities for process enhancement are identified. This is accomplished 
by comparing the command's "as is" process models, Activity Cost Worksheets and 
performancc rceord against its functional architecture and strategic plan. Each Activity 
Cost Worksheet entry is evaluated and emphasis is directed toward the activities that have 
high costs andlor low output, and those activities that have a bigb percentage of non­
operational costs. (Functional Economic Analysis GUidebook, 1993) 
Changes to thc process and/or data models afe identified based upon the value that 
a produ(.1 or service provides relative to its production costs. Activities that do not add 
value to the overall process arc: 
... activities that create delay, excess, or variation in a 
process ... Activity titles with the following words usually revealnon-varue 
added activities: move, wait, check, review, verify, store, inspect, rework, 
record, and awrove. (Functional Economic Analysis Guidebook, ]993) 
rasks that do not add value to the process are modified to add value or are deleted. 
Valuc added activities are also analyzed for possible improvement. Change to activity 
inputs, outputs, controls, and/or mechanisms afe made to the activity model where 
appropriate. (Functiollal Economic AtUllysis Guidebook, 1993) 
The value of a process can be dctennined by differcnt measures. "In this context, 
the word ' valuc' includes the concepts of quality, customer service, flexibility, reliability, 
safety, security, and other benefits of our husmcss process" (DODINST 8020.1-M, 1993). 
In order to compare the relative value of alternatives, effcctive measures must be identified 
for both quantitative and qualitative indicators: 
They (the measures) provide the framework for evaluating 
effectiveness and efficiency of an organi73tion' s business methods and the 
resulting operations. These measures permit comparative evaluation alld 
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provide insight to the strengths and weaknesses of operations. (DODTNST 
S020.1-M,1993) 
Present processes are also benchmarked against ~uccessful processes found at 
similar organizations. "Uenchmarking helps to identifY desirable changes, eliminate 
inadequate proposals, and assess the reasonabklness of costs and savings projected for 
those proposals that are brought fonvard for considcration" (DODlNST 8020.I-M, 
1993). 
Aftcr possible changes arc identificd, a Functional Economic Analysis (FfA) is 
perfonned to dctermine the future costs of the alternative improvemcnts. A separate 
Activity Cost Worksheet is prepared for each alteruative for each the upcoming six fiscal 
years. Alternatives arc again comparcd and ranked in terms of perfOnllilllCe and cost over 
the six: year period. The results ofthis analysis will be used to dcvelop the final FEA 
document that is submitted for projCt.1 approval. 
An automated tool is availahle from DISA that can be used to complete the FEA. 
TurhoBPR 1.0 is a program based 011 Microsoft Excel that contains electronic Activity 
Cost Workshects and otber fonns necessary to record project goals, activity costs and 
perlonnance measures. The software automatically generates graphs that depict the future 
costs and perfonnance of alternatives. Figure 14 is a perfonnance chan that shows the 
actualperlonnance of an alternative, the activity's baseline level prior to the change, and 
the perfonnance target level. (TurbuBPR 1.0, 1995) 
Performance 
/ 	 P.,.ri"oIlnnnw 
Level~.~ tttt~t-j-----t-----1 Lnitllll Level 
TargetLevcl1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 
.Figure 14. TurboBPR Performance Graph, .From TurboBPH. l .O, 1995 
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Following tbe FEA, change altemative~ can al;;o be evaluated by the use of 
simulation tools. Process ~imulation tools model the flow of data and other resources 
through a functional activity. They focus on the dynamic COtl~ructs ofa process that are 
not depicted in data or process models 
Activi ty models are incapable of assessing flow rates, bottlenech, 
idle time, throughput, cycle times, workload, and other dynamic properties. 
Since these dynamic properties often are of greatest interest to 
management, simulation becomes a key analytical tool. (Functional 
Process Simulation: A GUidebook, 1993) 
'Ibe benefits of simulation arc many. It provides a simple representation ora 
complex process that may be easier for management and user personnel to Wlderstand. It 
reveals bottlenecks that are shortages in resources, and also identifies underutilized and 
wasted processes and resources. It supports "v,..hat if' analysis by testing the effects of a 
change on a process without the expenditure of actual resources or time. Simulation also 
allows synchronization issues to be addressed and manipulated to ensure the best flow of 
information and products from one al."tivity to another. Issues of coordination among 
interdependent, parallel processes can also be assessed. (Functional Process Simulalion: 
A GUidebook, 1993) 
Simulations require the use of detailed data. This data includes the time to 
complete a process cycle, the number of cycles to be completed in a scenario and the 
amount and cost of consumed resources. If this data was not previously collected in the 
process modeling step, it is now gathered and entered into the model. DlSA has several 
simulation tools that can be used to aid in a FPI effort. One such program is 
SlMPROCESS, a CACI Corporation product written in SLMSCRlPT. (Funclional 
Process Simulation: A Guidebook, 1993) 
[he identified change opportunities are then listed and ranked by their potential 
benefit to the organization_ A table, such as Table 2, is created which records tbe 
applicable activity performance measures and the value of each measure for the baseline 
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Table 2. Companson ofAlternatIVes, After} ufictlOnal 
Economic Analysis GUidebook, 1993 
activity and cach a1h:mative foml ofthat actTvity. At lea~1 two improvemcnt opportunities 
arc ~l'ecified for each activity. (Functional Hconomic Analysis Guidebook, 199]) 
Original activity models are modified as required to reflect changcs to the baseline 
"as is" models. Thc actions, time and resources required to implemCllt the changes arc 
also identified and recorded. The updated models arc referred to as "to be" IDEI'O 
models. (Functional Economic Analysis GUidebook, 1993) 
4. Phase 4: Plan 
Once improvement opportunities have been identified, analyzed and modeled, 
implementation action plans arc generated for the best alternatives. In ~1ep nine, Generate 
a Data Management Plan, reqwred data base changes are identified as well as probable 
impact ofthesc changes upon the present system and its supporting data architecture. 
During the next step, Produce a Technical Management Plan, reqllired proccdural and 
information s~1em infra~1rueture changes required to support the selected process 
improvements are delineated. Within the plan, time-phased modification schedules and 
eO~1s arc detailed. The plan will be used to control the development, enhanCenlllnt, 
installation, operation, and migration of systelIL~ affected by the process changes 
5. Pbase 5: Approve 
Improvements to fundional activities withiu DoD must be approved prior to 
implementation. The document Illal is sent up the chain of command for (!Ildorsement is a 
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comprehensive Functional Economic Ana1ysi.~ (FEA). TIlls document is prepared as step 
ten of the FPI methodology. It inchldes the eight set."tions shown in Figure 15, which are 
composed ofmaterials produced in previous steps. It is a refinement ofthe abbreviated 
FEA constructed in step seven and is used to support a detailed improvement proposal. 
Section 1: Functional area strategic plan 
Section 2 Functional activity strategic plan 
Section 3: Functional activity performance mcasures and targcts 
Section 4: Proposed fiwt-tional activity improvement program 
Section 5: Economic analysis of the proposed process improvcments 
Set-tion 6: Data management and information system !>trategy 
Section 7: Data and sy!>tem changes to support the functional proccss 
Section 8: Data and system cost analysis 




6. Phase 6: E1ccutC 
Once approval bas been obtaincd for the change plan, new policies and procedures 
are implemented in step eleven., Execute Changes. In step twelve, Develop Information 
Systems, any required changes or new infonnation systems are developed and installed to 
support the new procedures. Rotb the new processes and supporting information systems 
are monitored for their effectiveness in attaining their strategic objectives. In step 13, 
Revise Baseline, baseline documents from the initial stages of the l-"'PI program are 
replaced with the newly approved process plans. These documents arc 1I0W lhc starting 
point for continuous process improvement initiatives. Within the final step of the FPI 
Methodology, Improve Program Oversight, approved change plans are assessed by the 
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goveming authority and 000 FPI program policies, methods, tools and procedures are 
analyLcd for possible improvement Functional improvements are also analyzed fat 
possible duplication across 000. 
D. r.VALUATION OF TH.t~ .l-PI METHODOLOGY 
DoD's methodology meets all ofthe requirements of3n effective methodology that 
were delineated on page 37. The FPI methodology is quite comprehensive and logically 
ordered. The component phases ofthe FPl methodology are similar to the nPR 
methodologies ofKlein, Davenport and Harrington. Table 3 shows a comparison ofthe 
stages ufFPI methodology with the methodolo&ies ]lTeviuusJy discussed in Chapter II 
Ibe phases of the FPI methodology are composed of detailed steps that delineate 
how to condu(,1 process improvement from the c~1ablishmenl uflhe change program to 
the implementation ofthe new process and its supporting infra~1ruI,,1ure. The cyclic nature 
ofthe methodology emphasizes the need for continual process analysis and improvement 
The final ~1ep ofthe methodology, Improve Program Oversight, incorporates a feedback 
system into the overall rcengineering program orDoD. As a result oftbis step, any 
lessons learned from the enactment of the methodology are used to improve the FPI 
process. The inclusion of al,,'livity based unit costing and the use ofbendnnarking to 
determine specific process perfonnance measures are effective tools for the comparison of 
pro(;ess improvement ahernatives. The method also considers the Iimitation~ ofpresent 
information systems and generntes a migration strategy to a new supporting infrastnwture. 
The FPJ methodology, ho\\·ever, docs not address the importance of gaining 
management sponsorship. It also docs not include any dis(;ussion of organizational 
changes required to support the new pro(;Css or any mention of change management 
rhcsc areliS may have been overlooked due to the ~1ru(;\u.re and authoritarian uature of 
military organizations wherein employees are expected to follow the dircl,,1:ives of seruor 
organ.iz.ations without hesitation or questioning. 
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Table 3. Comparison ofBPR Methodology Phases 
Ine FPI methodology is a consistent procedure to use for reengineering projects 
and it could easily be applied to any business process. Its steps are easily understood and 
followed because the FPI methodology is !>upported by in-depth documentation., training 
manuals and specific automated tools. Ine inclusion of a simulation tool allows the test 
and evaluation of the improved process prior to its implementation. 
Ine incorporation ofautomated activity modeling is another strength ofthe FPI 
methodology. Ine grapb.ical representation of activities is II necessary part of 
reengineering. "Many orgaruzations reengineer without using process-analysis tools, but 
adding process modeling 10 the rcengineering effort nearly doubles the probability of 
." (Wallace, 1994). An activity model, by brea.killg down the process into its 
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component tasks, provides an easy to understand vi~ual depiction ofthe present and 
possible states of a process. Tt also removes ambiguity from any process descriptions by 
the use of standard notations 
Ibe IDEFO activity modeling tool specified tor use during FPI, however, might be 
difficult faT a reengillcering team to learn and operate. IDEFO models may be too 
complex and technical faT a user to build and manipulate due to the use ofunfamiliar 
constructs. Also, an TDEFO model does not capture all of the data required to condulct 
process rccngineering. The cost and time values associated \\;tll a task are not contained 
as a part the activity model. The business rules that govern a process can only be included 
on an IDEFO diagram as textual aJIllotatiOlls. Sequencing and task prioritization must be 
interpreted from the mle annotations and can 110t be determined directly from the picture 
ofthc process 
There are presently three separate automated tools used to !SUpport the FPI 
methodology: illEF for a(,,'tivity and data modeling, TurboBPR 1.0 for cost analysis and a 
tool sucb as SfMPROCESS for process simulation. At this time, DLSA does not possess a 
tool that single-bandedly supports activity and data modeling, economic analysis and 
model siroulatioll. The usc ofthree independent tools requires the reduudant entering of 
data and additional oomputer operator time and skills. Also, nonc ofthese tools provides 
rcaJ time measurement ofprocess performance statistics ~uch as work status, cost or 
process complelion time. The process analysis is conducted using only historical data. 
An automated tool is required for reenginc("'fing that consolidates process 
modeling, cost analysis and simulation. An automated workflow management tool 
automates tbe performancc, routing and management oftbe work ofa process, and 
measurcs process performance indicators on a real-time basis. The use of a workflow 
management tooinot only streamlines the reengiueering procedure for the cbange team, 
but also improves the business process through the automatic transfer, assignment and 
completion ofwork. Tnc foUowing chapter discusses workflow modeling and the 




IV. WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT 
This chapter provides an owrview of workflow management. It begins by defining 
the types of workflow and the components of a workflow model. It then discusses 
automated workflow management technologies, their evolution, firnl-1ionality and market. 
The next two sections discuss the benefits of; and ob ...1aclcs to, the implementation of 
workflow management tools, respectively Finally, it examines and evaluates these 
workflow model design methodologies 
A. 	 TYPES OF WORKFLOW 
A workflow is an ordered collection oftasks that, whtm linked together, forms a 
business process of an organization. Workflow, in its manual form, is not new. The 
progression ofwork and its supporting information from olle employee to the next has 
always required management. (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
There are three types of workflow: ad hoc, administrative and production 
(Eckerson, 1993). They arc categorized by the stnH.:ture and level of complexity oftbe 
processes they support. These three types ofworkflow have also been referred to by 
other authors as unstructured, structW'ed and complex, respectively (Creative Networks, 
1994). Figure 16 depicts tile differences between the types of workflow based upon then 
business value and operational breadth within the corporation 
1. AdHoc 
Ad hoc workfiows are composed of unstructurcd tasks for which the controlling 
busincss rules are not known or change too rapidly to track. Ibis work is often completed 
by individuals or SIlliIU wmk groups fonued solely for the rulfilLrnent of a l>'jJe(;ific task 
The value orthe process to the business is relatively low. Ibese processes are unique or 
dynamic and, therefore, fixed workflow models are not maintained. An example of an ad 
hoc workflow wouJd be the planning of a OnNllne ceremony lor visiting dignitaries 
6] 
2. Administrative 
Admini;,trative tasks have minimal !1t.ructure and are not complex. They are simple 
processes that do not frequently change. Because they have some structure and stability, 
they can be modeled; however, the models may require frequent updating. Admini;,trative 
proce~ses contain tasks that are completed by a team or workgroup. This work is of 
moderate value to the business. An example of an administrative workflow would be the 
submission and processing of an expense repon. 
3. Production 
Production based workflows, also known as transaction workflows, involve higlily 
structured and complex tasks. These processes entail high volume, mission critical and 
repetitive work. Within these processes, work regularly takes a well-defined path through 
the organization. The business rules that regulate the production workflows are well 
knOWD and, therefore, a ;,tandard process model call be defined and recorded. Mongage 




Figure 16. Workflow Types, After Creative Networks, 1994 
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B. COMPONENTS OF A WORKFLOW MODEl, 
A workflow lJIodei is a graphlcal representation of a Jlfocess. It is used to 
document the Dow ofwork through a business cycle ofan organization. It consists of 
several components; a work breakdown !>"tmcture, work objects, roles, mles, resolUces, 
time and routing. Figure 17 shows the relationship between Ulese components. 
Figure 17. Componcuts of a Workflow Model 
1. Work Breakdown Structure 
A business cyde is 31J overall objective of an organization. It represents onc ofthe 
company's purposes for exi!>1ence, at its hlgbcst level ofabstnction . For example, a 
business cycle ora bank would be lending money. (Workjlow·BPR User's Manual, 1995) 
A work breakdown !>1ructure is a graphlcal depiction orthe hierarchical structure 
ofa business cycle. It decomposes a business cycle into its component parts. Figure 18 is 
an illustration ofa portion ofthe breakdown ofa hmmess cycle. The goal ofthis 
decomposition is to represent the work of an organization in simple and easy to 
understand component pieces· 
The best thing about these grapblc representations is that you can 
represent complex processes at a high level of abstrat.1ioll. Then, by 
employing drill-down capabilities, users can explore the process in 
detail .. . This type of graphical representation becomes particularly 
important when you need to ensure that everyone -- users and developers 
alike •• cOIllJlletely understands the processes and their components. 
(Koulopoulos., 1994) 
Within the work breakdoWll structure, a business cycle is broken into processes. A 
process encapsulates the start to finish work required to create a business product or 
service. For example, a process within the business cycle of lending money would be 
mortgage processing. Each process is, in tum, split into sub-proces.<;es or directly into 
tasks. A sub-process is a more detailed segment ofthe overall process. Examples of 
possible sub-processes of mortgage processing would be processing the mortgage 
application or clOSing on the mortgage. 
A process, or sub-proces.<;, is then broken into tasks. A task is the lowest level of 
an activity. It is therein that the acnlal work steps of a process are completed. AD 
example of a task. would be the verification ofthe completeness qfa mortgage 
application/arm. Each workflow task consists of several components' work objects, 
roles, rules, resources, time and routing. 
2. Work Object 
A work object is the input to, or product of, a task. [t is any item that is routed 







Figure 18. Example of a Work Breakdown Structure 
object may be a physical resource used to create a product or service, or the product or 
service itself It may also be a paper or electronic document that contains infonnation 
strucmred in snch a way as to have meaning to an organiz.ation. For example, a mortgage 
loan applicationfonn is a physical work object that is an input to the task Receive 
Application. (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
3. Roles 
The roles of a task arc the participants in tbe 3(..<tivity. 1hey include the people in a 
corporation who perform the work Sleps, as well as the suppliers of resources and 
bllsIDCSS customers. Personnel arc nOt designated hy nallle in the workflow modeL Roles 
arc assigned by position titles so that a cbange to a personnel assignment docs not require 
an associated update to the modcl's data rcpusitory. A cross referencing table can be 
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added to the repository to associate a particular position with the person filliltg it at a 
specific time. 
4. Rules 
The rules of an organization describe the behavior oftask participants. They 
define what work is completed within a task and why, where, when and how the work is 
accomplished. Business rules include information concerning (Koulopoulos, 1995)· 
Task loitiatioo: What action or event triggers a task? 

Task Dependency: What things must occur prior to the initiation of a task? 





Role Defmition: Who is involved in a task:. and who completes the work? 

Task Automation: Which tasks can be automated and which can not be 

automated lmd \'illy? 





Scbeduling: By when must each task be completed? 









Resource Consumption: Which and what amount ofresources can be and 
are used to complete the task? 
Sccurity: What levd ofphysical or information security applies to the task or 
work object? 
Work Completion: What and who determines that a product is finished and 
work is complete? 
Task Iteration: What portions ofa workflow are repeated and what rules 
may change as a result? 
Routing: Where, when and how is the input to, and output ot: a task sent? 
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5. Resources 
Resources arc the items consumed in the course of conducting business. lney are 
the input used by an employee to complete an assigned task. Material, money, personnel 
assets, equipment, and facilities are all examples of resources (WorkjlOlt· .. BPR User 's 
Manual, 1995) 
6. Time 
Time is also a resource consumed during the completion of a task It is an 
extremely important aspect of a workflow; therefore, it has its own category in the 
workflow model. A process ofa business cycle takes a certain 3mOlwt oftime to 
complete. Tbe cycle time is a combination of the time it takes to actually complete a task 
(task time) and the lime required to transfer the work objects to the next task in the 
workflow (transfer time). (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
Cycle time affects the overall efficiency of a business process. It has been fOlmd 
that about 90% oftbe cycle time is composed oftransfer time alone. Only 10% ofthe 
cycle time is spent actually accomplishing a task (Koulopoulo,;. 1995) "Transfer time is 
customarily iguored during an analysis of existing procedllfes becau~e the focus tends to 
be placed on the people and the tasks, nOI on the time that passes between the completion 
of individual ta~k~" (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
Traosfer time can be broken down into phy~ical transfer time and queue time. 
Queues are holding areas for work objects or assignments Ihat are waiting 10 be 
processed. A queue can result for several reasons. An employee may temporarily hold 
work while awaiting the arrival of required resources or information, or awaiting the 
rendezvous of another work ohject to so thai the objects can be forwarded together 
He/she may also set low priority tasks aside while higher priority tasks are completed. 
Also, the employee may be a slow or incompetent periormer Figure 19 shows the 
components of cycle time. 
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Figure 19. Components ofCycle Time 
7. Routing 
Routing is a depiction ofthe logical arrangement of tasks and the flow ofwork 
objects hetween them Tasks can occur in series or in parallel. "IT (Infonnation 
Technology) with its ability to facilitate sharing of resources like databases can break up 
traditional linear processes and allow them to occur simultaneously" (Grover, Fiedler and 
Teng, 1994). Routing can also be conditional, with the flow depcudcut upon the initiation 
or completion of other tasks, or upon the results of a decisioll. (Koulopoulos, 1995) The 
process may contain a cycle oftasks whose completioll depends on the satisfaction of 
some condition. Work objects can also be broadcast simultant:ously to alJ personnel 
Figure 20 depicts the types of routing. 
In a workflow model, routing is established hy pre-defined routing rules. 
Exceptions to these rules are Ol.maged hy modifYing the original modcl or by the use of 
subfiows. 
An example of a portion of a workflow model is provided in Figure 21 . Within the 
model, work ohjects are represented by circles. External roles are depicted by rounded 
rectangles and internal roles are written above the rectangles. Rules are incorporated into 
the decision node, represented hy a diamond. Routing is depicted by the arrowhead lilies 
connecting each figure in the model. Time and resources are not shown in this t:xample, 
hut wou\d be captured in a data repository. 
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Serial 
Figure 20. Types ofRouting, After KoulopouJos., \995 
C. WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT AUTOMATION 
'lbe widespread use of computer technology has facilitated the automation of 
many white collar offiee tasks. However, many ofthe work steps automated were 
outdated or meftkjl;:nt, resuJting in quicker, not better, cOll:lpletion ofwork. 
Consequently, productivity gains have lIot kept up with the investment made in tbe 
supporting electronic infrastruL1ure. 'VIrus stands in stark contrast to fuctory automation, 
where investment in computing technology bas dramatically increased the manufaL"turiug 
output for each worker" (Silver, 1994). 
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Figure 21 . Example ofa Workflow Model 
Business leaders have recognized that the difference in returns on investment is 
due, in part, to organizational focus and !>I.ructure. SuC(;essful factory managers ananged 
their assembly lines and supporting work wtits based upon the flow of the products they 
generated. White collar office managers, however, focused on employee skills and 
organized their departments by these specialties into hierarchical structures. As a rcsul.t, 
the office automation systems installed in each functional department encompassed only 
that organizational segment's internal operations. There is a growing " ... recognition 
among business and information systems executives tbat competitiveness in tbe '90s 
demands automating the entireprucess ofa business activity, not just the individual 
discrete tasks" (Silver, 1994). 
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1. Defmition of Workflow Management Software 
Just as the assembly line revolutionlzed the fa('1.ory, workflow management 
software is a new tool that is transforming the office environment. WorkHow 
management software is a computer application that enables the elcctronic transfcr and 
IIlllIlagcment of information and work throughout an organ.ization' s busincss proccsscs 
using client-server technology. This work coordination occurs across organizational 
boundaries, both vertically and borizontally. (KouJopoulos, 1995) In this way, a 
workflow IillInagement tool makes an organization look like a fuctory: 
WORKFLOW AlJTOMAnON system" are the assembly lines of 
the electronic inlormation age. Using your existing IAN (local area 
nern.·ork) infrastructure, they employ rulcs-based logic to :.-ystcmize and 
speed up your business processes, moving and coordinating data within the 
workgroup. (Bragen, 1994) 
Workflow encompasses not only a software package, but a new set of tools and 
methodologies for managing business processes. 
2. }:\'olution ofWorkfiow 
Initial personal computer systems were limited to independent software tools 
installed on stand-alone machines. 'lbese systems supported tlle needs of an individual 
worker. lbis person could operate within only a single software application and could not 
electronically communicate or work with other employees. (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
As technology developed and computers became more powerful, integrated :.uites 
of softwarc products were developed that allowed one person to use a set ofmnlti­
fimclion tools. 'Ibis created an independent office system wherein an employee could use 
word processing, spreadsheet and graphical applications to complete a single task 
The itltroduction oflocal area networks into the office enviro1l1llent made 
com,'Urrent group work possible and spawned the production of groupware and elcctronic 
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mail products. U!>ing these tools, several workers simultaneously employ a single 
software application to complete a task. 
Workflow management sofh.vare e""pands the capahility ofa network by facilitating 
the concurrent use of several different tools by many users. Each user bas a single point of 
access to the tools via their "electronic desktop." Their computer screen contains all the 
applications, grouped by process., necessary for the employee to perform an assigned task 
Figure 22 shows the relationship of sofh.vare products to the number tools supported and 
the number of people using the tool(s). 
People 
One Many 
One Jndividual WorkgrouJl 
Tools 
Many Office Workflow 
Figure 22. Evolution ofWorkflow, After Kouiopouios, 1995 
Workflow tools originally entered the market in the early 1980s as part of 
document management and imaging products. They were used primarily to route and 
catalogue document images. "The main thrust of these first-generation workflow systems 
was to enable electronic flow of digitized dOCUlllcnt~ froro one processing step to the 
next" (Bragcll, .1994). Present workflow applications, however, have expanded the 
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original use to include the manipulation and Iransf!;;T oftext and other fonns ofmedia. 
Uhiruatdy, workflow will hecome an integral part of computer operating !»'stem~· 
Workflow is undergoing a transformatioll. It is slowly becoming a 
fundamental building block of information systeUL~_ Development bas 
already begun to in tegrate workflow capability into operating systems 
Eventually, users can expect their systems to automatically [Otward 
documents and work obje("1s to the right people at the right time. (Mayer, 
1994) 
3. \Vorkflow Management Software FUDctionality 
Comprchtmsivc workflow management packages share basic functionality such as 
automatic work routing, distribution, prioritization, tracking, management reporting atld 
process simulation. (Silver, 1994) 
u. Work Routing 
Workflow managemtmt tools clectronicaUy deliver work, and a notification 
of its arrival, to au employee's electronic desktop. When thejoh is received, it is added to 
the employee's work queue and an alert is displayed on their computer screen. When the 
job is completed, the workflow tool automatically routes the work object to the next pre­
defin~d task in the workflow model. Tills 'l"outing is based upon the rules specified during 
the design ofthe workflow templat~: 
Users invoke queued work items through a grapillcal depiction of 
the workflow. Once the work queues are invoked, the sy~em dynamically 
assembles the environment, the data, and the task logic, whlcb. illvokes the 
llex"t related task within a larger process. (Howard,1994) 
h. Dynumic Work Distribution 
Workflow software allows tasks to be assigned to a category ofworkers, 
instead of a particular position title. The workflow tool monitors the workload of each 
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employee filling a position ofthat type. A new work package is then dynamically a~~igned 
and routed to the first available employee or the employee with the lightest workload. 
This alleviates the need for the workflow designcr to predetermine which individual should 
be sent a work object. For example. an insurance company may have a pool of several 
automobile claims adjusters. When a new automobile claim is received, the workflow tool 
automatically detennines which ofthe adjusters to give the task to based upon what jobs 
are in their queue. 
The workflow tool can also be programmed to monitor the queue size of 
each employee. When a queue grows to a certain size, work can be pulled from that 
employee and rerouted to another employee ofthe same type v.bo has a smaller queue 
These work balancing features ensure that important tasks are not left in a queue waiting 
for a particular individual, thereby decreasing job completion time 
c. Work Prioritization 
Workflow tools enable the prioritization oftasks. The first assignment 
received in an ''in'' box is not always the most important olle to first complete. The timely 
ful.fillmCllt of another task might have a higher impact on the overall success ofthe 
business cycle. For instance, for a clerk in a travel agency, the processing ofa last minute 
travel request would be far more critical to a customer, and henee the business, than the 
handling ofa routine travel claim. The workflow tool places work into an employee's 
electronic "in" box, sequencing the jobs based upon thcir pre-assigncd priority levcls. 
D)namic work prioritization is also supported by some workflow tools. 
The workflow engine can monitor and upgrade the priority of a task based upon the length 
of time the job bas spent waiting in a queue, or based upon any other pre-defined variable 
For example, ifan insurance claim sits in an adjuster's "in" box for over five hours, the 
workflow tool can be programmed to increase the priority level of that assignment at the 

sixth hour ofwaiting. This makes the job moreurgcnt and moves it ahead of other tasks 
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in the 'in" basket. Some tools will also sound 3n audible alann when a job is nearing its 
deadline for completion 
d Work Tracking 
Workflow management tools monitor and record the perforwancc ofwork 
within the workflow model. Several performance measures are kept such as task 001.1, 
time, stahls and location. Workflow tools allow the generation of instantaneous reports 
on the status of a work object A manager can quickly query the 1001 for the location, 
responsible employee, walling time and completion status of a pallicular item. 
Considering the data reponed, the manager can reroute work packages or change the 
priority oftask completion. 
e. Management Reporting 
lICC3USC workflow tools maintain up-tn-date statistics on wOTk completion, 
real-time reports can be generated 10 answer questions concerning average process 
completion and queue times, resources consumed and their costs, and overall productivity 
A good workflow tool generates on-line rcpol1s that offer insight to 
the workload~, bottlenecks, resource allocation, throughput, productivity. 
and the overall husine~s cycle. By analyzing these, immediate decisions can 
be made to alter a process hy re-allocating resources, changing (ask 
relationships, eliminating redundancy, or altering priorities ofwork 
(Koulopoulos, 1995) 
Workflow rl"Ports ean also be generated by employee and used a~ a pcrfonnance diary. 
f. Workflow Simulation 
A relatively new and promising feature offered \vith workflow tools are 
simulation tools: 
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Workflow simulation tools allow designers to test workflow 
processes and to identify problems with the process before the workflow 
application is implemented. At the present time, very few workflow 
systems provide these facilities as part ofthe \vorkflow product 
(Koulopoulo~ 1995) 
Simulltion capabilities are hecoming more important to workflow cu!.tomers; hence, they 
should become more prevalent in workflow products in next two years. (Delphi 
Consulting Group, 1995) 
Ibere are four types of simulation. They are, in order oftechnological 
advancement, verification, rule-based, statistical and heuristic. A comprehensive tool 
would enable all of these types of simulation. Verification tools examiue a workflow 
model for completeness. This tool will tell a designer ifwork object flow lines are 
missing, or if there is no input to or output from a task. Rule-based simulation tools 
validate the logic used in specifYing routing rules. These types oftools are found in many 
ofthe low-cnd workflow packages. (Delphi Consulting Group, 1995) 
Statistical simulation tools enact instances ofthe workflow template, 
randomly taking different conditional paths through the process. The tool gathers 
pedbrmance data for each workflow enactment, identifies possible bottlenecks or queues, 
and reports the utili7.ation of resources. lbis type of simulation is presently found in IUgh­
end workflow products. 
A final type of simulation is heuristic. This tool improves and updates the 
workflow model on a real-time basis in response to the pertbrmance statistics gathered 
during the simulation. As ofnow, no tooL~ exist in the heuristic category. 
4. Workflow Software Modules 
There are three distinct software modules in a comprebensive workflow 
appliclltion: a workflow buildCT, deployment environment and cngine. (Marshak, 
Distributed Computing Monitor, 1994) 
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a. Workflow Builder 
Th.: worklluw builder is the environment wherein the workflow model is 
depicted and stored. A graphical process modeling tool and a supporting data dictionary 
is pro,>ided to illustrate and record the wurkfluw. There are a variety of process model 
builders availablc that arc aimed at different employee skill levels, including flowcharting 
and graphical mapping tools. The workflow builder helps the designer, user and ~"ponsor 
visualize and, thereby better understand, a process. The process model also enahles users 
tu see wh.:re their duties and assignments fit into the overall process and how their actions 
affect others and thc final product or service. 
Using the builder, the designer deliueates aU of the components ofa 
workflow model: the work breakdown ~;trUl..ture, work objects" roles, rules, resources, 
time and routing involved in a process. The builder is visible to the designer but maybe 
hidden fi-om the user. In some instances, specified users who are authorized to modify 
workflow templates may have access to the builder's design. features 
h. Workjlr7W Deployment Environment 
The workflow deployment environment is the "electronic desktop" that 
users see and manipulate when operating within a workflow management system leons 
located on the computer screen are labeled by process name. Contained within each 
process arc the partil."U!ar software applications and electronic work obje1.1s and resources 
that an employee needs to complete the assigned task. The deployment euvironment also 
includes work lloti.ficatiollli~"ts, files, and urre1.1 access to software applications and 
electronic mail 
c. Workflr7W Engine 
The workflow engine is the workhorse behind the workflow tool It 
manages eaeh instance ofa busine~R process, controlling work tracking, routing and rule 
enforcement. It also runs workflow simulationR and generates reports on gathered 
performance measures. The workflow engine is bidden from the users as weU as the 
workflow template designer. 
5. Workflow Operating Platforms 
According to the results of a 1993 survey conducted by the Delpbi Consulting 
Group, 97% oforganizations having implemented workflow applications deploy it on a 
client-server platfonn (Mayer, 1994). The majority of server platforms are UNJX based. 
Client platforms are mostly windows capable computers. Figure 23 shows a breakdo'MI 
of the distnbution of client and server platforms. (Delphi Consulting Group, 1993) 
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Figure 23. Workflow Client and SetVer Platforms, After Delpbi Consulting Group. 
1993 
6. Types of Workflow Management Tools 
There are over 140 software vendors who claim to incorporate workflow into their 
products (Marshak, The WorJiflow Paradigm, 1994). These workflow packages are 
categorized based upon the type ofworkflow they support (Kemsley, 1994). Figure 24 
shows the types ofworkflow software, adding the ranges of application cost and the level 







Figure 24. Workflow Automation Applications, After Creative Nctworks, 1994 
Workflow products that support ad hoc workflows are low cost, aimcd at project 
applications, and have a lower chauce of improving productivity due to the Ilon·structured 
aspects ofthe process (Creative Networks, 1994). It is impossible to design a static 
model due to the dynamic nature ofthese workflows. Ad·hoc workflows arc "_.. often 
embellished e·mail functionality, the scripts for which may be created aud discarded within 
a day or two" (Kemsley, 1994). These systems typically cost under S500 per user 
(Winkler, 1994). 
Software packages that support administrative work.flows are modt:rately priced, 
support workgroups, and provide moderate opportunities for process improvement. Thi~ 
type ofworkflow package ranges in price from $300 to $500 per .'>cat (Winkler, 1994) 
An administrative workflow package provides " ... more u.'>er interaction than unstructured 
workflows through alerts, reminders alJd in1>1ancc status" (Creative Networks, 1994). 
''Provided with a forms-based development environment, these system.~ can sometimes he 
customized by non-IT (Information Technology) personnel in the user department, then 
managed aod modified to suit changing policy" (Kems1ey, 1994). 
Workflow packages that support production workflows are the most sophisticated 
and, therefore, the most costly. They range in price from $1,500 to $3,000 per user 
(Winkler, 1994). However, because production processes arc the most strategic to the 
business and the software supports employees througllout the organization, there is a very 
high produ('1ivity improvement realized through the implementation of this type of 
workflow package. Production worldlow, which currently holds the largest workflow 
market share, is often based upon integration with databases, instead of electronic mail. 
(Creative Networks, 1994). 
Ahhough the average workflow package costs $1,000 per seat, the total system 
cost ofimplementmg automated workflow management aver~ges $3,500 per seat. lhe 
additional $2,500 investment is for required hardware additions or upgrades, and 
implementation assistance, sueh a~ installation, integration and design consultation . As a 
result, an average--sized system of 100 users at $3,500 per seat would eost $350,000 
Delphi Consulting Group found that only 16% ofthe businesses that installed workflow 
systems experienced total costs over $300,000. (Delpbi Consulting Group, \993) 
1. Workflow Market 
Workflow applications are relatively new to the computer software market. 
Delphi Consuhing Group, a leader in the workflow industry, conducted a 1993 survey of 
38 workflow vendors. 1bey found that only about a third ofthese vendors' ClUTendy 
available produl."ts had been in existence for more than four years. Almost halfhad been 
available for less than two years. (Delphi Consuhing Group, 1993) 
Ahhough workflow management technology is still in its infancy, the market for 
workflow products is rapidly expanding. An annual growth rate of 40% is predicted. If 
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this holds tme, the Illllrket, which was c~imated at $518 million in 1993, will become 
approximately $950 million by the end of 1995. (Delphi Consulting Group, 1993) 
[he largest customer segment in the workflow market consists of government 
agencies which aCcOlwt for 15% ofmarkct revenues, Banking and financial institutions 
make up 10% ofthe market; manufacturing businesses R%. Figure 25 shows a breakdown 
ofworktlow market revenue by customer s.:gment. (Ddphi ConsuLting Group, \993) 
Delphi ' s market SUIV"'Y also included 400 husincsscs. Of these, 48% were service 
oricnted, 20% were government and 16% were lllllnufal-1.uring organizations. Most of 
tbese companies (91 %) were interested in incorporating workflow. Well over ha1f(64%) 
ufthe companies surveyed had already examined workflow tools. Of the government 
agencies surveyed, J0% wcre implementing workflow, 32% were planning to in~all 
workflow and 48% were still evaluating \\iorkflow. (Dclpru Consulting Group, 1993) 
The averagc number ofworkflow users \Vithin organi7.lltions having implemented 
workflow is small. Only about a third orthe business reponed that workflow had been 
installed across their entire organization. 'nley tended to employ systems that support 
single or multiple de"jlartments. In most cases, workflow systcms have been limited to SO­
100 users due to thc complexity of analyzing and designing workflow templates. The 
majority ofthcsc users are proiCssional sta1r(42%) and clerical workers (34%). Only 5% 
of executives and J9% ofmanagers use the system (Delphi Consulting Group, 1993) 
D. BENKt<Tl"S OF WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT AUTOMATlO:"o' 
The workflow market has experienced its 40% growth due to the many benefits 
that workflow management automation provides to organizations: 
Downsizing, increasing competition, tbe globalization ofmarkets 
and many other factors arc forcing organizations of all sizes and in aU 
indu.!>1rit:s to bt:come mort: t:fficient, to bettcr address cnstomer needs, and 
to develop and bring products to market mOTt: quickly. Workflow 
automation software can help companies to achieve these goals and to 
measurably increase the efficiency ofa \Vide variety of business proeesRes 












Specifically, Delphi Consulting Group reports that the leading benefits of 
work11ow are (in descending order) increased productivity, heightened competitive 
advantage, reduced eO~1s, increased eommunicatiOtl, improved process cOlltrol, reduced 
manpower, and support for process reengineering. (Delphi Consulting Group, 1993) 
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Figure 26. Benefits oflmplementillg a Workflow System, After 
Delphi Consulting Group, 1993 
1, lncrcased Productivity 
Businesses which im.1all a workflow management tool experience a marked 
increase in productivity 
Workflow autoJlliltion software can help llKTease productivity 
significantly, whether as part ofa comprehensive business-process 
reengineering project or used alone. It docs so by automatically 
coordinating the activities involved in general business processes, tor 
example routing documents, monitoring their reception and returning them 
to the originating manager after coworkers have added their comments. 
(Burns and ChalstroUl, 1993) 
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As a result, all members ofthe organization become aware ofJhe 
status of its products and services, and can work together to more 
eilectively produce output. Updates to a business process can be made at 
any position within the organization, at the time of change. This makes 
them instantaneously responf:ive to their operating environment. 
(KouJopouios, 1995) 
Workflow packages also enable the integration of computer systeI115. '1ts primary 
benefit isjoiuillg islands ofinfurmation, which usc discrete tool sets, into enterprise 
infonnation systems." (KoulopouJos, \995) Workflow technologies can help businesses 
by " ... unsoarling office work and finally harnessing the untapped horsepower ofmillions of 
PCs (personal computers) and thousands oflocal-area networks" (Winkler, 1994). In this 
way, workflow management tools also promote the automation oftasks, thereby, 
increasing product quality, decreasing lost or misplaced projects, and reducing task 
eomplction times. 
Systems development productivity is also improved due to the ease of developing 
a work-Bow model: 
The new breed ofworkflow toolkits not only targets professional 
application builders; it caters to nontechnical end users as well. 'Th.is is 
achieved through the addition of easy-to-use graphlcal interfaces, whlch 
often involve "push-button" design capability to let a wide range of 
"developers" (fi:omnovices to experienced professionals) build workflow 
systems quickly with minimal effort. On one hand, this dramatically 
expands the base of potential customers for these products. On the other, it 
significantly enhance~ the productivity ofprofessional developers by 
shortening development life cyeles--particularly in the internal design and 
coding phases. The concept of rapid prototyping takes on new meaning 
when working applications can be built in a matter orhours instead of 
weeks. (Bragen, 1994) 
Authorized users as well as sponsors can join in on the development ofworkflow systems 
and significantly reduce the time spent waiting for new system implementation. Users can 
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quickly and easily fix areas where their requirements were overlooked by designers This 
can be accomplished on a real-time basis without interrupting the flow ofwork 
2. Heightened Competitive Advantage 
"Onc nfthe most pronounced benefits ofworkflow is the elimination ofidJe 
transfer times" (KoulopouJos, 1995). As was illlliltioned previously, over 90% of the 
cycle lime of a process is due to transfer times. Workflow management tools 
automatically transfer work and, hence, eliminate physical transfer time. Queue time may 
still cxi1>1, but should decrease substantially due to the use of priority assignments, 
automated notification and dynamic work distribution. 
The shortening of business cycles aJlows a company to get its products to the 
market faster tban its competitors. Tn addition to decreasing the time to market, workflow 
management tools also help to decrease the costs of operating me business as a rcsult of 
the improved efficiency, control and productivity enjoyed from workflow_ Thereforc, 
their products are also at a lower price than other businesses within the industry. This 
results in incrcascd market sharc and competitivc advantage: 
A few organizations are staning to pull ahead of the pack hy 
applying the technology and disciplinc of automated workflow. 'these 
organi7.ations are radically altcring thcir work environments and, 
consequently, c:l.llitinguishing themselves by achieving quantum competitive 
advantage in their process cycle times, product innovation, and cu~10mcr 
responsiveness by double-digit filctors .. ,Not unlike the tremendous 
competitive pressure to inve~t in factory automation and quality assurance 
techniques during this century, workflow systems will become a 
cornerstone of competitive advantage (Koulopoulos. 1995) 
3. Reduced Costs 
Workflow management technologics greatly assist businesses in lowering their 
costs of operation. "A workflow system can ;;peed up business processes, cut down on 
errors and save hundreds of thousands ofdolJars over the way you used to do things" 
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(llabcock., 1994). As previously mentioned, workflow's automated routing feature 
decreases business cycle time, which reduces the cost oftbe good or service. As 
productivity increases within Ihe orgamz.ation, fewer employees are required to complete 
each process. As a result, manpower costs arc also reduced 
The office oftoday oontinues to have an immense reliance on paper when 
condu(''ting its business. The use of paper cousumes a significant portion of corporate 
According to a study by Gartner Group, a Stamford, Conn., market 
research finn, paper-based computer output consumes 2 to 4 percent of 
corporate revenues. Other studies have shown that the cost of printing and 
distributing a single page ofpapcr costs between 20 and 25 cents. 
(Simpson, 1993) 
"Seven bWlIired million pages of computer output are generated each day, and 70% of 
that paper is used for data entry into other computer systems" (Koulopoulos, 1995). As 
workflow systems are implemented across an organization, the reliance OIl paper will 
decrease. "As workflow brings together the splintered applications across the enterprise it 
will become the conduit that enables us to finally deliver 011 the promise of a paperless 
office" (Koulopoulos, 1995). 
4. increased Communications 
The connectivity and messaging capabilities ofworkflow software provide 
increased communications within a business. Workflow promotes person-to-process 
communications, allowing access to information regardless ofhours ofbusiness operation 
or personnel availability. With workflow, a manager docs not have to talk fuce-to-face 
with an employee to tell himlher ofwork assignments or to check on work status. 
Employee>. at a lower level of organi7.ation can dircctly comnnmicatc and problem solve 
without baving to go up and dO\-\1l a reporting hierarchy. Also, no one in the organi7.ation 
can claim ignorance of how work i~ to be completed because corporate knowledge and its 
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component business m1es are captured on-line by the workflow tool. (KOlilopoulos, 
1995) 
Employees have instant access to tbe information that they need to cOlldut-'t their 
assigned tasks. They have the ability to elcctrorucally ask questions and receive rc~'Ponscs 
without leaving their work!;tatiolls. They are no longer limited to talking person-to­
person, or to receiving filtered information distributed down from their supervisors. 
Employees can also inform managers ofwark completion without stopping the process. 
5. Tmproved Process Control 
"One ofthe many benefits ofhaving 3n automated workflow is the ability to keep 
track ofindividual and group processes and generate repOlts on work in progress and on 
the data actually being processed" (Rragen, 1994). Workflow improves process coutrol 
due to its incorporation and maintenance of defined business rules, work audit trails and 
monitoring capabilitics, and thc usc ofmetrics and reports. Also, " .. .workflow automation 
software actively manages by making decisions about when evt:nts are supposed to OCl-'Ur, 
automatically tracking and recording progress, eliciting human interaction, launching 
processes and accessing cxternal information" (Creative Networks, 1994). Employce 
workloads can be analyzed, monitored and balanced. Data integrity and reliability are 
greatly improved due to their electronic capture and storage. (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
6, Reduced l\1anpower 
Improved worker productivity, clectronic commwtications, and the automation of 
work routing, traclOng and completion result in a reduced manpower requirement. Thc 
graphical process modeling and Oil-line reporting features ofworkflow allow an employer 
to monitor how jobs relate to each other, how work is condul-'ted, and how employees 3re 
perfomling 
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7. Support for Process Reengineermg 
Davenport states that a reenginecring tool should be capable of: 
" ... graphically portraying thc process stcps; 

depicting the flow of materials and information hctween steps; 

accepting and portraying flow rate, resource and time consumption, and 

capacity and/or trigger information for each process step; 

rolling up or C:\.llioding the steps ofthe process in a hierarchical fashion to 

acconnnodate varying levels of detail; 

presenting a highly interactive and preferably graphical user interface; 

mnlling live simulations and producing real-time graphical output; (and) 

identifYing key bottlenecks and coustraints in the proccss ... " (Davenport, 1993) 

Workflow managemeut technology possesses all ofthis functionality. It contains 
an automated process modeling tool with a graphical user interface that enables the 
decomposition ofproccsses to thc level of actual work steps. "Workflow software allows 
a user to define a process on-line, including the dependencies between tasks and the 
system UUlctions that are tied to specific tasks" (Petro7ZO and Stepper, 1994). The 
process modeling and documentation capabilities of workflow allow the capture and 
scrutinization ofprocesses that are too col1lJ.)lex to be examined and improved without the 
use of information technology. 
"Another key benefit of workflow automation is that once a business process has 
been automated, it is easier to incrementally improve" (Creative Networks, 1994). The 
real-time capture and reporting ofprocess perfonnance metrics such as time, cost and 
value eliminate the necd to maintain external fonus or spreadsheets to calculate the value 
added hy the task, They also enahle a business to identifY areas ofthe process tbat require 
improvement 
Once enhanced processes have heen identified, the workflow technology allows 
the simulation of these process changes prior to execution. The reeugineering team is then 
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able to identify the strengths and weaknesses, such as bottlenecks and h.igh cm;ts, or each 
propostld improvement. The workflow tool records any changes to the process model and 
makes corrtlsponding chaogtls to the workflow system. The new process call then enacted 
by the workflow engine. 
The ability ofworkflow management technology to ~upport BPR has been widely 
supported in literature: 
"Workflow software takes business problems and translates them into 
technical solutions that ~1reamline work processes and make them more 
efficient" (Howard, 1994). 
There is "- .. increasing interest of organizations using work-flow softv,'are as 
part ofa full~fledged reengineering project" (Klcin, P., 1993) 
"Ahbough workflow appears to represent only one eomponent oftotal re­
engineering, no reengineering project should proceed without the use of 
workflow, at the very least as an analytical tool. The reason? How can you 
undertake a redefinition of an organization if there is no bellchmark again~1 
wwch to measurtl the efficiency ofit business processes?" (Koulopoulos, 
1995). 
"Workflow, morc aC(..'Ul"ately called work management, turns the abstract 
themes and expectations ofbusiness process reengineering into a practical and 
concrete method to implement that reengineering" (Howard, 1994) 
"Workflow automation lies at the heart ofthe trend toward 'process 
reenginct.'ring' as a way ofincreasing competitive efficiency in today's husincss 
climate. To take strategic advantage of automation, businesses must rcevaluate 
and reorganize !.be way in which. infonnation is shared and routed." (Bragen, 
1994) 
"Workflow can be used to reenginecr business processes completely, not just 
fixing processes, but quite literally changing the way in which the organi:.'..ation 
does business" (Howard, 1994). 
' 'Workflow models, which show the Jlow ofwork products from one work unit 
(e.g. a department or a person) to another, ale commonly used to describe 
business processes and for discussing their redesign. Because or their close 
cOJTe~pondence to observable entities and activities, workflow models are 
intuitive and easy to understand." (Yu and Myopoulos, 1994) 
"Users realize that the full benefit ofworkflow automation is only realized 
when this technolngy is utilized as part of an ongoing life cycle reengineering 
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process laying the foundation to an organization capable of peIpctualJy 
modifying its procedures based on reaJ-time assessment ofworkloads, 
rcsources and throughputs." (Delphi Consulting Group, 1993) 
''When implemented to automate existing proccsses, workflow can cstablish 
baseline metrics and long-tcrm monitors for the efficiency of business 
processes." (Kouiopoulos, 1995) 
E. OBSTACLES TO WOR.Kt"LOW MANAGEMENT Aur()M..4..TIO~ 
Delphi Consulting Group found that the most prevalent obstacles to implementing 
workflow systems were (in descending order) cultural resistance, requirement for 
recnginccring, immature technology, the lack of standards, and high initial CO~1. Fi!:,'ure 












Figure 27. Obstacles to Implementing a Workflow System, After 
Delphi Consulting Group, 1993 
1. Cultural Resistance 
'~l"he large~"t single obstacle faced by organizations planning to implement 
workflow is thaI of existing organizational culture" (Koulopoulos, 1995). Employees 
have many fears and resist any change 10 the existing corporate stmcture or procedures. 
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(Koulopoulos,1995) Those in positions of power or influence feaT that their level of 
control might be reduced once the information and work ofllie organization is automated. 
Employees also worry that their positions v.ithin the company may be abolished 
due to automation or recngineering of their tasks. Organizations have changed with the 
advent ofinfonnatioll systems and harsh economic times. Many organizations have been 
forced to downsize their staf[~_ "The rise of global competition for markets has now made 
productivity a basic survival issue for most companies, and we have seen in recent years 
tremendous changes in the way companies are organized to perform office work: leaner 
organi7.ations, decentralization, flatter management structures," (Silver, 1994) 
Workers fear that a change to the organization's structure might mean a Dew and 
foreign way of doing business. They are apprehensive that their jobs may be significantly 
ahered, and are unsure and skeptical about the possible success of the ncwtechnology 
Employees also [ear that, with the imtallation of automated workflow management, they 
will be inundated witb information. They also [car thaI the breaks they presently enjoy ",ill 
cease to exi!>t with the abolishment ofwork transfi::rtimes. They beli(..'Ve that they will be 
cOll!>tantly tied to their workstations with queues o[awaiting tasks. (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
"Loopholes and hidden ineftk-iencies become evident as existing processes are 
analyzed and eliminated through the development of automated work rules" 
(Koulopoulos, 1995). The on-line gathering of performance measures and reporting 
features ofworkflow expose poor performers and non-value added tasks. Sub!>tandard 
employees, therefore, fear that they will have to work harder than they have in the past . 
A !>tovepipe computer S)'!>tem contains vast amounts ofinfonnation. Personal 
power and strategic advantage has been enjoyed by the individual who controlled the 
system. Employees that have enjoyed tills advantage become fearfiil oflosing it· 
Information and its ownership means control and security. Careers 
and livelihoods are determined by specialization ofkuow1edge and 
availability of information. Take this away from workers and they lose 
mtere!>t in the product, service, or task at hand. (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
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2. Requirement for Reengineering 
Reenginccring takes a lot ohime, eOort and money to romplete. Having invested 
hundreds of thousands ofdollars Oil the new workflow tool, business leaders may not 
want to dedicate the personnel or funding required to also reengineer business processes 
Also, employees at all levels may not want to participate in reengineering efforts. They 
are happier left to their own tasks. Reengineering may be viewed as a threat to their job 
and their level of influence and control 
3. Immature Technology 
Because workflow technologies are stiU in their infancy, some businesses are 
hesitant to invest hundreds ofthousands ordoUars in these applications. Many tools on 
the mark.et do not yet contain comprehensive functionality. "Most noticeably lacking in 
current generation workflow products is the ability to simulate workflow procedures prior 
to implementation" (Koulopoulos, 1995). 
4. Lacking Standards 
Another problem area, identified by users and vendors alike, has been the lack of 
software standards in the workflow indu~try 
Today' s software makers, businesses and governments encounter 
difficuJties combining the management ofprocesses when W.FM (workflow 
management) software from multiple vendors are operating in a business. 
Ibis is due primarily to the lack of specifications that describe how 
interoperation ofthat sollware should occur ("Work Flow 
Management....," 1993) 
Due the lack of inter operability, companies must chose a single product to support the 
worJdlows ofthe entire organization. 
"Jbe Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) was formed in October of 1993 to 
define standards for terminology, methods, interfaces, integration of applications and 
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illlJllementation techniques. The goaJ nfthe WfMC is to promote tbe deveiopmt:nt of 
workflmv products that can interoperate. The coalition is composed of companies and 
consultants from the worktlow industry ("Work Flow Management .. ," 1993) 
5. High Initial Cost 
The cost of implementing a workflow management system is quite high With 
information technology budgets dccreas.ing, managers must be ex1remely careful about 
their ~)'stcms investments. Until workflow technology is well proven and the costs fall, 
many businesses will not choose to ptuchase a workflow system 
F. 	WORKFLOW MODEL DESIGN METHODOWGIES 
In the course ofthis research, numerous books and magazine articles on the topic 
of workllow management were examined in an attempt to locate methodologies for 
workflow model design, and, morc 1>])ccifically, workflow design methodologies that 
incorporate business process reengineering. Although a workflow life cycle was outlined 
in one publication, only one workflow design methodology was discovered. This 
methodology, and a demonstration version ofits supporting software tools, was secured 
only after paying ovcr $1,000 in registration fees to attend a two-day seminar hosted by a 
leadcr in the workilow consulting industry (Uelphi Consulting GToup, 1995). 
A brief OVeJyiew of the workflow life cycle and the workflow design methodology 
follow~. Other methodologies exist, but are trademarked and tightly protectcd by 
consulting firms and software providers in the workflow industry 
1. Automated Workflow Management Life Cycle 
Like other ~iem~ development methods, automated workflow management ha~ 
it~ own life cycle (Hsu and Howard, 1994). Figure 28 shows the life cycle stages and the 
interrelationships between them. The term "cycle" convey~ that workflow is dynamic, not 
static. As busines~ processe~ are adapted to changcs in their competitive and volatile 
environment, so too mu~1 be the workflow model that supports them 
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ADaly.is 
Figurc 28. Lifc Cycle ofa Workflow Application., Aftcr Hsu and 
Howard, 1994 
The first stage of the lite cyclc is Analysis. Within tbis step, tbe work breakdown 
stru"ture is produced. The targeted processes are identified, examined and split into tasks. 
Component rules, resources, roles, routing, eycle time and work objects an: identified for 
eaeh task. 
The second stage in the life ,,·}de ofworkfiow management is Development. In 
this stagc, the results ofthc workflow analysis are used to comtmct workflow templates. 
The required supporting data such as personnel. work objects, and resources are entercd 
into the application's database to complete the model. Process templates and their 
component parts arc reused to creatc similar workflow templates. 
Execution of an instance ofthc workflow template is the third phase. Automated 
routing occurs as employees complete their assigned tasks. Process metrics such as 
completion timc, consumed resources and costs arc catalogued and reported. 
The fourth phase in the workflow life cycle is Administration. During this stage, 
changes to the workflow templates are made based upon feedback from the execution or 
development stages. The workflow infrastructure is also maintained and updated as 
required to support changes to the process. 
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2. Delpbi Wurkflow Method'I'M 
The Delphi Workflow Method™ is a workflow design metbodology trademarked 
by JJcJphi Coosulting Group. This methodology includes three phases and uses two 
independent software tools. (Oelpru Consulting Group, 1995) 
a. 	 Phase I: Defining the Existing Business Procesn:~' and Technology 
Infrastructure 
During the first phase ofthe Delphi Workflow McthodT1d, the scope orthe 
project is detennined. Delphi Consulting Group recommends that the initial project be 
small so that it can be completed quickly and successfully. They advocate s,electing a 
process that includes fewer than 50 participants. This will assist in gainiog ' 'buy in" Oil the 
part ofthe compalJY's employees and will help the conqlany keep up with the pace of 
changing infonnation t~hnology. 
Once the scope urthe project is detennincd, a project sponsor is identified. 
This person should have control over the workflow to be implemented. The sponsor 
should also have tlie budget resources necessary to !oupport the initial workflow ellort 
Next, the processes to he implemented on the alltomated workflow 
manageroent system are identified. The participants of eaeh task are detenniued as well as 
the logical flow ofinformation between each task. This information, as well as user 
requirements, is gathered within a two week period via interviews with users, information 
technology personnel and process ~ponsors. The information gathered is not complete. 
Future intcrviews arc conducted to reline the data 
The workflows are modeled using Delphi's graphical tool, the Workflow 
Factory'l"M. TIle result is a graphical depiction ofthe business process, which Delphi calls 
the Systcm Scbematic™: 
The System Schematic™ is the foundation ofa well designed 
workflow application. 1\ will he used throughout the entire analysis and 
design process to assi!>1: in understanding how infonnation flows through 
the organization, how it is processed and accessed, and how the proposed 
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workflow environment \ViII be supported by the existing or planned 
hardware, software, and communications infrastructure. (Koulopolous, 
1995) 
An example ofa System Schematic™ is provided in Figure 29 
PhO~ 

Figure 29. Example ofa System ScheIllilticn,l, From Wor/tjIow FactoryTM, 1995 
Once the process has been modeled, the infrastructure that will support the 
worldlow is determined. This includes hardware, networks and software applications that 
will be a part ofthe workflow management system. 
Next, the System Schematic""" is finalized. A group of approximately 25 
people is gathered together to discuss the boilerplate version ofthe schematic. This group 
includes users, infonnation technology personnel and project sponsors. Within two or 
three days ofdiscussion, a final version ofthe sc.bematic is designed. 
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h. PIlau II: Selecting the Initial Application 
Delplll promotes implementing a workflow solution in small !;(cps: 
The Stair Step Method begins with a broad view nfme problem 
and the solution. However, solutions arc implemented one step at a time 
A step is a process, within a !>'Ponsor's organization, that is defined well 
t:Jlougb so that it can be implemented quickly and easily. The principle 
beuefit of a step implementation is that it provides quick incn.lments of 
change. (Koulopolous, 1995) 
First, each activity (process) is listed as a row heading in a two-dimensional 
matrix. This is automated in a Microsofte Excel spreadsheet. Next, workcells, willch arc 
the perso1lllci responsible for completing each process, afC defined. Each workcell is listed 
as a column heading across the matrix. Two copies oftllC Stair StepTM matrix afC 
prepared. 
The group ofcorporate personnel is reassembled and they place a number 
in the matrix cells whcre each task and workceH intersect. On oue shcet, this number 
represents the count of people involved in the process; on the secoud shect, tbe number of 
work objects. Thc rows and coluoms of each matrix are thcn totaled. Thesc totals reflect 
the relative complexity of each process and the workload of each workcell. The process 
chosen for implementation is the olle that is either the most or least complex. '1fyou 
average these totals across applications, your ideal pilot will almost always be found 
within Olle standard deviation ofthis average for both Stair Step models (dm.:ument- and 
people-based)" (Koulopoulos, 1995) 
c. 	 PhWie Ill: Identlfying the Area~' of BUl·ines.~ Cycle Weaknes.~ and 
Inefficiency 
The next ~tep in Delphi's methodology is to complete a Time-Dascd 
Workflow AnalysisThI . This involves completing another Microsofte Excel spreadsheet 
In this worksheet, the process is broken down into tasks and each task becomes a row 
heading Work cells are again listed across the coluoms oftbe matrix. Additional columns 
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arc added for task completion and transfer times. "By evaluating the relationship of 
transfer time to task time we can begin to fannulate opinions as to likely workflow 
Clllldidates for :ill:eamlincd business processes" (Kowopolous, 1995) 
Overall task completion and transfer times are listed for each task Then, 
these tiDlIo:S aTC apportioned to each workcell within that task. In the time analysis matrix, 
the transfer time fOT a task is assigned to both the sell(ling 3lld receiving work ccJJs. This 
is dOlle because Delphi feels that no one is accountable fOT transfer time: 
Because TBA is based on the premise that 90% ofthe business 
process problem lies in the process itself; and not in the tasks peIformed by 
the people, it minimizes the perceived threat ofthe workers themselves 
being identified as the prob1cm ..transfer time belongs to no one. No one 
takes responsibility for it and no on is to blame." (Koulopolous., 19(5) 
The timc values in cach ccll ofthe matrix arc then analyzed. The cells with 
the highest task or transfer timcs are possibly overworkcd and may bc the cause of process 
bottlenecks. Task completion and transfer times are compared: 
In many cases., simply climinating the transfer time can substantially 
improve a business l."ycle. Add to thi~ the ability to track the document and 
spontaneously interact with individuals throughout thc wor.k:flow process. 
and workflow may change the total cydt: time without changing a ~inglt: 
ta~, but rather by collapsing the idle time betwcen tasks. (Koulopolous, 
1995) 
3, Analysis of Workflow M ethodologies 
The workflow life cycle that Hsu and Howard (1994) illuruate is not complete. It 
contains no information on the preparation phase or project sponsorship. It also does not 
address business process reengineering 
Delphi's workflow methodology is also not comprt:hensive. It does not address 
workflow implementation or maintenance. The procedure is quite complex and the 
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concepts behind its Stair StcpTl.· method are difficult to comprehend_ AJthougb the 
methodology is supponed by automated tools, it requires two separate software tools for 
its support, none ofwhich provides executable workfJows or oil-line gathering ofprocess 
metnes. 
Delphi' s methodology does include a consideration ofprocess improvemCllt. 
However, it addresses only one recngineering principle, focusing entirely on decreasing 
the cycle time of a process. Delphi's president ~tates: "Ibe objc(,tive ofworkflow 
analysis is to redefine and then reconstruct the components oflengthy business cycles in 
such a way that the time required 10 exccuttl a task is minimizoo and the transfer time 
bctwtlcn tasks is eliminated entirely." (Koulopolous., 1995) Other opponunities for 
rccngineering sllch as capturing infonnation only Ollce, reducing checks and controls on 
work, providing a single point ofconta,,1:, or letting workers make decisions are not 
considered. Also, the queue time 01" a task is not separated from transfer time or analyzed. 
No satisfactory methodology was found in literature for workflow design that 
includes APR and uses a single workflow tool to support all of its steps 
Because workflow is as much a discipline as it is a technology, you 
would expect workflow vendors to provide a methodology for business 
process redesign and simulation, not a technology alone. In all but a few 
cases you would be mistaken. Objeetive workflow methods are not 
prevalent. (Koulopolou~ 1995) 
The next chapter delineates a workflow design methodology proposed by the 
author. The metbodology was conceptualized using the BPR and workilow 
methodologies previously described, as well as original ideas. This method incorporates 
llPR thrOllgh the usc of a s.ingle, comprehensive worldlow management tool 
"Methodologies that use software tools to model and analyze the workflow, simulate 
perfonnan.ce to identify bottlenecks, and tie into workflow application development are 




v. WORKFLOW REENGlNEERING METHODOLOGY 
"A succe!'>.~ful organizational change and business process redesign iuitiatrvc 
requires the use ofa formalized methodology as a road map" (Yu, 1994). After an 
extensive and unfiuitful search for a detailed methodology fOf workflow design and, morc 
spe"TIically, one that included business process reengineering (BPR), the Workllow 
Reenginccring Methodology is proposed. This chapter includes an overview oftbis 
methodology. Figure 30 lists the five phases and 32 component steps ofthe Workflow 
Reengineering Methodology_ 
rbe proposed methodology should be tailored to the organization in which it is to 
be used. For example, ifthe business already has a process improvement program in 
pial:C, many of the illitial steps ofPhase I will be unllccessary. If automated workflow has 
already been instituted within the organization, the completion ofPhase IT may not be 
required. The methodology must also be lilted to tbe functionality ofthe particular 
workflow management tool installed within the organization. 
A copy of all the forms described within this chapler are provided in Appt!ndix: A 
These foom; can be used to collect and record process data if the workflow tool cannot be 
us~ or is not available, for direct entry. 
A. 	PREPARE FOR WOR.K.}'WW lNNOVATlON 
During the first phasc ofWorktlow Recngineering, there is a recognition ofa need 
for improvement in the way business operations are conducted. Command sponsorship is 
obtained for a reengineering project enabJed by automated workflow management 
technology. Change leadership structures are established, and a reengineering team is 
assembled and educated to support the change effort. An automated workflow 
management tool is obtained and installed. Tbe business cycles of tile organization are 
identified and a vision for the organization's future is established. The project 
environment is defined and a business cycle is selected for improvement. A proactive 
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PHASE I: PREPARE FOR WORKFLOW INNOVATION 
Step I: Identify a Need for Process Improvement 
Step 2 Gain Managcrncrrt Spoosorship 
Step 3: Establish Change Leadership Roles 
Step 4: brtroduce Automated Workflow Management Technology 
Step 5: Build, Educate and Train a Cliange Team 
Step 6: Identify Business C}des 
Step 7: Create an Organizational Visioo 
Step 8: Analyze the Project Environment 
Step 9: hnplement a Change Managemmt Program 
PHASE 11: AUTOMATE EXISTING WORKFLOW 
Step I: Catalog Busincss Products 
Step 2: Identify Business Processes 
Step 3 Select a Process for Implementation and Improvement 
Step 4 Construct a Work Breakdown Structure 
Step 5: Define Task Components 
Step 6: Specify Performance Measures 
Step 7: Complete and Verify the Workflow Model 
Step 8: Install and Test Required Infrastructure 
Step 9: Implemet1t and Monitor Automated Workflow 
PHASE In: IDENTIFYPRQCESS IMPROVEMENTS 
Step I: Consider the Customers' Requiremmts 
Step 2: Ba:lChmark Against Industry Leaders 
Step 3 Specify Performance Guals 
Step 4 ROOlgineer the Workflow 
Step 5: Construct New Workflow Models 
Step 6 Simulate Each Workflow Alternative 
Step 7: Select the Most Efficiet1t and Effective Workflow 
PHASE N: ESTABLISH SUPPORTING STRUCTURES 
Step 1: Identify Organizational Changes 
Step 2: Specify the Rl;'f{uired Infrastructure 
Step 3: Gain Approval 
Step 4: Institute Organizational and Infrastructure Changes 
PHASE V: lMPLEME~T AND MAINTAIN IMPROVED WORKFLOW 
Step I: Implema:Tt the New Workflow 
Step 2: Manage the Workflow Coofiguration 
Step J: Perform Continuous lmprowmet1t 
Figure 30. Workflow Reengmeermg Methodology 
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change management program is then employed to prepare all employees for modifications 
to business operations, and to train them on .how to operate tbe workflow management 
tool 
1. Identify a Need for Process Improvement 
Before innovation can begin within an organization, there must be an identifiable 
need for improvement. Someone must be dissatisfied with the present system of 
operations. lbis discontentment might be expressed by an employee, manager, business 
owner, regulatory agency or customer. There are many possible drivers for the 
dissatisruction. "Improved finam.:ial performance, customer satisfaction, and operational 
efficiency, reliability, and agility are often key internal motivator~ for a change program" 
(Yu, 1994), Once a need for process improvement has been identified, the change 
requirement must be documented and its justification brought to tbe attention of senior 
management 
2. Gain Management Spunsorship 
Executive level management support must be acquired for the change effort nit is 
to be successful Senior managers bave a more broad and complete picture ofthe 
operations ofthe business. They understand and can predi(..1 the effect of a process 
change on tbe overall business practices ofthe company. They possess the authority 
ueecssary to approve changes that affect multiple departments, and the control required to 
overcome any controversies or obstacles. Also, tbey managc tbe organization' s budget 
and detcnnme if a change effort will receive adequate funding. (Hammer and Cbampy, 
1993) 
To assist ill obtaining ~ponsorship, seek a well respected and influential leader 
within the organization who possesses a vision for improvemcut. lfthe organization bas a 
change leader designated, approach this persoll. Solidt hislher assi!>1ance in promoting 
and presenting the change initiative, and the use of an automated workflow managemcut 
tool a~ the enabler of this change, to senior management. 
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Request that a meeting ofthe executive leadership ofthe organil..1tion be called 
At tbis meeting, present the need for improving business processes. Ue sure to include 
supporting cost figures and improvement statistics, as well as an overview ofthe concepts 
and principles ofrecngineering presented in Chapter U. Tic the need for improvement to 
the overall success ofthe business in terms ofproductivity, cost and market share. Also, 
use the supporting information provided in Chapter IV to explain the filllctionality and 
henefit~ of an automated workflow management tool. Be SUTC to emphasize how the 
workflow tool can be used to support reengineering efforts. (Harrington, 1991) 
3. Establish Chauge Leadership Roles 
During the meeting with senior management, request that an executive-level 
reengineering steering committee be estahlished and that personnel he assigned as the 
reengineering leader and the reengineering czar. Refer back to Chapter II for the 
re;;ponsibilities and characteristics ofthese leaders. 
4. Introduce Automated Workflow Management Technology 
Request that a workflow management tool be procured and installed v.ithin the 
organizatiollto automate and improve husiness practices. Upon receiving approval, 
commit with your Tnformation Technology (IT) Manager and with software companies 
from the workflow industry to detennine which type ofworkflow package would best 
meet the needs OfYOUT organization. Refer to Creative Networks, 1994, for a list of 
workflow vendors and product specifications. Select and purchase a workflow 
management tool with comprehensive functionality. Have the IT Manager identifY, obtain 
and install the supporting infrastructure required to provide organization-wide 
connectivity 
5. Build, Educate and Train a Change Team 
Once management's support for the change effort has bcen secured and the ley 

leadership positions have been established, construct a change team offive to ten 
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employees to conduct workllow modeling and improvement. Th.c composition orthe 
team is critical to the success oftbe project. It should include employees from several 
functional specialties, including the information technology division. 
At a minimum, the team should include both people who are 
familiar with the target proccss(es) and people who are unfamiliar. The 
role of the former is to bring knowledge ufthe way things arc dODe today. 
TIle role ofthe latter is to bring the creative naivete to ask, "Why do we do 
thingstrus way?" (Klein, M., 1993) 
['here are several criteria to consider when evaluating employees fOT group 
membership. The employees should posscssbigh degrees of business knowledge and be 
proponents of ongoing learning. They should be action oriented, well respected, forward 
thinking and unafraid ortaking risks. They should be strong problem solvers with proven 
analytical and teamwork skills. Also, they should possess positive attitudes toward the 
project and be voluntarily participants. (Yu, 1994) 
After the team members have been selected, assign them to the project with official 
letters of designation signed by the head ofthe organization. Ifpossible, appoint the team 
members to the reeugineering effort on a full-time basis. Because process analysis and 
redesign is time consuming and must be completed within a limited amount oftime, a 
minimum of75% commitment level is required for project "uccess (Hammer and Champy, 
1993). This level of commitment by management willllot only allow the project to be 
completed more promptly, it will also signal to employees that the project is of great 
importance to the company. 
Sd up an initial team meeting. Then, secure a comfortable work setting for the 
team that is eCluipped with computer h:nninals alld the workflow management tool 
installed to be uscd during the workflow reengineering process. Once the team has been 
assembled, briefthem on what the project is about, who will be involved, and what to 
expect 
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Team members must be trained in the techniques that will be used 
in the course orthe innovation effort. These include problem solving, 
process documentation, and group dynamics. Training can also reduce the 
time it takcs lor team members to begin to feel comfortable working 
together. (Davenport, 1993) 
Educate the team on the principles of change management, workflow modeling, 
business process reengineering, and the Workflow Rccnginecring Methodology. Providc 
training on the functionality and use of the workflow management tool to be used within 
the organization. Include a demom1ration of the workflow software tool, using an 
example scenario so thai they can see how the program works and what information is 
required to construct a workflow model Be sure to allow adequate time for each member 
to independently manipulatc and become familiar with the workflow tool. 
6. Identify Business Cycles 
Once the change team has been trained, identify and record the business cycles of 
thc organization. A business cycle is an overall objective of an organization. It represents 
one of the company's purposes for existence, at its highest level of abstraction. For 
example, the business cycles of a bank might include Acquiring Money, Investing Money. 
Lending Money and MalUlging Accounts. 
To detennine the organi711tion's business cycles, identify the mission and goals of 
the c~1ablishment by gathering and reviewing any regulations or directives that govern the 
company' s operations. Also, answer the questions of "What do we do?" and ''Why do we 
do what we do?" Compare the stated mission to thc answers given and note any 
inconsistencies. Next, consuh with the executive-level steering committee for clarification 
and validation ofthc business objectives to ensure that the identified roles ofthe 
organization are comprehensive and correct 
Record these verified business cycfes on a copy of the Organizationa1lnfonnatioll 
Form, provided in Appendix A as Figure A- I . Also, enter the following data into the 
worksheet: Organization Name, Location(s), and Hours ofOperation. 
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7. Create an Organizational Visiun 
To improve, au org!ln.i?..ation must possess a vision for what it desires to become in 
the future. To define an organizational vision, meet with the business' owner(s) and the 
executive steering committee. Ask them to specify their goals for the Iilture ufthc 
organization. They should take into consideration what other businesses in the industry 
are doing aDd ""nat your business needs to accomplish to remain competitive. 
A!:k the steering committee to describe the business strategy to be undertaken to 
achieve tbeir stated objectives. Davenport specifies several criteria to be used when 
developing or analyring a corporate strategy A strategy should (Davenport, 1993): 
Be partially non-financial; 

Possess measurable components; 





Be long-tenn, at least five to ten years, in focus ; and 

Address tools for change. 

En!ill)"e that the owner(s), reengineering steering committee and all members of the 
change team understand the objectives ofthe corporation and the strategy to be 
undertaken to achieve them. Assess and include a statement of senior management's 
position on the use ofpersonnc1 retraining, reassignment and/or downsizing to achieve its 
business goals. The Workflow Recngineering Methodology and the supporting workflow 
management tool should also be a stated part ofthis strategy. 
The recngineering czar should then publish a bwriness process improvement 
directive (Harrington, 1991). This directive should communicate thc purpo.<>e and 
principles ofreengincering, the need for process improvement, the reengincering approach 
to he undertaken and the responsibilities of aU employees in the improvement effort. It 
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should also contain a vision statement t1!at articulates two key messages to the 
organization: 
The first ofthese is: Here is where we are as a company and this is 
",ity we can't staybere. The second is: This is wbat we as a company 
necd to become. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
Figure 31 is an example of a vision statement of a phannaceutical company provided by 
Hammer and Cbampy (1993). 
VISION 
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 
We are a worldwide leader in drug development 
- We have shortened drug development and registration by an average of six months 
- We are an acknowledged leader in the quality of registration submissions 
- We have maximized the profit potential of our development portfolio. 
We have created, across our operating companies, a worldwide R&D organi7.ation with 
management stT1lctures and systems that let us mobilize our collective development reoources 
responsively and flexibly 
- We have established uniform and more disciplined drug development planning. decision­
making. and operational processes acrOiSS all sites 
- We employ innovative technology·based lools to support our work and management practices 
at all levels and between all R&D sites. 
- We have developed and implemented a common infonnation technology architecture 
worldwide 
Figure 3 L. Example ofa Vision Statement, After Hammer and Cbampy, 1993 
8. AnalyL.C the Project Environment 
Prior to beginning the change effort, it is critical that the project team identify and 
understand the conditions under which they must operate. The present environment holds 
numerous cbange leverages and obstacles that must he clearly identified in order to be 
utilized or overcome during tbe rcengineering project. (Davenport, 1993) 
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a. Im>entory Organizational Resources 
The efficient use of organizational resources will be analyzed during the 
reenginccring initiative. Therefore, the change team must have an accurate and detailed 
list ofavailahle assets. These resources include pt.'TSOIlllCl, information ;;ystcms 
infrastructure, facilities (including utilities), and materials. 
Submit a copy ofthe Organizutional Personnel Form, provided in Appendix 
A as Figure A-2, to the organization ' s human resources office. Have them complete a 
form fOT each unit ofthe organization. 111c information to be li1.tcd 011 this page includes 
the unit name and location; the titles, basic and overtime pay rates with benefits included; 
the working hours oreach position within that unit; and the number ofcmployees that 
hold identical titles and pay rates. The names afthe personnel filling the positions are IIot 
required but may be entered into the workflow tool for cross rcferencc. 
Ask the human resources office for an organizational structure chart. The 
structure ofthe organization will illustrate to the change learn how communications and 
control presently flow wfthin the company. Tfthere is a published chart, ensure that it is 
comprehensive and current by asking each dt...'Partmcnt head to verifY their portion oftbe 
diagTam Tftbere is no existing structure chart, request that each department head and unit 
manager provide a sketch oftheir organizational unit. Depict the company' s structure 
down to the lowest level of employment, labeling cntities with their position titles. Then, 
combine these separate charts into an overall corporate structure diagram. Also, idcntifY 
to whom your organization reports and sketch the external chain of command. 
Next, determine the existing information systems infrastructure of the 
company. 1ile information system~ that are prcsently operated within the organization arc 
important to tbe change effort and, therefore, mu!;( be identified and understood by the 
change tcam: 
Just as information technology can provide exciting opportun.ities 
for proccss innovation, it can also imposc oonsidcrable constraints on 
process designs. It is ea~'Y to suggest that firms ignore existing systClDS lwd 
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technology infrastructure!; in designing a new process, but it is seldom 
rcarn;tic to do so. Existing sy~teIllS arc often too expt:nsive, complex., and 
embedded in an organization to simply assume them away. Instead of 
pretending to have a clean slate, firms should acknowledge the constraints 
existing systems impose on a new process, understand their implications, 
and make the best of them. (Davenport, 1993) 
Request a copy of the business' infrastructure diagram from the IT 
Manager. This diagram should include a depiction of all the organization's computer 
hardware, software and communications assets and their connectivity. Figure 32 is a 
simplified example of an infrastructure diagram. Have thc IT Manager present a briefing 
PC-1 
c~ 
NetworkS""", PC ·7 
.. ..
Clerk 7 
Figure 32. Stmplified Infrastructure Diagram 
on the infrastructme to the reengineering team., identifying those areas within the identified 
business cycles where there is no workflow system coverage and the reasons for the lack 
of connectivity. Also ask the IT Manager to complete a copy of the Organizational 
Resources Form, provided in Appendix A as Figure A·3. The information to he li!>led Oil 
the form includes the resource name, type, qnantity, unit cost per unit or hour of 
operation, and the hours of availability. 
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Suhmit a copy of the Organizational Resources Form to the organization' s 
plant property and supply managers for a detailed listing offacility and materiaJ unit CO~1S 
and availability. lfyour organization does 110t have unit CO~1ing in place, this must be 
established by your company's financial manager 
h • . Delineate Project Funding 
Reengineering efforts require the expenditure of great ammmts ofmollcy 
for persowlcl, research, and infra~1IU(...1urc. The amount of funding allocated to a 
recllgineering projC<.-i cao limit the scope ofthc undettaking. Dctcnnine the 
funding level that has been allocated to the present project. 1£ the alllOunt seems 
unreasonably small, approach the reengmeering leader, with the aid of the recngioeering 
czar, and rcque~t additional funding. ExpJain to the leader that the Jack ofresources will 
severely limit the actions of the rccngineering team. "Assigning skimpy resources to the 
reengineering effort also signals the organization that management doesn't consider the 
attempt to be terribly importalll and encourages people to ignore or resist it in tbe 
expectation that hefore long it ""ill have run its course and gone away" (Hammer and 
Champy, 1993). A representative ofAndersen Consulting " ... sugge~1s that the entire BPR 
program typically costs 1% to 2% ofsaJes.. depcndllig on the size and 500pe of the 
company" (Rock and Yu, J994). 
c. Determine ProjU1 Scope and Time Frame 
Normally, a company does not possess the resources required to recngineer 
all of its business cycles at one time, nor can it absorb the risk inhen..'llt in a corporate wide 
project Selecting too broad of a scope for the initial project might overwhelm the change 
Rccngineering requires sharp focus and enormous discipline, whieh 
is another way of saying that companies must concentrate their 
reengineering efforts on a small number ofprocesses at any given rime. An 
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organization becomes bewildered rather than energized when it ' s asked to 
do too much at once. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
Therefore, tbe scope ofthe project must be limited. It is recommended, 
and this methodology is built on the premise that only one process at a time within a single 
business cycle be implemented 011 the automated workflow system and analY.led for 
improvement during the project. "Experience has shown that an incremental approach, 
evolving from a quick pilot application to embrace a gradually increasing number of users 
and reengineered process functions, has a greater chance of success" (Silver, 1994) 
Keeping the scope narrow, allows the reengineering team to learn the methodology and 
master the worIdlow tools. Tt also provides a track record ofworIdlow reengineering 
With the assistance ofthe executive steering committee, select the business 
cycle that is most iu need of improvement. This will probably be the area with which there 
was an expressed dissatisfaction. Later in the methodology, when the team become~ more 
familiar with the processes that make up the business cycle, they will limit the scope of the 
project down to a single business process. Next, on the Organizational Information Form, 
rank each of the remaining business cycles in the order that tbey will be considered for 
future improvement projects. 
Once the scope ofthe project has been agreed Ullon, specifY the time frame 
to be allotted to the llroject, as well as target milestones. Ensure that the time frame is 
reasonable for pr~ect completion. Hammer and Champy suggest that any reengineering 
project should be completed within twelve months 
Our experience suggests that twelve months should be long enough 
for a eompany to move from articulation of a case for action to the first 
field reJease of a reengineered process. Take Jonger, and people will 
become impatient, confused, and di!itracted. (Hammer and Champy) 
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The time frame should not vary significantly from trus original estimate_ Employees will 
be closely watching the progress ofthe project and their resistance to cbange will build the 
longer the project continues. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
9. Implement a Change Management Program 
"Successful implementation of process innovation depends on consciously 
managing behavioral as well as strudural change, '.vith both a sensitivity to employee 
anirudes and perceptions and a tough-minded concern for results" (Davenport, 1993) 
Be aware that resistance to change is a normal reaction on the part of employees' 
Managers know that any kind of change .- new ideas, new 
methods, new programs, ILew technologies -- stirs resistance_ Ifit is 
allowed to build, this resistance soon forms a strong wall protc("'ting the 
status quo. (Terez, 1993) 
To control any employee resistance throughout the course ofthe workflow 
reengineering project, implement a proactive change management allproaeh. Fol1ow the 
nine change management guidelines specified by Tom Terez, a consultant for Modem 
Management Incorporated (Terez, 1993). These guidelines arc presented in Figure 33. 
This kind ofproactive approach will enahle management to deal 
with the sources of resistance before they have time to surfaee and build It 
will also help convince employees that nothing is bcing hidden up 
management's sleeve. (Terez, 1993) 
First, analyze the operations ofthe business to gain an understanding ofwhat and 
with whom you are dealing. Understanding the operational environment requires an 
analysis ofjob predictability, employee unity, and isolatioll. Ifworkers have bet..'11 
accustomed to a particular way of doing business and are happy with the status quo, they 
will be more resistant to change. Ifthe workers are union.i7.ed or will independently Wlite 
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Preparing for Implementation 
I. Understand precisely wh;n and \.Vith whom you are dealing 
E~~cntial Cbange Management Strllttgil'll 
2. Take the mystery out of the change by telling and sho\.Ving employees just what it entails 
J. Motivate employees to oommitthemselves to the change 
4. 	 Present the change in the form of a challenge, complete with tangible re'Mlfds linked to 
successful implementation 
5. 	 Take sleps to ensure that all managers are committed 10 the same change management game 
plan. 
6. Demonstrate how the change preserws or enhances the state offaimess for employees 
OtberEssentials 
7. 	Avoid letting the change get ~d down in exces,<;ive employee involvement. Determine 
and secure the optimal leveL I 
8. 	Draw up an implementation schedule \.Vith specific milestones, and review this timetable 
frequently . 
9. 	 Realize tilat change is a process of movement and that things will keep moving even after 
implementation is deemed completed 
Figure 33. Nine Change Management Guidelines, After Tcrez, 1993 
to resist the change, a plan must be created to deal with this. If the affected employees are 
isolated from thc rest ofthe organ.ization, improved communications must be established 
to include them in the cbange management process 
Take the mystery out ofthe workflow reengineering initiative by briefing the 
employees on the purpose ofthe project. Ensure cach employee hears and undcrstands 
thc organizational vision statement. Keep the employees informed on the progress ofthc 
project and answer thcir questions about why change is necessary, what changcs are being 
considcrcd, and what affect thc cbanges may have on their jobs. Provide educational 
sessions about business process reengineering and workflow management principles so 
that these topics will no longer be foreign or as threatening. Also, provide bcfore-the-ract 
hands-on training sessions to tamiliarize all employees with the automated workflow 
management tool and any new work procedures to be implemented thereon. 
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Try to motivah: the cmploye~s so that tb~ will become committed to change in 
business pIO(;cdures. lbere are many incentive~ tbat can be med (0 accomplish this 
guarantee ofjob security, IIIOnetary rewards and the promise of simplified duties. Present 
the idea of change as a challenge. Link tangible rewards to the succc~~ful implementation 
of the automated workflow ~stem. 
Show the employees bow tht: new system can maintain or improve the state of 
fairness to them. "If change managers skirt the issue of fairness, employees will 
immediately wonder how the change tips the scale offaimess to their disadvantage" 
(Telcz, 1993). Employees must be convinced that the oew technology or process can be 
used to their advantage, and not just in management's favor 
"Among the many ways to build commitment, one nfthe most effective is 
employee involvement" (TCrc7,., 1993). Provide an open forum for employee sugge!>l:ions, 
but keep employee participation at a moderate level Although involvement is crucial in 
gaining employee o\Wership oflhe change, too many inputs can overload the process 
Ensure Ihal all management personnel have thc same change management plan. 
"At the very lea!>l:, managers at all levels must understand tbe cbange" (TCICZ, 1993). 
'They should also publicly voice their support for the u~ of automated workflow 
management and the recngineering ofhusiness processes. This \-I..ill demonstrate to 
employees that the leadership of the organization is committed to change. Abo, ensure 
the plan includes an up-to-date scbedule ofmilestones for the implementation oftbe 
workflow system and improved processes. 
Finally, realize thai even after the new workflow system has been fully 
implemented, tbe supported processes will continue to be altered. "In the wake ofmajor 
change, some employees will slowly revert to the old ways of doing busincss" (Terez, 
1993). Be aware of this faci and monitor employees' use ofthc new sy!>l:em and 
procedures 
Continue the proactive change management program during each phase ofthe 
Workflow Recngineering Methodology. Rrief thc employees on what each pbase entails 
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and any posRible results. As each phase is completed, publicize the outcome and conduct 
any required preparatory training. 
B. AUTOMAIT EXISTING WORKI'LOW 
During the second phase ofthe Workflow Reengineering Methodology, the 
business products oftile business cycle under review are identified. The component 
processes of the cycle are distinguished, and a single process is selected for improvement. 
The present workflow ofthis process is modeled and implemented all the automated 
workflow management tool. The specified performance measures of the workflow are 
then monitored and recorded for use in the process improvement phase of the 
methodology. 
1. Catalog Business Products 
To define the existing worldlows ofa business cycle, identify the products that 
reM from the completion ofthat particular cycle. For each business cycle identified in 
Phase I, make a copy of the Business Process Identification Form providcd in Appendix A 
as Figure A·4. From your production or saJcs department, obtain a list ofthe types of 
goods and/or services that your company produces. their unit costs, and their averagc 
market values. Assign each product to the sheet ofpaper containing thc busincss cycle 
wherein dtat product is created. Record the product's cost, value and whether the form of 
each product is physical or electronic. :f"igure 34 is a Business Process Identification Form 
that demonstrates the completion ofthese steps. 
2. Identifv Business Processes l 
Decompose the husmess cycle mto Its component processes by IdentifYing h w 
each business cycle product is created. Record the process' name in the product's row on 
the Business Process Identification Fonn. Only one pmcess should hc specified for each 
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BUSINESS PROCESS IDENTIFICATION FORM for Business Cycle Lending Monev 
Form Cost Value Business Process Freq. Priority Condition 
Mort)W!;e Lvan Ph sical $100 000 $130 000 
ical 2.500 
Consumer Loan $ 50 000 
1 Credit Card 
Figure 34. Example of Product Identification 
product. Ifyou find more than one process that produces the same output, you may 
actually be identifying sub-processes. In that case, devise a new name for the higher level 
process. Delineate how often each process is wnducted during an average work week. 
and the priority assigned to tb e process: low, routine, high, urgent. The priority of the 
process will be used by the workflow tool to determine work assignment and precedence 
Figure 35 demom.1rates each of these entries 
BUSfNESS PROCESS IDENTIFiCATION FORM for Business Cycle ~~ 
Product: Cost Business Process "'~q. Priurity Coudition 
Mort eLoan Ph sica! $100000 $130 000 Process Mort 50 Hi 
V hie Loan Ph sica] 1 .1; 20000 21500 es V hi Ie 7 Routine 
Figure 35. Example of Process Identification 
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3. Select a Process for Implementation and Improvement 
Once all of the processes within the business cycle have been identified and 
recorded, refine the scope of the project to include only the workflow ora single business 
process. To do this, detennine the condition of each process by following the Weighted 
Selection Approach prescribed by Harrington (Harrington, 1991). Using the Process 
Condition Worksheet provided in Appendix A as Figure A-5, rate each process on a scale 
of one to five on the factors of changeability, performance, and business and customer 
impact. Determine tbe value for each eleroent by answering the following questions: 
Changeability: How easily can the process be fixed? (1 = Can not be 
changed; 5 = Easily changed) 
Performance: How does the process presently function? (I = Well; 5 = 
BadJy) 
Business lmpact: How important is the process and its product to the 
success or the company? (I = Unimportant; 5 = Critical) 
Customer Impact: To what extent is the customer concerned with or 
affected by the present state of the process or its product? (1 = Unconcerned; 
5 = Highly concerned) 
Record these ratings on the worksheet and total the values across each process as 
exemplified in Figure 36. 
Cbaogubilily Performance Busioess lmpact Customer Lmpact Total 
Process Mortgage 
Process Vehicle Loan IS 
Process Consumer Ln 
IssueCredilCard 
Figure 36. Completed Process Condition Worksheet, After Harrington, 199\ 
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Thc proccss with the highest total score is the process that is in thc grcatcst need 
ofimprovemt.lnt. Thcrefore, select this process for your project . On the Business Process 
Identification Fonn, record the ranking ofeach process in order ofthcir rccngineering 
priority as ~hoWII in Figure 37. Use these rankings to program the remaiuing processes 
for future improvement projects. These processes will be automated and reengineered 
prior to moving on to the next business cycle identified on the Organizationallnfonnation 
J'-orm. (HarringlOn,1991) 
BUSINESS PROCESS IDENTIFJCATlON FORM fur "Business Cycle ~cy__ 
Product: Cost Value Business Process Freq Priority Condition 
Mo 'eLoan Ph sical SIOOOOO $130000 ProcessMorterute 50 Hi 
v . I Loan Ph sical 20000 1 'I: 21 500 Process Whic Ln 70 Routin 
~Ilmer L.can Ph i al 50000 I $ 5 000 Process Consmr. Ln 10 Roplin 
Crodi C 5.000 I S ,.950 sue Cr '\ Ca 
Figure 37. Example of Process Condnlon Rankings 
Once a process has been sclet..1:ed for implementation and improvement, request 
that the executive steering committee identifY an owner for the process. The process 
owner '....il! be the senior manager re~l'onsible for the effective and efficient functioning of 
tbat particular process. HelShe should understand the tasks involved in the t.."Iltire process 
and be able to prew,,"! how any proposed changes might affect hath the process and the 
overall business cycle. (Hammer and Champ)" 1993) 
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4. Construct a Work Breakdown Structure 
As explained and shown ill Chapter IV, a work breakdown stmcturc is a graphical 
depiction oftbc hierarchical structure or a business cycle decomposed into its component 
parts. The goal oftbis decomposition is to represent the work of an organization in pieces 
that can more easily be understood and modeled by tbe change team 
Usc the workflow management package's dlagramming tool to construct the work 
breakdown structure. Draw the tool' s applicabLe figure to represent tht: business cycle 
under revicw. Below the business cycle, enter a figure to represent each of the processes 
listed on that business cycle's Business Process Identification Form. Next, with the help 
of the process owner, decompose the process seLected for reenginccring into its 
component sub-processes. Then, break each sub-process into its fundamental lasks 
These tasks are the actual work steps ofthe process and should be drawn in the order of 
their completion. Refer back to Chapter IV to view an example of a work breakdown 
structure 
5. DeCme Task Components 
As discussed in the previous chapter, a task contains several components: roles, 
work objects, ruJes, resources, routing and time. Information about each ofthese 
components must be identified and captured for each task. Detailed data on the 
participants, work objects, rules, types of resources used and work object routing are 
required to establish the automatable workflow model, and they, tlierefore, must be 
collected in advance. The time component and the amount of resources consumed during 
the task will be measured and recorded by the work.flow tool ODce the workflow bas been 
automated. These components are the direct determinants of process cost and, bence, 
more precise values will greatly improve the quality orthe improvement analysis 
Enter the collcdcd data directly into the workflow tool as it is gathered, or use a 
Task Definition Fonn to record the collected data prior to entry into the workflow system 
Because the categories of infonnation are sometimes difficult to distinguish, the fonn may 
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prove more useful in an initial workflow reengineering project. Use a copy ofthe fonn, 
provided in Appendix 1\ as Figures 1\·6 through A·9, for each task in the process 
The first step in collecting task data is to identifY the employee who performs the 
task. Ask the process O\VIler to identifY the organizational unit wherein each task is 
completed, the worker who perfomL~ the work, and that employcc's work site location 
Do this for each task within the process. Then, make appointments to interview each of 
these personnel at their work ~te. Schedule the interviews in thc order oftask completion 
shov,1n on the work hreakdo\VIl structure to assist in deteIlllining process flow 
At each interview, ask. the employee to define and demonstrate, iffeasible, tbe 
work that is completed within the task. Find out ifthis work is standardized by governing 
procedures, who controls thesc proccdures, and the dates they werc published. This 
information \vill be of importance following the reenginecring phase if procedural 
directives must be updated. Also, ascertain if the work conducted can be automated. If 
so, !>]Jecify the hardware and software required to support the task. l£not, explain why 
the process can not he automated. Determinc, with the help ofthc cmployee, and record 
if there is a bliter way of conducting the task. 
Idl'UtifY the work objects involved in the task by recording the task's inputs and 
outputs. Specify the number of copies of the object, its Conn (physical or electronic), its 
fonnat (i.e., document, busim::ss form, rccord of accounts, ctc.), the transmission medium 
used, and thc originJdcfttination task and participant of the work object. J\lso, specify if 
and how the work objects and their transfer can be autoroah:d. 
Descrihe what triggers the initiation ofthe task by asking the employec how and 
by whom he/she is notificd that work has heen assigned. Record the work notification as 
a work. object that is routed from the person assigning the work to the cmployee. Also, 
determine if there are any notifications rcquired upon the completion of the task 
Ddineate the task's performance frequency during a single completion of the 
business process. This will help to identifY any cyclic fouting within the workflow 
SpecifY its priority (low, routine, h.igh, urgent) in relation to other tasks that the employee 
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regularly performs. Determine if the work ofthe task is a support fimction 9r a core 
activity that is strategic to the completion ofthe final product. Explain how work 
completion or success is determined. Ascertain if there arc any authorizations required in 
the course ofthe work, and, if so, identifY the approving authority. Add tbe authori7..ation 
as a task in the process model 
Next, list the resources (materials, facilities, tools or computer assets) used or 
consumed during the completion ofthe task. Record the fOITIl ofthe resource as either 
electronic or physical Also, list the source ofthe resource 
IdentifY any decisions made or questions answered by the employee in the course 
ofthe work. List the choices thai can be selected and their resulting actions. Once the 
process is automated, the work.f1ow tool will record the actual percentage oftime each 
choice is selected 
Repeat these task identification activities lWtil all of the tasks ofthe process have 
been identified and a final good or servil:e produced. Update the work breakdown 
structure with task additions, deletions or modifications, as required. Also, notit)· the n 
Manager oftbe requirements for task and work object routing automation so that the 
required infrastructwe can be obtained and installed. An example ofthe completion ofthe 
Task Definition Form is provided in the next chapter. 
Finally, estimate the value added to the final product by the completion of each 
task. To do this, take the value ofthe process' final product from the Business Process 
identification Form, and allocate a portion of it to each task. These are subjective 
decisions that may require the assi~"tance ofthe steering committee and process owner 
Record these values on each ofthe Task Definition Forms. 
6, Specify Performance Measures 
Prior to establishing an automated workflow, the performance indicators that will 
be recorded by the workflow tool must be specified. Harrington specifies three categories 
ofprocess measurements: effectiveness, efficiency and adaptability (Harrington, 1991). 
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Process effectiveness is a measure OfllOW well the business proCf::SS meets the needs and 
expectation ufits external and internal customers. It is II measure nfthe quality ofthe 
product. EXBmples of efIl:lctivcness measures include product· 
Reliability 









Effectiveness measures could be added to II workfluw model as separate quality 
control proCCSStlS or as component tasks ifcompleted by automated equipment. The 
model could iDcludc decision points and routing based upon the results nfthe quality test. 
The workflow tool would then monitor ule number of times a particular choice was made 
during a specified time period 
Efficicm.:y is a measurement ofproductivity and level of resource usage. An 
increase in business productivity or a decrease in the amount of resources used wouJd 
result in a decrease in the cost to the cu!>10mer for a good or service. Examples of 
eflicicm:y measurcs include the· 
Cycle completion time 

Amount oftime spent on rework 

Resources expended per unit 

Amount ofvalue-added to each unit 

The efficiency factors are easily supported by workflow rnanagemoo11001s with 
comprebensive functionaliry. The workflow enginc will automatically record the cycle, 
transfer and queue times ofthe work object. It will record thtl amount of resources 
consumed during a task and calculate the task' s cost. It can also be programmed to total 
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the value added by each task renarmed during the production of a good or service. The 
need for rework can be added to the workflow model as a decision within the task that 
results in cyclic routing. The workflow tool maintains a diary of the tasks completed 
during the execution of each workflow instance. This diary can then be queried to 
determine the rate ofrework 
Adaptability is a measure afbow easily a product or service can he tailored to the 
needs of a particular customer. Hcxibility is the hardest characteri~tic to measure 
However, some possible process adaptability gauges include the 
Number of available customer service representatives 
Responsc time to custom orders 
Average time to process special orders as compared to standard orders 
Refusal rate for special orders 
The adaptability measures arc also supported by workflow tools The number of 
available customer service reprcsentativcs, their scb.cdules and workloads are monitored 
by the workflow tool. Custom and special ordcrs can be modeled as separate vCTSions of 
tbc ordcr processing workflow and their completion times can be monitored and compared 
to the oompletion times of standard orders. The refusal of a special order can be modeled 
as a decision witbin the special order processing workflow. The workflow 1001 can then 
report the number oftimes that particular flow branch was enacted. 
Tdcntify tbe penormilllcc measures to be nscd for the process under review, Try to 
nse tbe all oftbe measures enabled by the functionality of the workflow tool installed 
witbin the corporation. At a minimum, select the performance indicators that correspond 
to the business objectives tnat were published in the organizational vislon statement. 
Record the selected performance measures, in order ofpriority, on a copy of the Process 
Performance Form provided in Appendix A as Figure A-IO. Also, makc a copy ofthe 
Task Performance Form, Figure A-II, for each task, and list and prioritize tbese same 
measures on each form Every task in the process will have its performance rated against 
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these ~ame mt:asures, although the targeted goal and its priority ranking may differ. Li!>1 
any task specific measures on that task's form Verify these measures and their rankings 
with the process owner and the reengiuccring steering committee. 
7. Complete aod Verify the Workflow Model 
Using the work-How management tool's workflow builder and its procedural 
documentation, complete the workflow model for the process nndcT fevil"'''. First, enter 
all of the data from the Organizational Information, Personnel, and Organizational 
Resources Fonns into the tool 's data dictionary. Then, eutcr the work breakdown 
ittTUcture componCllts and model the flows between the tasks. fusurc tbat all of the 
process' decision points !md the resulting conditional routing are depicted in the model. 
Define the work objects and the required resources that must be made available to each 
employcc. Also, program the monitoring of the required penonnancc measures into the 
system. Examplcs of complcted work1l0ws are included in the next chapter. 
lfthc process contains tasks, routing or work objccts that can not be automated, 
they should ~iI1 be added to the automatcd workflow management sy~em. Include 
electronic notifications ofwork assignment and oompletioll, and a work objel't that directs 
the emp loyee to electronically record the resources consumed while perfonning the work 
Once the model has been entered into thc workflow tool, verifY that it i~ complete 
by running the tool's model verification feature. Once complete, confirm the accuracy of 
the model to ensure that the way the process has heen modeled is the way it is being 
performed. Harrington (1991) states that employees deviate from the way business is 
supposed to be conduded for several reasons: 
1. "Thcy misund<:r~tand the proccdur<:s 

2 They do not know about the procedures. 

3 Thcy find a bcttcr way of doing things 

4 The documented method is too hard to do 

5 111ey are not trained. 
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6 They were trained to do the activity in a different way. 
7. They do not have the necessary tools 
8. They do not have adequate time 
9. Someone told them to do it differently. 
10 	 'They don't understand why they shouJd follow the procedures" (Harrington, 
1991). 
1"0 ensure that the workflow model is accurate and complete, conduct a walk­
tluough of the workflow model. Start at the initial task sho\Vll on the workflow model 
and physically follow the flow and performance of work through the process. Be sure to 
follow each conditional branch in the model so that no task or route is left unchecked. 
While conducting the walk-through, verify the components of each task with the task 
participants. (Harrington, 1991) 
8. Install and Test Required Infrastructure 
Once the workflow model has been verified, identify the need for any information 
infrastrut."ture modifications or additions to support the enactment ofthe workflow model. 
With the help ofthe IT Manager, examine the infrastructure diagram provided earlier in 
the methodology and determine if any additional hardware or software is required to 
conne(..1 all oflhe workflow participants. Also, verifY that all oflhe systems required to 
automate the tasks ofthe process arc installed and operationaL 
Once the IT Manager has the required architecture in place to support the 
workflow system, test the system's performance by having the process participants 
simulate a cycle ofthe automated workflow. Be sure to update the workflow model as 
required to correct and noted deficiencies and to fully support the current process. 
9. Implement and Monitor Automated Workflow 
Once all the supporting systems are in place and the involved employees have been 
adequately prepared, implement the automated workflow system. Allow a sufficient 
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period lor the employees to learu the new system prior to beginning the collection of 
pcnOtmallCC data. During this period, update the workflow model as required to 
accuratdy support the existing workflow 
When the modd has been proven and the participants are comfortable with the 
sy~1elll, allow approximatdy a month for the workflow management tool to collect the 
process performance data for me in the reengineering phase uflhe methodology. The 
pcrfoffilance data ofthe present process, as rc(;orded hy the workflow management too~ 
will he used by the change team in identifying areas of the process for improvement. 
These performance statistics will also provide a baseline against which the value and 
success ohhe new process innovation can be measured once implemented 
C. IDENTIFY PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS 
Once the existing workflow has been automated using the workflow management 
tool and '.vhik its periormance is being measured and recorded, new performancc goals for 
the process are determined. first, the needs of the external customers that purchase and 
use the process' product are gathered. Then, the process is benchmarked against those of 
leaders within the industry. Using this data, defmitive performance goaJs are specified for 
eacb performance measure. The cxisting work.f]ow is then analyzed, using tbcse 
objectives, for possible improvemcnts and new work.f]ow models are constructed. Each 
model is then simulated to dctermine its performance characteristics. FinaUy, the most 
efficicot and effective model is selected for implementation 
I. Consider tbe Customers' Requirements 

The company's customcrs know best what they require from the business' 

processes and products. Their requirements, therefore, must be considered in defining the 
goals of the new process: 
Asking customers what they requin: ofproccsscs serves multiple 
purposes. In the context of creating visions, the Cllstomer perspective 
furnish.:s both ideas and objectivcs for process performance. Seeking 
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customer input also demonstrates a desire for a close relationship, although 
this input must be actually factored into proccss designs to fully achievc 
this objective. Finally, new processes may rcquire that customcrs change 
their own behavior for the proecss to be fully effective. (Davenport, 1993) 
Obtain a customer listing from the business' sales office for the type of product 
included in thc proccss bcing reviewed. Schedule meetings with a representative sample 
ofthe customer base to discuss their reqwrements. Surveys can be created and used to 
gather tbc needs of customcrs that are not within a reasonable traveling distance 
However, face-to-face contact should bc used when possible to demonstrate a high level 
of commitment to tbe customer's requirements. Ask these customers to discuss their 
needs and desires for the products they purchase from your business, and rccord their 
needs. Identity required effectivcness (quality), efficienl.')" (time schedules and cost 
constraints) and adaptability (flexibility) requirements (Harrington, 1991). 
The employees ofthe organization are also customers of the automated workflow 
system Be sure to query all ofthe workflow participants who have been using thc ncw 
tool for any ideas they may have on how to improve the existing 1>")'stem aod supported 
process. 
2. Benchmark Against Industry Leaders 
To maintain and increase their market sharc, a business must be more innovative 
than its competitors. To accomplish this, the business must become aware of any new 
methods and lechnologies that are employed within its industry. This process of data 
collection is referred to as benchmarking. "The benchmarking process (BMP) helps you 
to know yourself, understand your competition, define the best processes, and integrate 
tbem into your organization" (Hanington, 1991) 
The sourccs of benchmarks are varied, ranging from company visits 
to telephone discussions with consultants aud executives in other firms to 
industry publications and academic case studies. Because third.party 
accolWts of process innovations may gloss over important issues or stop 
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short of the final chapters ofa !;tory, a company is wise to contact 
benchmarkcd organizations directly at some point in the benchmarking 
process_ (Davenport, 1993) 
De careful not to restrict YOlU' innovations to those already found within your 
industry. This will only allow your company 10 catch up with, not exceed, industry 
standards. "By aspiring only to be as good as the best in its industry, the team sets a cap 
on it~ own ambitions" (Hammer and Cbampy, 1993). lie sure to look throughout private 
and public markets for innovative ideas. Refer to Chapter Nine ofHarrington's book, 
Business Process Improvement (Harrington, 1991), for detailed directioJJ 011 the 
benchmarking process 
3. Specify Performance Goals 
Consoljdate the information gathered from the customers, employees and other 
companies. Using this data and the peIfonnance objectives specified in the organization's 
vision statement, specifY overall process performance goal~ for each ofrne performance 
indicators implemented on the workflow tool. The goals should be stated in quantifiable 
tenus_ For example, a perfonnance goal for a cycle time efficiency measure might be 24 
hours after order placement. Record eacb ofthese goals in order of priority on the 
Process Performance Form. Next, apportion these amounts to cacb ofthe process' 
eomponcrtt tasks and record them on each ofthe Task. Pcrformance Forms. Also, add any 
new performance indicators that may have been identified during the customer interviews 
and benchmarking process. 
4. Reengineer the Workflow 
The goal ofprocess improvement is to iUCTcase the financial stability and market 
share of an organization by reducing ollcrational costs and increasllig product vahle to the 
customer. The costs of production can be reduccd by decreasing the number ofpersollllet 
involved and tbe resources and time consumed during the process. Product value can be 
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improved by increasing the quality afthe good or service and by increasing the flexibility 
of the production process to better handle specific product orders from customers. The 
following arc sugge~tions on how to improve the existing workflow model based upon the 
principles ofreengineering presented in Chapter D. The possibilities for process 
improvement, however, arc endless and depend upon the particular process under review 
and its idllntified performance objectives 
Make copies nrthe automated workflow model with which to work. Do not 
modify the working model as this will disrupt business operations. As each improvement 
is identified , carefully record the change on the copy of the model, noting any 
modifications to the required participants and resources. 
a. Delete or Modify Non-Value Added Tasks 
"There are three types oftasks in a workflow, those that add real value to 
the customer, those that have some business value but do not directly affect the customer, 
and those that add no value (Harrint,,'10n, 1991). Tasks that add no value to the final 
product should be modified or eliminated to save time and resources, thereby, decreasmg 
product cost. 
Print a detailed repon ofthe total co!>1 ofthe process and each component 
task. Include a breakdown of costs by each resource consumed. Compare the cost of 
each task with the value assigned to it on its Task Definition Fonn. lfthe cost is higher 
than the value, ascertain ifthis task is truly required for the production orthe final good or 
setvice. To do this , use the decision diagram provided in Figure 38 
First, detennine ifthe task is a core activity that directly contributes to the 
produl.'tion of the good or service. The answer to this que!>1ion should already be 
recorded on the Task Definition Form. Ifit is a core activity, then evaluate the work of 
this task against the needs of the customer. Ifit contributes to the fu1fi1lment of customer 
requirements, then it adds real value to the process. If it does not contribute 10 the 
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fIgure 38. Value-Added Assessment, After Hamngton, 1991 
fulfilhnent of customer requirements or is not a core actiVity, then determine ifthere is a 
legitimate business reason for performing t:llli; task, such as record keeping or financial 
reporting 
Ifthe task adds real orbusincss valuc, dcsign a new and less costly way of 
accomplishing this task that consumes fewer resources andlor takes less time to complete. 
Ifit has no business reqnirement, delete the task and appropriately adjn!>l: the worldlow 
routing 
b. Arrange Tasks in a Natural Order 
In traditional processes, tasks were sequenced in strict Sllceession Onc 
person had to eompk"te a task hefore the next person could bcgiu the foUov.w.g step. This 
selial routing WlnecesMrily slowed the cycle time ofthe process. The use ofparallel 
routing will decrease the cycle time ofthe process and get the product or service to the 
market sooner. "Often, activities that were done serially can he done in parallel, reducing 
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the cycle time by as much as 80 percent" (Harrington, 1991). It should also decrease tne 
total amount of personnel time consumed because workers must no longer wait for the 
previous employee to finish hislber work prior to beginning a task. 
Look at each task in the workflow model and determine if the people 
perfoTming the succeeding tasks must wait for input from any previous tasks prior to 
initiating their work Determine if the process can begin prior to the completion ofthe 
previous step. If so, reorganize die order ofwork object routing to allow the parallel 
completion of tasks. Adjust the timing of the work notification to occur when there is 
sufficient data available in the system for the next person 10 begin hislhcr task. Figure 39 
provides an example oftbe conversion ofa serial process to a process tbat includes tIle 
parallel completion oftasks. 
Figure 39. Conversion from Serial to Parallel Routing 
Co Place Work Where it Make.~ SeUl·e 
A process that includes the transfer ofwork ohjects across departmental 
boundaries " .. .is expensive, since it involves a variety of departments plus me overhead 
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that's associated with trackiug all the paper amI fitting all the pieces ofthe process 
together" (Hammer and Champy, 1993). ''Process inno\'ation demands that interfaces 
hetween fimctionaJ or product units be either improved or eliminated .. . " (Davenport, 
1993) 
Look at thc workflow model and determine iftherc are any tasks being 
completed by persollllel from different fulll.'tional specialties and departments. Ascertain if 
thc work of the task really requires the functional expertise already assigned or ifit can be 
completed by another workflow participant. Determine if any of the tasks are being 
completed by cmployees with conflicting work schedules. Look at the queue times for 
these tasks and dctermine iftherc arc resulting completion delays while employees wait for 
information. If the work can be performed more easily and quickly by another availablc 
participant, reas.~ign the task and adjust the work object routing. This will reduce the 
number ofhand-offs and crrors in the workflow, the money spent on persollllel, and the 
overall cyele time of the process. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
Figure 40 shows a simplified process for obtaining office supplies. TIle 
tasks labeled in italics are completed by the company's ~"Upply department. lbe others are 
Figure 40. Example ofPJacing Work Where.it Makes Most Sensc 
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completed by a filnctional office employee. For such a small purchase, the employee 
requesting the purchase should he given tbe authorization to order these supplies. 
d. Combine Tasks to Reduce Hand-Offs 
As discussed in Chapter IT, work was broken into its basic steps during the 
Industrial Age and each step was apportioned to different employees. This required the 
wmecessary transfer ofwork objects and lengthened the cycle time ofthe process. ''By 
eliminating the hand-offs, delays, and errors inherent in a traditional sequential process, a 
case worker-based process can achieve order-of-magnitude improvements in cycle time, 
accuracy, and cost" (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
Examine the workflow model's component tasks and the work completed 
within each step. Print a report on the time it takes to complete each task. Iftne time is 
short and tbe task is simple, combine it with the work of previous or following task. This 
will result in the hori7..ontal compression of the workflow. Figure 4l shows an initial 
process and a revision that depicts the deletion ofan wmecess.ary work step . 
.Figure 41. Example ofReducing Hand-Offs 
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e. Push Decision Making to the Appropriate Tusk 
In /I traditional bierarchical organization, decision making occurred at II 
management level above the workers. "Referring everything up the ladder means 
decisions get made ton slowly for II fast-paced market" (Hammer and Chatnpy, 1993). To 
speed up these processes, decisions must be pushed dov.rn to the per!>Onnel perfonning 
tht:TlL 
Examine the workflow model and identify component tasks whose work 
strictly consi~s ofdecision-making or the approval or disapproval of a request. 
Detennine if these tasks can he completed by the employee who routed the work object or 
request. Ifso, combine these tasks, modifying the rouling ofthe product ofthe task. 
This will rcrull in the vertical compression of the process. The lower level employee 
normally receives II lower salary and, therefore, the completion nfthe task at the lower 
level should result in a lower product co!>!:. "The benefits of compressing work vertically 
as well as horizontally include fewer delays, lower overhead costs, better customer 
response, and greater empowerment for workers" (Hammer and Champy, 1993). Figure 
42 exemplifies the results ofrernoving an unnecessary decision step. The process that 
once required the routing ofinformation up to and from a supetVisor is now completed by 
a single employee. 
f. Reduce Checks and Controls 
"Conventional processes are replete with checking and control steps, which 
add no value but are included to ensure that people aren't abusing the process" (Hammer 
and Champy, 1993). With the implementation ofthe process on the workflow 
management tool, the need for these controls is virtually eliminated. The processes 
enacted arc managed by the system and managers need not stop the process to check the 
status ofwork. They can simply query the work.llow engine for status infonnation and 
can electronically cotJ1UllUlicate with the assigned employee. "lhcy can also enact 
automatic work prioritization as discussed in the previous chapter 
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Figure 42. Example of Pushing Decisions to Lowest Level 
Examine the workflow model and identity any tasks that are included solely 
as control or check points. Detenuine if they are necessary. Jfthey are, ascertain ifthey 
can be performed using the workflow management or other automated tool, or by 9,l1 
employee already involved in the process. lfthey are Dot required, delete them and 
appropriately adjust the routing. These steps should reduce process costs. They may also 
Ilelp to improve employee morale and productivity by increasing tbe authority of the 
workflow parti.ci.pants. Figure 43 presents an example ofthe reduction orcbeck~ and 
controls within a simplified workflow. 
g. L~n'en (»cle Time 
As discussed in the previous chapter, the cycle time ofthe workflow 
consists oftluee parts: task C{lmpletion time, work object transfer time and queue time. 
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SupplyCi<rk Shipp ingCkrl< 
Figure 43 , Example ofReducing Checks and Controls 
The cycle time direetly atlects the wst ofthe produt,1 and its time to market. Therefore, 
these times should be redul:ed to a level that still guarantees high quality production. 
Print a report ofthcse time categories for each task using the workflow 
tool. IdentifY the tasks that have high or very low task completion times. Ascertain the 
rcason for the long completion timc. Detennine ifthc task could be split hetween two or 
more employees, or if an automated tool or change in work procedures could be 
implementcd to speed up the work ofthe task Ifthe task completion time is short, 
dctemrine if the task should remain separate or nil could be combined with thc prcl:eding 
or sucl:ccding tasks 
Look at the workflow model and determine ifit contains any cydil: routing 
patterns. Determine the frequency oflhe task during a single cycle of the process. Ifit 
occurs morc than onl:e, dctemrine the reason for the repctition oftasks. If it is due to 
POOT quality production and the necd for rework, add quality control procedures into the 
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workflow. If it is due to unnecessary checks and controls, eliminate these tasks as 
previously described. 
The use of the workflow tool to electronically transfer work objects has 
already improved the cycle time nfthe process. However, examine the transfer times 
between each task to verifY that they are short. If any are lengthy, ascertain the reailnn for 
the long transfer time. Determine ways to decrease the transfer time, such as the 
automation of additional work objects and the use of electronic data interchange between 
workflow participants. 
Examine tbe queue times expllril:nced by each work object. Determine the 
reason for tbe delays. lrthe delay is due to poor employee perfonnance, corrcct these 
deficiencies hy reassigning tbe work or providing additional employee training. !fit is due 
to the unavailability of a workflow participant or required resources, follow the ensuing 
procedures. 
h. Eliminate Bottlenecb and Resource Shortages 
Bottlenecks are points in tile workflow modcl.....mere the transfer ofwork 
objects is slowed. A bottleneck results from thc high level of demand for a particular 
employee or other scarce resource. As a result, work objects must wait in a queuc until 
the resource becomes frec. This rc!>uits in a longer cyele time than necessary. 
Generate a report on the workload of each employee and the level of 
demand for each resource involvcd in tb.ese processes using the workflow tool. Also, 
examine the report ofthe queuc times for each work object. Dctcnnine the reason for any 
long delays and specify if any of the pcrsonnel or resourccs represent a point of overwork 
or scarcity. If an employee is overworked, as~ign some ofhisJher work to another 
employee wilo has the required skills and available time. Ifa resource is the point of 
weakness, ascertain ifdifferent resources can be used to complete the task or ifadditional 
units ofthai particular resource should be oblained and used. Compare the cost of 
additional resources againl>t the cost of the queue time incurred in tIle present workflow. 
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i. Make Multiple Versions of the Process 
"To meet the demands oftoday' s environment, we need multiple versions 
ofule same process, each Olle tuned to the requirements of different markets, situations, 
or inputs" (Hammer and Champ)" 1993). Many existing organizational processes consist 
of a single workflow that was constructed to handle aU possible work requirements: 
Organizations nave become accustomed to standardizing, which 
means trying to satisfY eve!)' contingency with a single process. They 
create one standard -- and complicated -- process that bas decision points 
along its entire length. We now know that in process design it is better to 
install a decision point up front that can send work along one of several 
simple processes. (Hammer and Lnampy, 1993) 
This streamlining of complex processes decreases the cycle time as the number of required 
decisions and their related queue times are reduced. It also improves the valuc of the 
company's products by incorporating flexibility into their production operations. 
Examine the workflow model and identifY each task that includes a 
decision. For each decision task, evaluate the selection rate of each possible action If the 
percentage rate for each choice is relatively even and the information required to make the 
decision can be made availablc prior to the execution of subsclluent steps, design rwo 
separate sub-processes that branch oft' at an up front decision point. I£ however, the 
required information to make tbe decision is not available until tbat point in tbe process or 
one of the branches is normally chosen over all oftbe others, leave tbe workflow as 
presently modeled. 
j. Capture Information Once, Upstream in the Process 
The repetitive entering ofidentical information at different points along a 
process is a non-value adding activity. AU of the data required during any task within the 
workflow should be gatbered once at an upstream point in the process and stored for use 
in latertasks. (Linden, 1993) 
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Examine the workflow model and identify all ofthe work ohj~cts that arc 
depicted as input to any task. Determine if any ofthcsc inputs contains redundant 
infonnatioll. If so, delete the repetitive collection flow and move the data accunrulation 
point to the task that has the most forward position in the workflow. 
k. Provide a Single Point ofContact 
A process should have a single employee who will " . . answer the 
customer' s questions and solve customer problems .... " (Haromer and Champy, 1991) 
This person will act as a buffer between the process and its customers. This will not only 
reduce the number ofpersonnel involved in the workflow, it will also improve customer 
service and response times. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
Examine the process model and determine ifthere arc multiple interactions 
with the same customer. Ifso, count tbe number of different personnel involved in them. 
Sele(...1: a single employee to handle each ofthese interactions and revise the processmodel 
to reflect these changes. 
5. Construct New Workflow Models 
IncOJporate eaeh ofthe improvements identified into a new workflow model using 
the workflow management tool and the procedures in Phase n, Step 7. Try to formulate 
two or three alternative scenarios that negate past process inefficiencies. Label each 
alternative with a consecutive leiter (i.e., Alternative A, Alternative B) and record tltem at 
the top ofthe Process Performance and Task Performance Forms. 
6. Simulate Eacb Workflow Alternative 
Run a statistical simulation on each ofthe workflow improvement alternatives 
This simulation allows the testing of design ahernatives to ensure the validity ofthe 
proposed innovations before committing scarce business resources· 
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Simulation provides an aJternative approach to tcsting. lbrough 
computer simulation, the ncw conccpt can be simulated and the results will 
be studied belOrehand. (Kharwat, 1991) 
Computer simulation of a proposed workflow has several benefits. It can help the 
change team to brainstonn process improvement ideas. It demonstrates how the new 
process might function and ils costs, problems or bi;;llelits. Bottlenecks, periods of peak 
capacity or resource shortages can be identified; employee workloads and work 
completion times can be measured; and the ability of the new process to mct."! set 
operating standards can be tested. As the workflow tool simulates the each scenario, it 
gathers performance data that can be used to compare design alternatives. A simulation of 
the workflow can be used to communicate and sell a D.ew workflow plan to management 
and employces at thc operating level. It can also bc used to show workflow participants 
how their work fits into thc overall processes ofthe organization and to pre-train them 
prior to the implementation thc new workflow. (Ardhaldjian, 1994) 
Using the user manual instrut.1ions of the installed workflow too~ program the 
simulation mechanism to randomly select each ofthe decision branches within the 
workflow. It should enact a large enough number ofinstances ofthe workflow to ensure 
all possihle paths are tested. As each model is simulatcd, collect and print its statistical 
pcrformance data so that these alternatives can be compared. 
7. Select the Most Efficient and Effective Workflow 
Record the performance measurt.>tIlents for each alternative on the Process 
Performance Form. Also, record the performance statistics of each task on its Task 
Performance Fonn. CODsidering the data gathered for each model, detemline ifeach 
meets the overall performance goals for the process and each oCthe task goals 1.i~1ed on 
thc Task Definition Form. Look to see lithe efficiency, effectiveness and adaptability of 
the process have heen improved. Detennine if the model is feasible and idcntifY any 
limitations or drawbacks. Determine which plan has most support and possibility of 
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success, saves the most money, and has highest net vaLue. Repeat the Analyze and 
Reeugineer step until a model i~ found that meets all of the required pcrfomumce 
objectives, or those that are ofthe hlghcst priority to your organization. 
D. ESTABLISH SUPPORTING STRUCTURES 
Once an improved workflow model has been selected for implementation, any 
required supporting organizational changes are identified. Necessary modifications or 
additions to the workflow system infrastructure arc also specified. Approval is gained for 
the new process and the organizational and infrastmcture changes are institUled. 
1. Identify Organizatioual Changes 
Determine the organizational changes that arc required to support the Dew 
workflow design. Change must occur " ... llot only in process flows and the culture 
surrounding them, bUI also in organizational power and controls, skill requirements, 
reporting relationships, and tmmagement practices" (Davenport, 1993). Examine the 
cbanges that have been made to the workflow modeL SpecifY any resulting personnel 
cbanges or reductions, organizational structure adju~ment~, and management strategy 
modifications. Describe any new training procedures, performance and compensation 
measures, and corresponding advancement criteria. Also, identifY and draft necessary 
updates to the procedural regulations that were identified on the Task Definition FOOUR. 
2. Specify the Required Infrastructure 
Analyze the present conoectivity ofthe workflow system infrastructure, with the 
help ofthe IT manager, and determine ifthere are any additions or modifications required 
to support the new workflow model. Spedty any new infrastructure procurements and 
plan a migration strategy for transitioning to the new system 
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3. Gain Appruval 
Briefthe reengineering s;teering committee on the innovated workflow model 
Driefthem on the eos;t savings that have already been realized due to the automation of the 
prest:1lt workflow. This will demons;trate that the worldlow tool has already improved the 
process and will help to win their support for further process changes. Show managemcnt 
the simulation of the improved workflow and the improved performance measure statistics 
that result from the implcmentation oftbe changes. Also, explain the required 
organizational and infras;tructure modifications and their justification Then, reques;t their 
approval to ins;tall the new system and its supporting s;tru....'tures. 
4. Institute Organizational and Inrrastructure Changes 
After gaining approval, infonn and educate the affected personnel on the 
procednral, organizational and infras;tructnre changes. Publish updates to procedural 
regulations identified on the Task Definition Forms. Also, tes;t the new worldlow 
architecture to assure proper fWlctioning prior to d""'Ploymcnt. 
Continue to a(..tively IIL"\.Ilage the resis;tance to change using the guidelines 
presented in Phase 1, Step 9 ofthc methodology: 
U' process innovation is to succeed, the human side of change 
cannot be left to manage itself Organizational and human resource issues 
are more central than technology issues to the behavioral changes that must 
occur within a process. (Davenport, 1993) 
E. DIPLEMENT AND MAl1"f1"AIN [MPROVED WORKFLOW 
During tlUs phase ofthe methodology, the new workflow is implemented and any 
changes to the workflow configuration are doeum<:nted as the worldlow is maintained. A 
continuous process improvement program is es;tahlished to ensure that the present process 




Once the supporting structures are in place and the participants have been trained 
on the new system and procedures, implement the new workflow model 
Reengineering isn't just abont redesign. It's also about translating 
ncw designs into reality. Thc difference betwcen winners and losers at 
reeugineering doesn ' t nsually lie in the quality of their respective ideas, but 
in what they do with them. With thc loscrs, rcenginecring never moves 
beyond the idea phase into implementation. (Hammer and Champy, 1993) 
Once the new workflow system is in place, actively monitor thc performance of the 
workflow to ensure it is functioning as intended. Make any required adjustments 
2. Manage the Workflow Confl.guration 
Actively manage the workflow system' s C{}nfiguration so that the workflow roodel 
continues to remain standardized and unaltered by unauthorized persounel. Determine and 
limit thc numbcr ofpccsonnel within the organization who are allowed to changc 
workflow models. Document any authorized c.hanges made to the workflow tcrnpta.te, 
including the justification for the change, and institute version control procedures. 
Maintain copies ofthe old versions ofthc models in case there is a need to return to the 
previous way of doing busincss. Also, maintain all oflhe documentation produced during 
each workflow reengineering project as a starting point for the next reengineering project. 
(Rickabaugh, 1994) 
3. Perform Continuous Improvement 
The Workflow Rccngineering Methodology is cyclic in nature as depicted in 
Figure 44. The performance ofthe improved workflow is continuously monitored and 
periodically reengine«ed as required: 
No matter how good you are, how well regarded your products 
and/or services are, you cannot stop improving. You cannot !;tand still. 
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When you do, you really aren't standing still, YOll are slipping backward 
because your competition is constantly improving. The very best have to 
nIn to stay thc very bcst, because if you are not improving, there is only 
one direction you can go, and that 's down. (Harrington, 1991) 
Figure 44. Cyclic Nature ofWork1low Recngineering Methodology 
Also, new processes are considered Jor innovation by the same, or a new, change 
team As additional processes are defined arId automated, tbeir intcrrclationships should 
be identified and analyzed in thc reengineering project. Eventually, all processes ofthe 
organization will be implemented on the workflow management ~stern and can be 




VI. APPLICATION OF WORKFLOW REENGINEERING: 
A CASE STUDY 
This chapter includes a case study ortbe application ofa portion ofthe Workflow 
Reeugineering Methodology presented in the previous chapter. It finn furnishes 
background information 011 the organization that sponsored the work1low research.. Next, 
it delimits the scope ofthe methodology application and identifies the workflow 
management tool used to apply the included steps. The case study provides a description 
of a present process from the sponsoring organization and, using data from this workflow, 
applies several ofthe steps ofthe Workflow Reengineering Methodology. The chapter 
concludes with an analysis nfthe methodoLogy application and the workflow management 
tool used in the case study 
A. WORKHAlW PROJI:Cf BACKGROlJND 
The Port Hueneme Division of the Naval Surface Warfurc Centcr (PHD NSWC), 
which is a component of the Naval Sea Systems Command, was established following 
World War nto provide centralized control of and support for tbe Navy's quickly 
maturing surface fleet missile systems_ Since its inception, the role ofPHD NSWC has 
expanded. The command is now the in-service engineering agent for all ofthe Navy's 
fleet combat weapon systems. As sucb., PHD NSWC is responsible for the development, 
test and evaluation, installation and life-cycle support of fleet combat ptatforms, including 
the Harpoon, Tomahawk. Ae~ Basic Point Defense and Seasparrow systems. Weapons 
system life-cycle support includes configuration management. logistical support, and 
technical publication administration. (PHD NSWC, 1995) 
PHD NSWC consists offour directorates. 1brcc oftbe directorates are 
segregated by the processes they support: Business Operations., Systems Engineering, and 
Logistics. The fourth is the East Coast Operations Directorate. An excerpt from PHD 
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NSWC' s organizational structure diagram is presented in Figure 4."i. Ibis figure includes 
all of the directorates 311d ontyiliose units involved in the workflow used in the case study. 
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Figure 4."i. PHD NSWC Organizational Structure 
PHD NSWC, Code ."iElO, sponsored research into the functionality and use of 
automated workflow technologies. This study was in response to the in!'ltallation of a 
prototype ofthe Joint Continuous Acquisition and Life-cycle Support (JeALS) !>yslem 
within the command. JCALS is a Department ofDefense (DoD) information system 
creatcd to " ... digitize technical and logistics support information, integrate infonnation in 
existing systems, and reduce development, acquisition, and support costs associated with 
wt':apon l:ly~1:ems" (CSC, 1994). JCALS emhodies an automated workflow management 
tool called Workflow Manager (CSC, 1994). The purpose of the workflow study was to 
1."iO 
identifY the mo';!' effc(...-tNc usc oftbe workflow management tecbnology within the 
organization. The Aegis support program wa~ sdectt:d by the project sponsor to be the 
focus of any research data collection cfforts due to its rt:lative newness to the fleet 
ll. SCOPE OF THE METHODOLOGY AFPUCATJON 
llecausc tht: author was rt:quin:d to spend a significant amount of time developing 
a m(...'th.odology for conducting BPR and workflow design using a workflow too~ th ert: 
was limited research time remaining to pertonn tbis case study_ Consequently, tbe entire 
lllcth.odology could not be applit:d. The main obj(...'Ctive of this thesis has been to show 
how business proc(!ss r(!t:ngint:(!ring can be enabled Mth thc usc of an automated 
workflow management tool. The application of the Workflow Reengineenng 
Methodology, therefore, focuses on the definition, modeling and improvement ofa single 
existing workflow at PHD NSWC. A .;.ummary of the steps ofthe Workflow 
Reeng.ineering Methodology included in the case .;."tudy is provided in Figure 46. 
Fir.;.t, a process was scie(...ted for use in the case study_ Next, the tasks of the 
workflow wcrc identified and tbeir components were defined_ Tht: workflow 
PHASE 0: AUTOMATE EXISTING WORKFLOW 
Step 3: Selcct a Process for Implementation and Improvement 
Step 4: Construct a Work BrealdoWIl Structure 
Step 5: Define Task Components 
Step 6: SpecifY Performance Measures 
Step 7' Complete and VerifY tbc Workflow Model 
PHASE ill: IDENTifY PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS 
Step 3' SpeeifY Performance Goals 
Step 4 Reengineer the Workflow 
Step 5: Construct New Workflow Models 
Step 0: Selcct the Most Efficient and Effective Workflow 
Figun: 46. Steps of the Workflow Reengineering Methodology Included in Case Study 
lSI 
was then implemented on a stand-alone workflow llliIllagemenl tool and the process was 
analyzed for improvement \lSing the time and cost statistics captured in the workflow tooL 
Finally, new workflow models were developed and the most efficient model was 
identified 
C. 	WORKFLOW I\'lANAGEMENT TOOl, EMPLOYED 
The JCALS Workflow Manager to be implemented at PHD NSWC was not 
available for local usc by the author. Therefore, an alternate automated workflow 
management tool was used in the case study. Workflow.BPR(WorJqlow.BPR, 1995) is 
presently under development by HOLOSOFX, Incorporated. A beta version ofthe 
sofTh/are was provided for student usc. Workilow.BPR, as evidenced by its name, was 
desib'lled specifically to suppon business process reenginC!cring with workflow technology 
The present ver~on ofWorkflow.BPR is strictly a modeling tool. It does not 
include a workflow engine with which to execute the workflow. It also does Dot possess 
any statistical simulation functionality. Therefore, the workflow implementation and 
simulation steps of the Workflow Reengineering Methodology could not be demonstrated. 
Other portions of the methodology were also tailored to the fimctionality of 
Work1low.BPR. 
D. 	 WORKFJ.OW Rl:ENGINEERING CASE STUDY 
The author made a two day vi~it to PHD NSWC to collect data on the selected 
workflow. During this visit, process data was captured via interviews conducted with 
each participant in the workflow. The form.~ provided in Appendix A were used in the 
course of the data collection and a representative sample have been included in Appendix 
B. Figure B-1 and Figure B-2 are, respectively, the completed Organi7...ational Information 
and Orgau.i7.ational Personnel FOims for the workflow. 
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1. Pbase 11: Automate I<:xisting Workflow 
The second phase of the Workflow Recngineering Methodology includes the 
selection ofa process for improvement, tbe identilication ofthe components ofthc 
existing workflow, and the desigo and implementation nfthe workflow template using the 
automated workflow tool. Tn this case srudy, the work breakdown structure for the 
selected workflow was constructed, tbe components of each of the included tasks were 
defined, performance measures were identified and the workflow model was com1ructed 
using Workflow.BPR. 
a. Step 3: Select a Process for Implementation and Improvement 
As prC'.-iously mentioned, the workflow project sponsor designated the 
Aegis program as the organizational unit to participate in any workflow data collection 
efforts. Therefore, a single process within the Aegis program was selected for mdusion in 
this ease study. This workflow was the processmg of an Aegis combat sy!ttems platform 
Technical Manual DeficiencyfEvaiuation Report (TMDER). It is important to note that 
the TMDER Processing workflow was chosen from the processes of the Aegis program 
solely due to research time con!ttraints and the author's familiarity with the use of technical 
manuals and TMOERs m the fleet. The health ofthe process was not determined because 
it was not being compared with other processes for reengincl.. ..ring priority 
h. Step 4: Construct a Work Breakdown Structure 
The next ~1ep ofthe Workflow Reengineering MethodologyperfOImed was 
the identification ofthe work brcakdoWIl ~1ructure for the lMDEH Processing workflow. 
First, the purpose and content of the worldlow were detennined. Next, the component 
sub-processes and tasks that comprise the workflow were identified. The~e items were 
accomplished dwing an mterview with a Technical Editor from the Acgis Logistics Team 
(Code SAI2). Code 5AI2 is viewe(l as the process owner for the processing ofan Aegis 
TMDER. 
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The purpose of the TMDER Processing work:f]ow is to maintain the 
accuracy ofAegis combat systems tcchnical manuals provided to fleet units. Technical 
manuals are provided by PHD NSWC to fleet units for each wcapons system under its 
administration. Ibcse publications include data on the effective operation and 
maintenance of a particular wcapolls system, and any required personnel training 
A TMDER i~ a fonn that is included in the back of a technical manual to be 
used by a fleet unit to notifY the manual's publisher ora problem or error found within a 
specific technical manual. A copy ofa completed TMDER is presented in Figure 47. All 
surface Navy TMDERs arc processed through PHD NSWC. Each TMDER received by 
PHD NSWC is reviewed and a rC!'ponse is returned to the originating fleet unit. lrthe 
deficiency is detennincd to be valid and requires a change to the technical manual for its 
correction, the TMDER and response letter arc forwarded to the rc!>-ponsible Technical 
Manual Management Authority (TMMA) for inclusion in the next update ofthe affected 
manual. In fiscal year 1994, Pill NSWC processed 324 TMDERs. (Moreno, 1995) 
The contents ofthe TMDER Processing workflow were defined by the 
process o..wer. First, an Aegis system TMDER is received in the mail from a fleet unit. 
All TMDERs are received by Code 5B31, the Naval Sea Data Support Activity (NSDSA). 
Code 5831 determines if the deficiency noted in the TMDER requires an update to the 
referenced technical manual. If the deficicncy is administrative in nature, such as a 
notification of a missing page within the received copy ofthe technical manual change 
notice, and does not require an update to the manual, Code 5B31 mails a TMDER 
response letter and copies of any mi..<;sing pages directly to the fleet unit. lfthe 
di..~crepancy might require a change to the technical manual, it is routed to the Logistics 
Processes DepartID.Cnt, Code 5D21, with a cover memorandum attached (sec Figure 48) 
(Snavely, 1995) 
Upon receipt ofthe TMDER, Codc 5D21 determines ifthe Aegis TMDER 
contains a technical discrepancy. If it is non-technical, such as the correction of 
typographic errors, the TMDER and a fOJWarding memorandum (see Figure 49) are sent 
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Figure 49. Exampl" of a Forwarding M"moranolulIl from Coole 5B21 
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to Code SAI2 for comment and response. !fthe discrepancy is technica~ the TMDER is 
forwarded with a forwarding memorandum to the Aegis Combat Systems Department for 
review and comment by tbe engineer responsible for the applicable Aegis system. (Suller, 
[995) 
Within the Combat Systems Department, Code 4C21 receives all technical 
Aegis system TMDERs and, based upon the particular technical manual under question, 
assigns and forwards tbe TMlJER to an Aegis systems engineer (Code 4Cxx) for review 
and comment. During a technical review, the engineer might interact with the system' s 
contractor for technical information. (Morello, 1995) 
The assigned employee, either Code SAI2 or Code 4Cxx, reviews the 
deficiency noted in the TMOER and formulates a response. The Team Secretary then 
drafts a "Response to Technical Manual DeficiencylEvaluation Report (TMDER)" lcner, 
that includes a paragraph containing the reviewer's comments. The draft is reviewed for 
accuracy and content by the commentator and the Team Leader. The Team Secretary 
then smoothes the response letter for the Tcam Leadcr's signature and hand carnes it to 
their office. Once signed, the Team Secretary mails the response letter and an enclosed 
copy ofthe TMDER to the originating fleet unit. Copies of the letter and TMDER arc 
also forwarded to each participant in the workflow, all affected ships and eontra(.:tors, and 
the TMMA Figure 50 is a copy of a TMDER response lctter. Except for the generation 
of the rough and smooth response letters using a word processor, the work objects and 
their transfer arc manual. (Moreno, 1995) 
The resulting work breakdown structure for the rMDER Processing 
workflow is depicted in Figure 51. 'I'here arc three sub-processes within the workflow' 
Rea ive TMDER, Review TMDER and Respond to TMDER. Each ofthese sub-processes 
is tben broken into its component tasks. The tasks of eacb sub-process, shown at lowest 
level of the diagram, combine to fonn the steps of the workflow. 
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Figurc 51. Work Breakdown Strucrure for TMDER Processing Workflow 
c. Step 5: Define Task CompOfIents 
Once the tasks of the work:f]ow were identified, the components of each 
task were defined. Code 5A12 first identified the employee responsible for the completion 
of each task in the workflow. Each participant was then interviewed by the author in the 
order that their task occurred within the process. During eacb interview, the employee 
was asked to comment on tbe accuracy oftbe flow oftasks in the workflow, and to defme 
and demonstrate the work performed during their task. They were also asked to define 
the remaining task components: work objects, resources, rules, routUlg and time. The 
author used the Task Definition Forms to record this task data during the interviews. An 
example ofa completed Task Definition form is contained in Appendix B as Figures B-3 
wough 8-6. 
PHD NSWC does not yet have a work:f]ow management tool installed 
throughout the organization. Therefore, the workflow could not be implemented on the 
too~ and the time and resource consumption data could not be automatically collected as 
prescribed in the Workflow Rcenginccring Metllodology. Consequlffitly, the process 
participants were asked to estimate their resource comrumption, and the amount oftimc 
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they spend completing the task and transfening the work object to the next participant in 
the workflow. A Task Duration Worksheet was created to record the time infonnation. 
An example ofa compk1cd Task Duration Worksheet is included in Appendix D as Figure 
B-7. 
Due to time constraints on data collection and the lack ofunit cost 
statistics available at PHD NSWC, much ofthe co~1 data gathered in thls workflow was 
estimated: 
It is acceptable to use approximate costs, estimated by using 
CUlTent financial information. Obtaining accurate costs may require an 
enormous amount ofwork, without much additional benefit. (Harrington, 
1991) 
The resources consumed within this workflow include personnel time; 
paper, envelopes and postage materials; compUier and reproduction equipment time; and 
facilities time_ The unit costs for these resources were estimated as follows: 
Personnel: The 1995 civil service pay scale with a 40% markup for benefits 
was used to estimate the yearly pay of each employee. Pay step five was used 
for the determination of each base pay rate. "Ibis rate was divided by an 
estimated work year of2,080 hours to determine an hourly pay rate. This rate, 
in turn, was divided by 60 to detcnnine a cost per minute. The resulting 
personnel costs are shown in Table 4 
Materials: The cost of supplies was estimated as $0.01 per page of paper, 
$0.05 per (.-nvclope and $0.32 postage per envelope 
Equipment: Copy machine, computer and printer costs were estimated as 
$.02 per employee minute of use. 
Facilities: Building, utilities and maintenance costs were randomly estimated 
as .$ .05 pcr employee minute of use. 
·l"be value ora TMDER re~"ponse was not available. There are 
approximately 600 technical manuals and 90 fleet units supported by the Aegis system 
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Pay Grade Year! BasePa Yearly Pay with Benefits HourI Rate Cost per Minute 
GS-OS I $22643 $31,700 $15.24 $0_25 
GS-07 $27,241 $38137 $18.34 $(U l 
GS-Il $40,321 $56,449 S27.14 $0.45 
GS-12 $48326 $67,656 S32.53 $0.54 
GS 14 $67,908 $95071 $45.7\ $0.76 
Table 4. Estimated General Schedule (GS) Pay Rates 
support team. The team received and responded to 121 TMDERs in fiscal year 1994. 
The range of possible technical manual deficiencies was very broad. The varne of any 
technical manual correction was, therefore, extremely difficult to quantify. ]bcrefore, this 
amount was left blank on the each of the Task Definition Forms. (Moreno, 1995) 
d. Step 6,' Specify Performance Measures 
During thc data collection visit, time was not avail:tble to discuss the 
perfonnance measures for the workflow with thc senior management officials at PI-ID 
NSWC. However, in the course of interviewing the process owner and participants., their 
overriding concerns for process improvement were for reduced cycle time_ Presently, the 
maximum allowable response time for a TMDER is 90 days. This requirement was 
establish.cd by NavSea Manual S0005-AA-PRO-OIOfnr1MP (NavSea, 1991). Each 
workflow participant agrced that the cycle time ofthe process could and should bc 
reduced to provide improved cu~tomer service to the fleet. 
Another effi.l.-icncy pcrfonnance measure, reduced cost, was also selected 
for the workflow. This is a standard perfonnance mcasure in most rccngineeriog projccts 
that is used to compare process design alternatives. A completed Process Perfonnance 
Fonn is included in Appendix B as Figure B-6. The effectiveness and flcxibility mearures 
were not included in this demonstration because it was oot possible to monitor them 
without having implemented the workflow on an on-line or simulation system 
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e. Step 7: Complete and Verify the Workflow Model 
FollowiIJg the author's return from PHD NSWC, the workflow data 
contained in the Task Definition Fonns was entered into the Workflow.BPR tooL First, 
aJl oCthe organizational and resource data were entered into the tool's data dictionary 
Next, the process components from the work breakdown structure WCTC drawn and the 
workflow model was constructed. 
Within Workflow.BPR, a workflow model is constructed in !>uh-process 
segments. A sub-process segmeOl is the workflow steps that occur between, and arc 
dependent on, adjacent decision nodes. Each segment's breakdmw structure is modeled 
independently. "For each sub.process, you create a series of definitions, each ofwhich 
represents an altemative way ofpl'Tforming that sub-process" (WurkjIcm"BPR User's 
Manual, 1995). The Workilow.BPR tool contains a rcasoning engine that is then used to 
define the process' business rules_ These conditions and parameters detenniue how each 
process segmeut interconnc("'ts to fmm a unique vcrsion ofthc workflow. 
Thc Workflow.BPR tool presently, does not allow the printing ofthe 
rcasoning diagram. Figure 52 shows a re-creation of the reasoning diagram for the 
1MDER Processing workflow. The diamonds represent decision nodes and the hexagons 
denote possible decision outcomes (parameters). The rectangles at the bottom or the 
diagram denotc the three sub-processes contained in the workflow. The squares directly 
above the sub-processes each symbolize a particular way of conducting that sub-process. 
The lines from the parameters to the sub-process components dictate how each sub­
process will be completed based upon that decision outcome. 
There are two decision nodes included in the TAfDER Processing 
workflow First, there is a decision about whether or not the correction ofthe reported 
deficiency will require a change to the tcchnical manual. Then, there is a decision about 
whether or not the nature ofthe discrepancy is technical and requires research and 
response by a !>"y~1ems engineer. Based upon the possible results of these two decision 
nodes, there are three potential workflow cases tbat could oeCUI for any TMDER 
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Figure 52. Reasoning Diagram for thc TMDF.fl. Processing Workflow, After 
Workjlow.BPR., 1995 
received. They include the processing ofa 'rMDER that rcquires no tcchnical manual 
change; a technical TI\IlDER; and a non-technical TMDER. The workflow models for 
each ofthese process cases arc included in Appendix C as Figures C-I through C-3. The 
Workflow.BPR tool also does not allow the display, printing or manipulation of the 
overall workflow. It displays only one casc ofthc proccss at a time. A simplified version 
ofthe overall workflow modcl, therefore, is sketched ill Figure 53. 
Because 110 workflow tool has been implemented within PHD NSWC and 
the tool used is unfamiliar to their employees, tbe workflow model was not verified by thc 
workflow participants. Code 5A12, however, verified the accuracy of the workflow 
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Figure 53 . Simplified TMDER Proce~siflg Workflow 
model pct'lscmed in Figure 53 . A1so, each workflow case generated in the workflow tool 
was validated a~ being complete hy the workflow tooL 
2. Phase lll: Jdentify Process Improvemeuts 
The third phase ofthe Workflow Reengineering Methodology involves the 
identification of process performance goals and the fcenginecring of the workflow to meet 
those objectives. Within this case study, the TAfDER PrIX'fssifig workflow was 
rccngineered using the process pcrfOflllllllCC statistics provided by PIID NSWC personnel 
Considering these process improvements, new workflow models wefe designed. 
It is important to note that the rccngineeting conducted was baood upon estimated 
data. 	 Therefore, the process cost and improvement ligures given should not be considered 
The conceprualprocess improvements are, however, considered legitimate 
a. Step 3: Specify Performance Goals 
Specific performance goals for the perfonnance measures ofreduced cost 
and cycle time were not determined for the TMDER Processing workflow. 1be goal of 
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this reengineering effort was simply 10 realize any amount of decrease in these measures 
Because there were no specific goals delilleated, performance goals were not apportioned 
to the tasks of the process and the Task Perfonnance Forms were not used. 
b. Step 4: Reengineer the Workfluw 
Within this step ofthe Workilow Reengineering Methodology, the TMDER 
Processing workflow was analy7.ed by the author for improvement. During the 
reengineering effort, each ofthe process improvement suggestions presented in Chapter V 
was considered. A list ofthese considerations is provided in Figure 54. 
1. Deletc or Modify Non-Value Added Tasks 
2. Arrange Tasks in a Natural Order 
3. Place Work \Vbere it Mo~t Makes Sense 
4. Combine Tasks to Reduce Uand-Offs 
5. Push Decision Making to the Appropriate Task 
6. Reduce Check'! and Controls 
7. Lessen Lycle Time 
8. Eliminate Bottlenecks aod Resource Shortages 
9. Make Multiple Versions of the Process 
10. Capture Information Once, Upstream in the Process 
11. Provide a Single Point of Contact 
Figure 54. Business Process Improvement Considerations 
Table 5 is a consolidated report of the estimated cycle times (in minutes) 
and resource costs for each task in the original workflow. Personnel and Facilities costs 
were calculated using only task limes. No cost was assessed for queue times. Transfer 
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Personnel costs were based transfer time and the pay grade oftbe employee physically 
transporting the work object between workflow participants. 
Times and costs for each ortbe three process cases are totaled at the 
bottom rows ofthe table. The processing ofa technical TMDER co~ts $454.37 and is the 
most expensive of the three process cases. It is also the most lengthy at 5,490 minutes 
This is due to the 3moWlt oftime required by the engineers to research and respond to a 
technical discrepancy. The processing ofa TMDER that requires no technical manual 
change is the least costly workflow case at $77.30 and takes the least amount of time to 
complete, 1,570 minutes. The processing ofnon-technical TMDER costs $160.50 and 
takes 2,950 minutes to complete. As shown in the table, personnel costs arc, by far, the 
most expensive resource conswncd by each ofthe workflow cases. 
The purpose ofthe TMDERProces.sing workflow is to evaluate and 
address a reported technical manual discrepancy. The only tasks witIDn the present 
process that were determined to add value to the final product of a TMDER response 
include Receive TMDER, Determine ifRequires TM Change, Determine ifTechnical, 
Review and Comment and Send TMDER Response. These tasks are required in order for 
the TMDER to be processed by the appropriate employee and a response sent to the 
originating fleet unit [Reengineering Consideration 1: Delete or ModifY Non-Value 
Added Tasks]. The other tasks involve administrative activities and routing deci~lons that 
were deemed to be unnecessary steps. The value added tasks OCCIII in a natliial order and 
should not be rearranged [Reengineering Consideration 2: Arrange Tasks in a Natural 
Order]. The non-value added tasks present in the current workflow should be delcted 
This can be accomplished, and the overall cycle time and cost ofthe process greatly 
reduced, by automating the TMDER ProceSSing workflow [Reengineering Consideration 
7: Lessen Cycle Time] 
PlID NSWC Code SA 12 is currently developing Interactive Electronic 
Technical Manuals (IE1Ms) to replace its paper manuals. The present goal of the 
program is to distribute the IETMs via compact rusk to afloat units. The IETM is being 
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"TItten in an object oriented format . Each chapter, section and paragraph is assigned a 
data label that allows it to he independently retrieved and manipulated. (Dimond, 1995) 
Because nfthe lITMs object oriented format, each section or paragrapb of 
a technical manual could be aSslgned a TMMA who would be responsible for the upkeep 
of that portion of the manual. Discrepancy notmcations could then be routed directly 
from the fleet unit to the TMMA responsibLe for the se,,'!ion uflbe manual under question. 
This would be Code 5B31 for administrative discrepancies, an engineer from Code 4Cxx 
for technical discrepancies and Code 5A 12 for non-technical discrepancies_ The TMMA 
should then be the single point of contact for any for customer service issues relating to a 
technical manual under their oversight [Reengineering Consideration 11 : Provide a Single 
Point ofContact]. 
rhe TMDER form should be contained on the IETM disk in electronic 
fonnat. TIle !>ailor submitting the discrepancy notice could usc a personal computer to 
type the tecbnical manual name and nwnber, affected chapter, section andlor paragraph 
label and discrepancy directly into the lMDER form template. The completed TMDER 
could then be elel-1:ronically sent to .PHD NSWC via the ship's satellite coIIllllllllications 
system. 
111e electronic TMDER would then be received at PHD NSWC and 
entered directly into tbe JCALS Workflow Manager as a TMDER Processing workflow. 
The electronic TMDER form should contain a block for the originating sailor to check 
that specifies whether or not the discrepancy requires a change to me technical manual and 
ifthe discrepancy is of a technical nature. These are simple decislons that tbe originator 
could easily he entrusted to make 
Upon the receipt of the TMDER at PHD NSWC, the appropriate software 
package on the workflow system could then assign the TMDER a control number. Based 
upon the infonnation blocks checked hy the sailor, the workflow management tool would 
ekctronically route the TMDER to the appropriat<: Aegis program TMMA for revicw and 
response. There then would h<: no need for Codc 5D21 or Code 4C21 to be iuvolved in 
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the workflow. These positions simply route the TMDER to the appropriate reviewer. I.n 
the automated process, the workflow tool would make routing decisions and track 
TMDER status. [Reengineering Consideration 3: Piace Work Where it Makes Sensel 
A TMDER response template should be created for use by the TMMAs 
that is in smooth fonnat. The employee making the counmmts, Code 5A 12 or 4Cxx, 
could directly enter their comments into the TMDER response template, thereby creating 
a smooth version of the response for forwarding to the fleet unit. There then would be no 
need for the TMDER response review and smoothing steps. Consequently, Codes 5AxxS 
and 4CxxS wouJd not be partil:i.pants in the workflow. LReengineering Consideration 4: 
Combine Tasks to Reduce Hand-Offsl 
The Rev;ew Response and Sign Response tasks are included in the original 
workflow as a final check for proper content and format of, and approval for, the TMDER 
response lcuer prior to mailing to the fleet unit. These steps could easily be removed 
from the workflow. The TMDER reviewer, who is the technical expert on and TMMA 
for that section of the manual, could electronically sign and send the response directly to 
the fleet unit without the Team Leader's review or authori:r.atiou. If the comments are 
found in error after tater review, the TMMA could revise the TMDER comments prior to 
incorporation into the appropriate technical manual The Team Leader' s time is the most 
expensive of all of the workflow participants. The deletion ofthese steps would decrease 
cycle time and the cost ofproducing a technical TMDER response. [Reengineering 
Consideration 5: Push Decision Making to the Appropriate Task and Reengineering and 
Consideration 6: Reduce Checks and Controls] 
With the automation of the workflow, there does not appear to be any 
bottlenecks remaining in the process. The only area of concern is that the workflow 
participants may work different hours as a result of flexible work schedules presently in 
place at PHD NSWC. This may resuh in queue times for TMDERs and should, therefore, 
be addressed by the process owner. [Reengineering Consideration 8: Eliminate 
Bottlenecks and Resource Shortages]. 
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The recngineered TA1DER Processing workflow proposed herein stilJ 
involves three workflow cases. These include the processing ofa No Techrucal Manual 
Change Required TMDER, a Technical TMDER and a Non-TcchnicallMDER 
[Reenginecring Consideration 9: Make Multiple Versions of the Process]. However, 
there would be no employee making routing decisions within the new workflow. 
Workflow case selection would be made automatically by the Workflow Manager based 
upon pre-de.fined choices made by the iillbmitting unit 
Within the reengineered workflow, there are no repetitious inputs. All data 
required throughout the process is received only once. The TMDER is one input and the 
comment from tbe contractor is another. These inputs are both gathered at the 
appropriate places v.1thin tbe workflow. Therefore, no workflow modifications are 
required to modif)! the timing of the capture ofinformation. (Recngineering Consideration 
10: Capture fuJonnaclon Once, Upstream in the Process] 
This reengineered workflow was referred to as Alternative A. A second 
workflow alternative, Alternative n, was also created during the reengineering effort 
This aJternative was developed based upon tbe premise that the overall proccss would not 
be automated. This alternative was created because the IETM program and the jCALS 
system have not yet been deploycd at PHD NSWC. Alternative B could serve as an 
interim improvement until the automated IETM and workflow infrastructures are installed 
and operational 
The work steps included in Alternative B arc identical to those contained in 
Alternative A. There are, however, two differences. Code 5B31 wowd complete the 
tasks that wowd have been completed by the Workflow Manager in Alternative A. Also, 
the work object transfers within the workflow would rcmain manual as in the present 
process 
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c. Step 5: Construct New Workflow Models 
Based upon the results ofthe reengineering step, new workflow models 
were constructed for the TMDER Processing workflow. Alternative A, which assumes 
that the process can be completely automated, is depicted in Figure 55. The time and cost 
statistics for this workflow are provided in Table 6. The workflow cases built using the 
Worktlow.BPR are presented in Appendix C as Figures C-4 through C-6. 
--- ------------1 R~ 4C""l!ng;o_ 
Figure 55. TMDER Processing Workflow Alternative A 
The cycle times for each workflow case were significandy reduced: a 96% 
redu(''tion for the processing of a No Change rUDER, 56% redul-tion for a 
Technical rMDER, and 97% reduction for a NOll-Technical TMDER. These time savings 
were due to the elimination ofroost transfer times due the use of electronic routing. A 
five minute satellite time was assigned for the sending ofthe TMDER response to a fleet 
unit. Th.e time reductions were also due to !.hI: elimination ofmost ofthe queue times 
The queue time for the Review Technical TMDER remains due to the time spent by the 
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engineer waiting for a response from a contractor. Time reductions also resulted from the 
elimination of nine non-value added tasks and their resulting task completion times from 
the overall workflow. 
As a result oftbe task time reductions the overall costs for each workflow 
case were decreased. lbe deletion oftasks resulted in personnel cost reductions, alone, of 
$37.80 for a No Change TMDER, $117.25 for a Technical TMDER, and $78. 15 fora 
Non-Technical TMDER. The personnel costs for the time spent transferring paper 
documents were eliminated. Material costs for paper, envelopes and postage were 
eliminated due to the automation of the work objects and the removal ofthe forwarding 
memorandullls. Equipment costs, however, were slightly rugher due to the additional 
amount of computer use by all workflow participants. It is important to note that the 
costs ofimplementing the workflow management tool werc not included in the equipment 
costs ofAlternative A. These costs might increase the overall cost oftbis alternative 
Table 7 sununariz.es the overall time and cost improvements realized as a result ofthe 
improvements to the original workflow. These values were also entered into the Process 
Performance .FOIDl contained in Appendix B. 
Workflow Case Cycle Time Cost 
No Cbange TMDER - 1,505 mins. - $ 41.66 
Technical TMDER - 3,075 ruins. - $164.91 
Non-Technical TMDER - 2,875 ruins. - $118.84 
Table 7. Alternative A Perfonnance Measure Improvements 
Alternative B, wbich improves tbe present manual process by deleting the 
non-vallie added tasks while maintaining manual work routing, was also modeled. The 
overall workflow is shown in Figure 56. The workflow case diagrams drawn with 
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Figure 56. 1MDER Processing Workflow Alternative B 
Workflow.BPR are included in Appendix C as Figures C-7 through C-9. The time and 
cost statistics for this alternative arc pn:~lltcd in Table 8. 
The cych: time for the processing of a No Change 1MDER remained 
constant because this workflow case was not altered from its original form. The transfcr 
times for the tasks included in this alternative remained constant because the routing of 
work objects continued to be mauual. 'Inc cycle times for the remaining workflow cases 
decreased 22% for the processing ora Technical rMDER and 36% for the NOr/-Technical 
rMDER due to the elimination nfthe nine non-vahle added tasks and their associah:d task 
and transft:r times 
'Inc cost ofthe No Change TMDER process remained constant. The 
personnel, material~ equipmtmt and facility costs for the remaining two cases decreased 
due to the elimination of the nine non-value added tasks. The perfonnance improvements 
for Alternative B are listed in Table 9 and were also recorded on the Process Performance 
Form in Appendix B. 
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l'abl~ 8 . Altc rnatlve 11 Performance Stat istics 
Worknow Case Cycle Time CostI 
No Change TMOER o mins - $ 0.00 
Technical TMDER -1 ,250 mins - $ 76.54 
Non-Technical TMOER - 1.050 wins. - $ )0.47 
Table 9. Alternative B Performance Measure Improvements 
d. Step 7,. Select the MO.ft Efficient and Effective Workflow 
Following the design ofnew workflow templates, the performance 
statistics for each workflow design alternative were compared to dctennine which 
workflow design was the most efficient. The performance improvements for each 
workflow alternative are summarized in Table 10. As previously stated, no eltcctiveness 
measures were included in thi~ case study. 
Workflow Case Alternative A Alternative B 
Time Cost Time Cost 
No Change TMDER - 1.505 ruins. : - $ 41 .66 °mins. - $ 0.00 
TechnicaL TMUER 1-3,075 ruins. : - $164.91 - 1,250 ruins. - $ 76.54 
Non-Technical TMDER - 2,875 wins.: - $118.84 - 1,050 mills. : - $ )0.47 
Table 10. Performance Measure Improvement Comparison ofAlternatives 
Nh:rnative A was found to be more efficient than Aheroative H both in 
terms of reduced cycle time and cost. Akernative A, therefore, would provide the most 
benefit to the organization ifimplcmcutcd. Both alternatives, however, offer cost and time 
savings over the original workflow. Again, it is cmphasized that these workflow templates 
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should not be considered accurate due to the use of e~tinUlted data in the process ofthe.ir 
creation. 
~~. ANAl ,vsrs Ot. WORKI<'LOWKU:NGINK~~RING APPLICATION 
The applied steps of the Workflow Reengineering Methodology provided the 
author an cffct.tivc road map for collet.1.ing process data and willlg that data to build and 
reengineer the workflow. The steps occurred in a logical order and provided sufficient 
background infomlation and guidance to successfully steer the completion of each task. 
The use of the data collection forms provided with the methodology made the 
process of defining the task components and gathering workflow data quite simple. The 
pre-filled forms helped to ensure that all necessary questions were asked during each 
interview and that the required data was recorded for later use. The collection of data was 
also made easier at PHD NSWC because the author sent a letter describing the purpose of 
the visit and the data that was to be collected. The process owner, in tum, sent a 
memorandum to eaeb workllow participant infonning them of the types of questions tbat 
they would be asked during the interviews. As a result, they were prepared for the 
interviews and had supporting forms and task. data available. 
rhe Workflow.BPR tool used to demonstrate II ponion ofthe Workflow 
Reengineering Methodology incorporated all of the components ofthe workflow model 
work breakdown stmcture, roles, mles, routing, resources and time. The persollIlel 
(roles) and resource names and usage rates were easily entered into the tool's data 
dictionary. Cyclc time stati;,tics were also easily entered into Workflow.BPR. The 
workflow tool allowed the cntty oftime statistics for task completion, work transfer and 
work or transfer delays 
The actual drawing ofthe workflow model with Workflow.BPR was challenging 
Most workflow tools enable tbe construction of an overall workflow picture that contains 
all decision points and alternative work object flows. In contrast, Workflow.BPR builds 
workflow cases in sub-process segments that reprcscnt alternativc ways of conducting that 
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portion ofthe workflow. Each sub-process segment must be independently modeled and 
later linked together using a reasooiug diagram This process is quite complex and 
difficulttoleam 
The construction uftbe reasoning diagram llsed to tie the sub-process alternatives 
together, however, was straightforward. Each decision point in the workflow became a 
condition aud the result of each decision became a parameter. The only challenge was to 
tie t:ach condition to the appropriate sub-process segment aheruativc_ Once the 
connections were OllIdc, the workflow cases were simple to generate and verU)'. 
Once the workflow cases were built, they were rigorous to manipulate during the 
reeugineering step. The work.flow tool di~p1ays only one case nftbe process at a time 
The side-by-side comparison of alternative workflow designs was not supported by the 
work.flow tool To compare alternatives, the diagrams and performance statistics for the 
each workflow had to printed and manually comparcd. Thcrc is also 110 WdY to view the 
entirc workflow. TIlls makes the overall process harder to envision and makcs workflow 
alteration more time consuming because it is difficult to determine which ~b-process 
segment to modify. As depicted throughout this chapter, the amhor generated simp.lified 
graphical representations ofthe overall workflow with which to work. 
Despite the difficulties encountered during the building of the workflow mor.lt:l the 
workflow tool effectively maintained, calculated and displayed the workflow perionnance 
~1atistics oftime and cost for each workflow case. The tying oftime and cost statistics to 
the workflow model and the automatic calcuJation of process stati~tics freed the author 
from the laborious completion of the calculations required to detcrminc cycle times and 
resourcc costs. The tool allowed the resulting proccss data to be viewcd as data tables 
This data couJd then be manipulated and additional calculations made through the creation 
ofnew tables.. The tool also automatically updated the time and cost statistics for each 
reroginecred workflow case. These features !,'TcatJy assi~1ed in the reengineeriug effort. 
The workflow tool although challenging at times, greatly assisted the author with 
the process improvement endeavor. It enabled the on-line capture and manipulation all of 
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the components of the workflow model. It also provided documentation ohbe process 
improvement endeavor tllat could be used as a starting point for future reengincering 
effort s. The Workflow Reengincering Methodology was easily tailored to the limitations 
encountered with the usc of the workflow tool. 
18. 
VI. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND LESSONS LEARI'iED 
'Ibis chapler provides a summary of the Workflow Recngineering Methodology It 
concludes with lessons learned in the course oftbe thesi~ research and suggested topics 
for funlIe study_ 
A. 	 SUMl\1ARY OJ' METHODOWGY 
bJ this thesis, the author first oveIViewcd the principles ofBPR and four 
methodologies for its accomplishment. It was detennincd that each afthe reengineering 
methodologies was incomplete or inefficient. 'Ibey were found to usc historic or 
estimated information in their process models and rccnginecring l>tcps. Tbey also were not 
supported by an independent automated tool 
The author then discussed the components of a workflow, and tbe functionality 
and benefits of automated workflow management tools. It was shown that automated 
workflow management technologies can singularly support process reengineering through 
on-line process modeling, work autollliltion, simulation and real-time caphlre of 
performance data for use in the process improvement steps. It was reported that there 
were no satisfactory methodologies found for workflow design or, more specifically, 
workflow design that included business process reengineering 
Next, the author delineated the Workflow Recngineering Methodology that was 
created to enable BPR through the use of automated workflow management software 
The Workflow Ret..'Jlgineering Methodology incorporates and enacts the principles 
reellgineering throughout its ~1eps. In Phase I, Prepare for Workflow Innovation, the 
business cycles of the organization are detennined and verified through the evaluation of 
business objectives and products. The infonnation infrastructure ofthe activity is analyzed 
and improved through the installation of tbe automated workflow management technology 
and ils open sy!>1ems ~ructure 
"I 
Simply contemplating workflow automation sparks improvements 
Analyzing and writing down an existing sequence ofwork stells forces 
companies to examine tbeir procedures -- sometime for the first time 
(Verity, 1993) 
There is an analysis ofthe organizational environment, with concentration on identifying 
the change levers or obstacles present wilhin the company and the resources available to 
support any change initiatives. Also, a proactive change management plan is enacted with 
the goal ofimproving employee acceptance, education and participation in the 
reengineeriog effort. 
During Phase II ofthe methodology, Automate Existing Workflow, the products 
of the business, and the processes that create them, are identified. The health of each 
process is determined and tbe most inefficient and ineffective process is choscn for 
immediate rccuginccring. 1bc remaining processes are prioritized for future improvement. 
A process owner is designated to be the sole person responsible for the effective and 
efficient functioning of each process. The components of each task within the process arc 
defined and the work ofthe process is analyzed for automation. lbe component tasks of 
the process arc prioritized and the value ofthe final product is apportioned to the process' 
tasks 
Ibe workflow is thcn modeled using a workflow management tool. The 
completeness and accuracy of the workflow model are verified through software 
validation, enactment and refinement. The implementation ofthe workflow on the 
automated workf1ow too~ alone, improves the process by standardizing tasks, controlling 
and automating the flow ofwork, freeing personnel resources to do more important work, 
and reducing the number of errors due to incorrect routing, loss or delays. It also 
improves business cycle time through the significant reduction ofwork object transfer 
times. AccuTate real-time perfollllllllce data is collected for use in the process 
improvement phase, negating the need for, and the inherent errors ot; human estimation. 
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The change team can watch the process in action and query the tool's data base for 
process statistic~ that aids in the early identification ofprocess strengths and weaknesses 
In Phase m, Identif)' Process lmprovements, the needs of the customers., 
!IDggestiolls of employees and the innovations found in industry are gathered and used to 
fe-shape the process. 'Ibe rcengineering principles aTC employed using a verified 
workflow model and accurately collected process performance data. On·line workflow 
models arc easily modified. Nonc ofthe process data lleed to be reentered into the system 
or redrav.n because it is stored within the single tool. Also, any workflow improvements 
call be simulated to test their perfonnance prior to implementation, and these simulations 
used to gain change approvals and to pre-train employees 
In Phase IV, Establish Supporting Structures, organizational ehanges that are 
required to suppon the new workflow I>ystem arc cODl>idered and made upon approval 
The supporting workflow infral>uucturc is also updated to l--nable the enactment orthe 
ncw process. Additional education and training are provided to tbe affected employees. 
In Phase V, Implement and Maintain Improved Workflow, the new workflow 
model is put into operation. Any subsequent changes to its configurat ion arc documented 
and the workflow is continually improved. Eaeh cycle ofthe methodology incorporates 
additional processes into the automated ~stem. Eventually, aU ofthe organization' s 
processes are concurrently improvcd. 
B. CONCLUSION 
All businesses, public or privatc, must continue to improve their business practices 
ifthcy arc to survivc· 
fhc world ortbc industrial n:volutioll is giving way 10 an era of a 
global economy, powerlul information technologics, and relentless change. 
The curtain is rising on the Age ofReengineering. Those who re~llond to 
its chalteJlges wiU write the new rules ofAmeriean business_ All that is 
needed is the v.-ill to succeed and the courage to begin. (Hammer and 
Champy, 1993) 
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However, the will and courage to undertake process improvemem are not sufficient for a 
company to succeed at reenginccring. Supporting tools and methodologies with which to 
pcrionn these process improvements are crucial. 
The Workflow Recngineering Methodology promises to be an effective 
methodology that can be used with a supporting workflow tool to improve any 
organization's business processes. The methodology and its use ofa supporting workflow 
tool meet the characteristics of an effective cbange methodology specified in Chapter II. 
The methodology is complete, applicable, friendly, consistent, supported, SlIccessfu~ 
documenting and enabled by tools (DODINST 8020.1-M, \993). The methodology is 
comprehensive, covering the process improvement effort from the identification of a need 
for change to the final implementation and maintenance of the improved workflow. The 
method can be applied to any type of process and is, therefore, a consistent tool. It has 
been designed to be easy for all personnel to learn and understand. Simple forms and 
detailed guidance has been provided for all phases and steps. The methodology suggests 
f..'111ployec training topics and is well documented. The workflow tool and the forms used 
in the methodology document the workflow design and reengineering process as each step 
is accomplished. The method is enabled by a single workflow management tool that 
significantly improves and eases the recngineering effort through its graphical modeling 
tool, simulation feature~ real·time perfonnance data collection and reponing features. 
Finally, a portion ofthe pmposed metbodology was applied in a case study using 
workflow data from the Naval Surface Warfarc Centcr, Port Hueneme Division. Theuse 
ofthe methodology and its supporting data collection forms successfully supported and 
strcamlined tbe rccngineering process. 
C. 	LESSONS LEAR!"I{ED 
The search for methodologies for BPR and workflow design was fonnidable The 
newness ofthesl:: proccss innovation techniques and the proprietary nature of the 
consulting marketplace made these procedures difficult to locate. Most SOlUces provided 
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only a fragment ofthe overall concepts or ~1eps. It was, therefore, necessary to gather 
numerous source~ from which to pull relevant ideas that could be incorporated into a 
coherent and comprehensive metllOdology 
The creation oflhe Workflow Reengineeriog was quite time consuming and 
intellectually challenging. MIlCh effort was required to research each ~1ep and picce 
together a final product. It was impossible to incorporate actions for every possible 
cunllllgency without making the description lengthy and difficult to comprehend 
During the application of the methodology, the capture of required process data 
was greatly simplified because the personnel to be interviewed during the vi~it were 
trained in the principles of process thloking. Not only did they understand what the 
purpose uflhe data collection visit was, they had more oran idea ofwhat information was 
required from them Ibcrefore, they were more adequately prepared for the interview and 
the data col1ection effurt was Dl1Ich simpler. 
It was also determined that it is critical that an organization have unit-based 
costing in place prior to undertak.iJlg a reengineering project. Especially in a public 
organization, employees may not be aware orthe value ora good or service, or of the 
quantity or cost ofthe resources they consume in the completion oftheir tasks. 
Detennining this infurmation is quite time consuming and requires the assistance of an 
experitlllced financial expert. This data colle<..1ion process can bog dOWIl the progress of 
the reengineering effurt and ean cause a decreased amount oftearn motivation. Ifunit­
based costing is in effect at the time ofthe process improvement initiative, much time and 
effort could be saved for the reellgineering team 
D. TOprCS FOR FUTURE RESEARCU 
There an: two related topics that require additional re~earcb . These areas were not 
~ufficient1y addressed in this thesis due to time and scope limitations. 
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1. Test and Refrne Workflow Reengineering Methodology 
Due to the time limitation and the lack of an installed workflow tool at PIID 
NSWC, the Workflow Reengineering Methodology was not fully tested. To be validated 
and refined, the methodology as a whole should he used throughout a complete 
reengineering project The reengineering roles should he established and an automated 
workflow system should be put into place. Each step of the methodology should then be 
completed and the overall methodology analyzed and improved. 
2. Develop Supporting Workflow Tool 
An automated workflow management tool should be developed that supportS the 
Workflow Reengineering Methodology from start to finish. The tool should incorporate 
ao easy to usc graphical user interface that prompts the uscr for the required information. 
The information should then be automatically incorporated into the workflow model To 
streamline the reengineering process, the tool should also enable the side-by-side di!qliay, 
simulation and comparison of design ahematives and their perfonnance statistics 
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APPENDIX A. WORK}'LOW REENGINF.ERING ~'ORMS 
Figure A-I . Organizational Information form 
193 

Figure A-2. Organizational Personnel Form 
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ORGANIZATIONAL RESOURCES FORM 
Resource Name Location Quantity Unit Cost Availability 
FIgure A-3. OrgamzatlOnal Resources Fonn 
195 
BUSlNESS PROCESS TDENTmCATION FORM for Business Cyde ______ 
Product Form Cost Business Process Freq. Priority Condition 
Figure A-4. Busmess Process Identlfi.catlOn FOJm 
Process Name Changeability Performance Business Impact CustomerImpact Total 




Cao Work be Automated? ___ 

Hardware aod Software Relluired to Automate: 

Better Way of Conducting Task: 

Figure A-6 Task Definition Form Page One 
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TASK DEFINlTlON FORM 
.ResoUTccsColl5umed SOUTceTask SOUTceEutity 
Figure A·S. Task Definition Form Page Three 
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Figure A-9. Task Definition Fonn Page Four 
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Pl!rforman~ 1! Measllff Geal Alternativl! A Alternative B Altemliltive C 
FIgure A-I o. Process Performance FOnD 
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PtrlOnDUll"t MtasDn Goal AJttmativt A Alttmativt B Alttmativt C 
FIgure A- I I. Task Performance Form 
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APPENDIX B. Pun NSWC WORKFLOW FORMS 
Conunand supports flexi-hours. 
I p.m. -3p .m 
Figure B· l . PHD NSWC Organizational Information Form 
20J 
Figure B-2. TMDER Processing Workflow Persollllel Information 
204 

Can Work he Automated? ~ 
Hardware anti Software Required to Automate: 
JCALS fiYstem tied to SALTS with ships 
Better Way of Conducting Task: Tje PI-ID NSWC electronically \-vith ships via 
SALTS ollboard the ships and JCALS at PHD NSWC. Let the work1lowtool in 
JCALS route an e1ectro.uic version ofTMDER for processing and response 




TASK DEF'lNUION FORM 
Resources Consumed Sourc:eTask Sourc:eEntity 
2 Pages of Paper Pbysical N/A N/A 
Computer Word Processor Equipment N/A N/A 
"..3 ... 
Figure 8-5. Receive 1MDER Task Definition Form Page Three 
207 
Value Added to Final Product by Task Completion: Unknowu 






Task Completion Time: 90 Minute<; 'l'raosferTimes 
locoming Work Object: NIA 
Queue Time: None 
Outgoing Work Object: Approx 15 min, 
Total Transfer Time: 15 Mins 
Other l}day Time: Reason for Dday: 
2 Days TMDERs for PHD NSWC are held and fotwarded together to 
C:]C-,"' l:-''C-k-=Du- ,-••:-,.-,-I PHD NSWC only two times per week -:-:'
2 Days and 105 mins 
Figure B-7. Receive TA1DER Task Duration Worksheet 
209 
Figun: B-S. TMDER Processing Process Performance Form 
210 
APPENJ))X C. PUD NSWC WORKJ' LOW DIAGRAMS 
, 
! 




















Figure C-4 Alternative A, No Technical Manual Change Required Workflow 
2 14 
Figme C-S. Alternative A, Non-Technical TMDER Workflow 
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Figure C-6. Alternative A, Technical TMDER Workflow 
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